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Abstract
This thesis develops low-latency, low-complexity signal processing solutions for systematic source
coding, or source coding with side information at the decoder. We consider an analog source signal
transmitted through a hybrid channel that is the composition of two channels: a noisy analog
channel through which the source is sent unprocessed and a secondary rate-constrained digital
channel; the source is processed prior to transmission through the digital channel. The challenge
is to design a digital encoder and decoder that provide a minimum-distortion reconstruction of the
source at the decoder, which has observations of analog and digital channel outputs.
The methods described in this thesis have importance to a wide array of applications. For
example, in the case of in-band on-channel (IBOC) digital audio broadcast (DAB), an existing noisy
analog communications infrastructure may be augmented by a low-bandwidth digital side channel
for improved fidelity, while compatibility with existing analog receivers is preserved. Another
application is a source coding scheme which devotes a fraction of available bandwidth to the analog
source and the rest of the bandwidth to a digital representation. This scheme is applicable in
a wireless communications environment (or any environment with unknown SNR), where analog
transmission has the advantage of a gentle roll-off of fidelity with SNR.
A very general paradigm for low-latency, low-complexity source coding is composed of three
basic cascaded elements: 1) a space rotation, or transformation, 2) quantization, and 3) lossless
bitstream coding. The paradigm has been applied with great success to conventional source coding,
and it applies equally well to systematic source coding. Focusing on the case involving a Gaussian
source, Gaussian channel and mean-squared distortion, we determine optimal or near-optimal com-
ponents for each of the three elements, each of which has analogous components in conventional
source coding. The space rotation can take many forms such as linear block transforms, lapped
transforms, or subband decomposition, all for which we derive conditions of optimality. For a very
general case we develop algorithms for the design of locally optimal quantizers. For the Gaussian
case, we describe a low-complexity scalar quantizer, the nested lattice scalar quantizer, that has
performance very near that of the optimal systematic scalar quantizer. Analogous to entropy coding
for conventional source coding, Slepian-Wolf coding is shown to be an effective lossless bitstream
coding stage for systematic source coding.
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Title: Ford Professor of Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
1.1 Systematic signal coding
Many important signal estimation problems involve the use of distributed networks of sensors
connected via digital communications links. Based on all sensor measurements, a global estimate
of a desired source signal is determined. Due to low power considerations or other limitations,
the rate of transmission from each of the sensors will be constrained to some finite value. Given
rate constraints for each sensor, we face the challenge of reconstructing a source, at a minimum
distortion, from rate-reduced representations of signals correlated to the source, i.e., the digitally
encoded sensor measurements. This distributed source coding problem, well-known as the CEO
problem [10], is still quite open. Even for the two sensor problem, the research community has
yet to determine a rate-distortion region, the region of rates (R 1, R 2) within which a system can
achieve a desired distortion, and outside of which it is impossible to achieve the desired distortion
[92]. In addition to the investigations into the asymptotic limits of performance, there has been
growing interest in practical digital signal processing solutions for distributed source coding.
In this thesis we explore systematic signal coding, an important special case of the CEO problem
using two sensors, a near-field sensor, and a far-field sensor. The near-field sensor has a strong
measurement of the source, so strong that we assume the measurement is noise-free. The far-field
sensor, on the other hand, measures the output of a distortion-inducing channel through which the
source is transmitted. A receiver observes the output of the far-field sensor and the rate-reduced
digital encoding of the near-field sensor. For the receiver to observe the far-field sensor measurement
Figure 1-1: Source coding with side information. The signals x, m, y, and w = i are respectively
the source, the encoded signal, the channel output, and the decoded source. The switch S may be
opened or closed, depending on the application.
exactly, we must have that either the receiver is resident at the far-field sensor, or that the far-field
sensor communicates to the receiver at such a high rate that it is transmitted distortion-free. For
most applications the former scenario is most accurate, and, hence, for simplicity we will assume
that this is the case. We conveniently view the receiver observations, therefore, as the outputs of
parallel digital and analog channels. Combined, the digital and analog channels form what we call
a hybrid channel. The block diagram for the systematic source coding scenario is given in Fig. 1-1.
The N-dimensional source vector x, is sent uncoded through a noisy analog channel, he output of
which is y. A feedback path is activated when the switch S is closed, thereby supplying the encoder
with an observation of the side information. This thesis focuses on the case where the switch S
is open, because it is more relevant to practical source coding applications. The source is coded
by the encoder, creating an information signal m, which is received undistorted by the decoder.
From the signals x and m, the decoder outputs a signal w = R, which is intended to be a close
approximation of the source x. Throughout this thesis, we will use the symbols x, m, y, and w = x
to denote respectively the source, the encoded signal, the channel output, and the decoded source.
As shown in Fig 1-1 the signals are vectors, but in some cases they may be more appropriately
written as processes, x[n], y[n] and w[n]. For vector x and y, the lengths will be assumed to be N
and M, respectively, unless otherwise noted.
Throughout this thesis we will use the names "digital" and "analog" channel output, to mean,
respectively, the output of the encoding of the near-field sensor measurement, and the measurement
at the far-field sensor. In some cases, the naming convention may not be consistent with the
____ __ ~ I
traditional definitions of "digital" and "analog", but, as it will be consistent for the majority of
important cases, we use the nomenclature for the entire thesis.
The objective at the receiver is to use the measurements from both channels to reconstruct the
source with minimum distortion. There are a variety of distortion criteria that we explore in this
thesis, but we focus on mean-squared error. In some cases, the encoding of the near-field sensor
may be arbitrarily fixed, and we do not have the liberty to design the encoder. For such scenarios,
we view the receiver as simply an estimator that has observations of two channel outputs, the
analog channel output, which usually has a stochastic relationship to the source, and the digital
channel output, which is deterministically related to the source. In this context it is convenient to
think of the receiver as performing analog estimation with digital, or deterministic, side information
(from the digital channel). In other applications we have the liberty to choose the algorithm for
encoding the near-sensor measurement, and the design of the encoder and the receiver are coupled.
The receiver again has observations from the analog and digital channels, but in this case we view
the receiver as a digital decoder with analog side information at the decoder. Thus, depending on
the context, we will use the terms "digital side information" referring to the output of the digital
channel, and "analog side information", referring to the output of the analog channel. Furthermore,
we will use the terms "receiver," "estimator," and "decoder" interchangeably.
The term "systematic source coding" was coined by Shamai et alin [95] to describe source coding
with analog side information at the receiver as an extension of a concept from error-correcting
channel codes. A systematic error-correcting code is one whose codewords are the concatenation of
the uncoded information source string and a string of parity-check bits. Similarly, in the systematic
hybrid source coding scenario, we have an uncoded analog transmission (analogous to the uncoded
source bits) and a source-coded digital transmission (analogous to the parity bits).
1.2 Applications
There are myriad applications for which systematic source coding design solutions are useful. The
first is a near-field/far-field sensor scenario, exactly as described in the problem formulation at the
outset of this chapter. A second powerful application is for the backward-compatible upgrade of
an existing analog communications infrastructure. An existing full-band, but noisy analog commu-
nications infrastructure may be augmented by a low bandwidth digital side channel. Both analog
and digital signals are used at properly enabled decoders to obtain improved fidelity, while legacy
analog receiver are unaffected by the upgrade. Signal coding solutions for this source coding prob-
lem are clearly applicable to in-band on-channel (IBOC) digital audio broadcast (DAB) [14, 60],
in which the digital audio information is multiplexed in the same bandwidth as the legacy AM or
FM analog broadcast.
A physical realization of the hybrid channel may take several forms. In one scenario, the analog
source is transmitted through a distortion-inducing channel such as a broadcast channel, and the
digitally processed source is communicated through another medium such as fiber optic cable or a
data network such as the internet. In another setting, a fixed channel bandwidth may be divided
into an analog channel and digital channel. On the analog channel the source is amplitude or
frequency modulated and transmitted. On the digital channel the digitally processed source is
transmitted "error-free" through the use of forward error-correcting codes.
The latter example suggests that coding for a hybrid channel is a general framework for coding
signals by using both digital and analog information on a given channel. This coding method is
potentially applicable in a wireless communications environment (or any environment with unknown
SNR), where reception of digital signals using forward error correction is typically in one of two
states: either error-free or suffering unrecoverable errors due to significant fading between the
transmitter and the receiver. There is a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold at which a source can
no longer be communicated. In contrast, analog communication, e.g., amplitude modulation, has
a gentle "roll-off" of source fidelity with channel SNR. To achieve the high fidelity of digital source
coding and slow roll-off of analog transmission, one may apply systematic hybrid analog/digital
source coding. While SNR is at acceptable levels, a joint analog/digital decoding will be used. At
a certain threshold SNR, when the digital signal is lost, the receiver will use only the analog signal.
Consider a mobile phone unit on a battlefield. If the mobile unit is experiencing significant fading
between it and a transmitter, a digital signal might be totally lost. An analog signal, although very
noisy, may be comprehensible enough for a human listener to extract important information.
Another potential application is speech enhancement. Consider having available at the receiver
an uncorrupted full-band recording of a particular speaker in which most of the common phonemes
of the language are spoken. If the receiver observes a noise-corrupted utterance from the same
_ _1 __ ~ L·~ _
Figure 1-2: Source coding paradigm, for both standard source coding and systematic source coding.
Space rotation, or transformation, usually takes the form of linear prediction, linear block transfor-
mation, or subband decomposition. Quantization is usually some simple form of digital encoding,
often involving scalar operators. Lossless bitstream coding is entropy coding for standard source
coding and is Slepian-Wolf Coding for systematic source coding.
speaker, and for a given segment of speech the receiver has knowledge of the uttered phoneme
(using, for example, a hidden Markov model) the linear predictive coefficients obtained from the
clean speech can potentially be used as side information to assist the enhancement. Although this
side information may not be entirely accurate, a properly chosen estimator may yield perceptually
pleasing results. This is an example where the form of the encoder is fixed, based on average
statistics of the clean waveform, and it cannot be designed for minimum distortion. This type of
application is not the focus of this thesis.
1.3 Thesis objective
Practical source coding systems are designed with constraints on two main quantities, latency and
complexity. Latency must be kept especially low for real-time systems, such as two-way voice
communications systems, and complexity impacts all practical source coding algorithms, as the
algorithms are implemented on processors with limited computational capacities. The main pur-
pose of this thesis is to provide a framework for systematic source coding using low-latency and
low-complexity digital signal processing components. A very general paradigm for low-latency, low-
complexity source coding, is shown in Fig. 1-2, which applies to both conventional source coding
and systematic source coding. In this thesis we use the terms "conventional" and "standard" to
refer to source coding methods used when there is no analog side information at the decoder, i.e.,
when there exists only a digital channel. The paradigm diagrammed in Fig. 1-2, often referred
to as waveform coding 1, is composed of three basic components: 1) a space rotation, or trans-
formation, 2) quantization, and 3) lossless bitstream coding. Clearly, Fig. 1-2 only describes the
encoding stage; the decoder inverts the process with three steps: 1) bitstream decoding, 2) coef-
ficient reconstruction ("inverse" quantization), and 3) inverse transformation. The space rotation
and quantization stage can arguably be combined as a single vector quantizer. They are most often
separated, however, as the quantization stage is usually composed of low-complexity quantizers,
like scalar quantizers. The space rotation is selected to minimize the reconstruction distortion
under the constraints on the quantizers. The space rotation can take many forms such as linear
prediction, linear block transforms, or a subband decomposition [40]. Assuming a mean-squared
error criterion, in standard coding, the optimal space rotation decorrelates the source samples,
that is, it removes source redundancy. For systematic coding, we will establish that the optimal
space rotation will decorrelate the error that is the result of minimum mean-squared error (MMSE)
estimation of the source from the analog channel observation. The quantizers in most conventional
source coding systems are often simple uniform quantizers. The analogous design element for sys-
tematic source coding is the nested lattice scalar quantizer (NLSQ) which is the composition of
a uniform quantizer with a modulo element. The final block in Fig. 1-2 is the lossless bitstream
coding element. For conventional coding, this stage is an entropy coder. It is well-known that
following uniform quantization with entropy coding results in a very effective method of coding
[32, 96]. Analogously, we show that an effective method for systematic coding uses an NLSQ fol-
lowed by a Slepian-Wolf code; Slepian-Wolf codes are described in Chap. 3. Hence, the lossless
bitstream stage for systematic coding is a Slepian-Wolf coding stage.
Although this thesis focuses primarily on digital signal processing solutions that lend themselves
to practical implementations, we do have some theoretical results pertaining to the asymptotic limits
of performance of systematic source coding systems, highlighted in Chap. 3. Wyner and Ziv give
the first thorough theoretical treatment of source coding with side information at the decoder in
[90], in which they derive the information theoretic rate-distortion limit. In Chap. 3 we review the
results in [90] and related theoretical results, including some new discoveries. A final theoretical
exposition in the thesis occurs in Chap. 6, where we establish the duality of source coding with
side information at the decoder with information embedding. Some of the results of Chap. 6 are
1Another paradigm for source coding is so-called parametric source coding[40], which is not a focus of this thesis.
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Figure 1-3: Information embedding. The signals y, m, w, and x are respectively the host, in-
formation signal, composite signal, and channel output. The switch S may be opened or closed,
depending on the application
the product of a collaboration with B. Chen and G. W. Wornell, and appear in [2].
1.4 Duality with information embedding
Information embedding is the robust communication of information embedded into a host signal
and has importance for applications such as digital watermarking for copyrighting material and
information hiding, or steganography, for covert communications [72, 15]. We show the basic
information embedding scenario in Fig. 1-3, in which we have the signals y, m, w, and x, respectively
the host, information signal, composite signal, and channel output. The encoder uses both the host
and the information signal to create a composite signal w, which is assumed to closely approximate
the host y. We assume the composite signal is passed through a channel, which is used to model
an attempt by an adversary to remove the watermark. The output of the channel, x, is decoded to
yield an estimate rin m of the information signal. In some applications the host is known at the
decoder, i.e., the switch S is closed, but we focus on the case where the host is known only at the
encoder.
The duality between systematic source coding and information embedding, is simply put. A
good encoder (respectively, decoder) for systematic source coding is a good decoder (respectively,
encoder) for information embedding. Comparing Figs. 1-1 and 1-3 we see that, as labeled, the
encoder (respectively, decoder) for one case has the same input and output variables as the decoder
(respectively, encoder) for the other case. One of the easiest ways to see the duality is through
example. One of the simplest forms of information embedding is so-called low-bits modulation
[72]. At the encoder, the bits of the base-2 expansion of the information signal, m, are extracted
and used to replace the least significant bits of the digitized host. At the decoder, the channel
output is digitized, i.e. quantized, and the least-significant bits of the quantizer output, are used
to reconstruct the information signal. A dual system to low-bits modulation is low-bits coding,
for systematic coding. At the encoder the source x is digitized, and the least-significant bits are
extracted and sent down the digital channel. Let us assume that the channel is an additive white
Gaussian noise channel (AWGN). As the channel noise likely corrupts only the LSBs, the decoder
replaces the LSBs of the digital representation with those from the digital channel (signal m) to
form the final estimate of the source. Clearly the operation of the low-bits modulation encoder
(respectively, decoder) is the same as the low-bits coding decoder (respectively, encoder). The
precise implications and applications of the duality are developed in Chap. 6.
1.5 Notation
In terms of notation, we use a sans serif font u to denote a random variable, and a serif font u to
denote a realization or a constant. Likewise, we use a bold sans serif font u to denote a random
vector, a column vector, and a bold serif font u to denote a vector realization. The components
of a vector u are denoted ui, i = 0, ..., N-1. A matrix U is a denoted as a bold capital letter.
The notation UT implies the matrix transpose operation. The notation Ut implies the Hermitian
transpose operation. The functions H(-), and I(.; -) are entropy and Shannon mutual information
respectively. The function h(.) is either the differential entropy function or binary entropy function,
depending on the argument.
1.6 Outline of thesis
The outline of the thesis is as follows. In Chap. 2 we derive the optimal receiver structure for the
maximum aposteriori probability, minimum mean-squared error, and maximum likelihood estima-
tion criteria, given observations from the analog and digital channels. We follow with some examples
for particular sources and channels. Chap. 2 is less concerned with source coding paradigms than
it is with exercising some of the basic principles of estimation with deterministic side information
at the receiver. In Chap. 3 we review the most important information theoretical results concern-
ing rate-distortion theory with side information at the decoder, and develop some new theoretical
results. Extending the basic Gaussian result from [89] we derive the rate-distortion function for
jointly Gaussian source x[n] and channel output y[n]. We also generalize the results of [95], and
give rate-distortion achieving codes for the Gaussian case at all channel SNRs. In Chap. 4 we begin
the development of the signal processing solution for systematic source coding, with results on
systematic quantization. We develop design algorithms for the design of locally optimal scalar and
vector quantizers. For the Gaussian case, we compare the performance of optimal quantizers with
very low complexity quantizers, called nested lattice scalar quantizers. We establish the efficiency of
a coding system comprised of an NLSQ and Slepian-Wolf coding. We also develop quantizers with
partial feedback of the channel output. In Chap. 5 we develop the design of systematic transform
and subband coders for the Gaussian case. Based on the results of Chap. 4 we derive optimal bit
allocation strategies, and determine the optimal transforms and subband decompositions in terms
of the statistics of the MMSE error process. In Chap. 6 we establish the theoretical duality of
source coding with side information and information embedding, and use previous results for the
Wyner-Ziv problem to create optimal solutions for information embedding. In Chap. 7 we assess
the impact of our results and suggest directions for future work.

Chapter 2
Basic Principles and Design Elements
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we introduce the basic signal processing design elements for the systematic encoder
and decoder. The digital side information is a deterministic function of the source, which, depending
on the application, may be designed to achieve a certain fidelity, or could simply be an arbitrary
deterministic function. In any case, as long as the encoding function is known at the decoder, the
observations of both the analog information and digital output of the encoder can be used together
to obtain an optimal signal estimate based on some optimality criterion. In this chapter, we derive
the receiver equations that yield the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE), maximum aposteriori
probability (MAP), and maximum likelihood (ML) signal estimates.
We consider several important examples of optimal decoder operation. For a Gaussian source
and channel and linear side information, we derive the MMSE, MAP, and ML decoders. For the
case of minimum mean-squared error, we derive the optimum linear side information basis vectors
at the encoder, based on the operation of the MMSE decoder. A final example involves a speech
source signal with an AWGN analog channel and spectral envelope side information. We develop
an algorithm which produces the ML signal estimate at the receiver.
As a prelude to Chapter 4 we describe the basic concept of digital encoding at a fixed rate given
analog side information at the decoder. Inherent in digital coding of waveforms, certain relevant
coefficients are quantized, or represented by a fixed number of codebook entries, and there exists
a rule for signal reconstruction from the codebook values. The concepts of quantization encoding
and reconstruction are appropriately tailored to the case where we have analog side information
at the decoder. The description we provide suggests the existence of a duality between systematic
source coding and information embedding, which is explicitly detailed in Chap. 6.
2.2 Receiver Equations
Given observations from the digital channel and the uncoded analog channel, a receiver will produce
a source estimate that is optimal according to some criterion. This section derives the commonly
used MMSE, MAP, and ML estimators for the hybrid channel given an arbitrary encoding function.
Letting x denote the zero-mean source vector of length N and y denote the noisy observation of
x, we derive the MMSE and MAP receivers from the a posteriori density function, fxly,m(Xly, m)
written in shorthand as f(xly, m). Let m = g(x) be the digital channel information, which is
a deterministic function of x. Denoting the inverse image of m as the region in signal space
S = {xlg(x) = m}, the a posteriori density is reduced as follows:
f (xy)f(m|x,y)f(x ym) (xmy)f (mx,) (2.1)
f(mly)
f (xy)f(mlx) (2.2)
f(mly)
= f ) ifx S (2.3)
0 otherwise.
Equation (2.2) follows from the fact that m and y are conditionally independent given x. Equa-
tion (2.3) follows from the fact that the side channel information m is deterministically related to
the source x. Conditioned on a particular value of x = x, m = g(x) with probability 1. Note that
the a posteriori density in (2.3) is simply the pdf of the conditional random vector xly - f(xly),
further conditioned on the event that x E S. To within the constant normalization factor f(mly)
, the density f(xly, m) is identical to f(xjy) inside the region of support described by g(x) = m
and zero otherwise. Given this understanding, the nature of the two estimators is quite clear.
The MMSE estimator is given by X^MMSE = E[xly, m]. The form of the estimator can be
simplified using equation (2.3):
XMMSE = E[xly, m] (2.4)
C P
= xf(xly, m)dx (2.5)
= f(mly) xf (x y)dx. (2.6)
The MMSE estimator is simply the centroid of the density f(xly) in constraint region S. Note
that XMMSE is not in general an element of S. For the case where S is convex, it is clear that
XMMSE E S. Generalizing (2.4) for all distortion measures D(., .), we have a generalized conditional
centroid rule for minimum mean distortion (MMD) estimation:
xMMD = argmin E[D(x, h(y)) y,x E S]. (2.7)h(.)
We assume in (2.7) that the minimum exists, which is the case for most distortion measures and
distributions seen in practice. In some cases, there will be many (perhaps infinitely many) estimates
that satisfy the minimization in (2.7).
The MAP estimator, RMAP, is the value of x that maximizes the a posteriori density f(xly, m),
which is given by:
XMAP = arg maxxssf(xly). (2.8)
The estimator is the solution to a constrained optimization problem. An example of a tractable
problem is if f(xly) is a Gaussian distribution and S is convex. The MAP estimate is then a
maximum of a concave function over a convex set, which can be solved by a number of numerical
algorithms.
The ML signal estimate assumes no prior statistics for the source signal. The ML estimate of
the source is the x that maximizes the following likelihood function:
f(y, mlx) = f(ym, x)f(mlx) (2.9)
= f(ylx)f(mlx) (2.10)
Sf(yIx) if x E S (2.11)
0 otherwise.
The ML estimate is thus the result of maximizing the likelihood f(ylx) over the constraint region
S.
For the case of additive white Gaussian noise, the surfaces of equal likelihood, as a function
Figure 2-1: MMSE, MAP, and ML estimates. The shaded region is the constraint region S. The
ellipses are the contours of equal probability for the density f(xlyo), the maximum of which is at
E[xly = yo].
of x, are equidistant from the point x = y, which implies that the ML estimate is the minimum
distance projection of y = y onto the constraint set S:
N
XML = arg min (ui - Yi) 2 . (2.12)
uES -
In the frequency domain, the equation is written as:
XML = arg min IX(e") - Y(eJ ))12dw, (2.13)
where X(ejw) and Y(eJ• ) denote the discrete Fourier transforms of the vectors x and y, respectively.
In section 2.3.2 we examine the the case where y is speech in additive Gaussian noise and the digital
channel carries spectral envelope parameters of x. An algorithm is developed that yields the ML
signal estimate.
Figure 2-1 shows an example of the estimators for a two-dimensional Gaussian random vector
x and an additive white Gaussian channel with a noisy realization from the channel y = yo. The
shaded region is the constraint region S, representing all signals x meeting the constraints. The
ellipses are the contours of equal probability for the density f(xly), the maximum of which is at
E[xly = yo]. Note that iML and iMAP are in S, while XMMSE is not. Understanding the receiver
_ ..X ;- -- -P~·i ,
structures will assist us in the design of the systematic encoder.
2.3 Examples of optimal decoders
In this section we derive the optimal decoders for two simple, but useful forms of digital side
information: linear side information and spectral envelope side information. Linear side information
is simply defined as the linear projection of the source vector x onto one or more basis vectors hi,
i = 1, ..., L where L is the number of coefficients transmitted to the receiver. For the case of jointly
Gaussian x and y with linear side information at the receiver, the MMSE estimate (which coincides
with the MAP estimate) has a simple solution. We derive the optimum basis vectors as a function
of the second order statistics for x and y. This result is a gives an indication of the types of solutions
that we can expect for optimal transform and subband coder designs in Chap. 5. Assuming an
additive Gaussian channel we also derive the ML estimate with linear side information.
When the source that is being coded is speech, spectral envelope parameters (e.g., linear pre-
dictive coefficients or zero phase coefficients) capture a great deal of information about the source,
and are therefore appropriate for use as side information. In Section 2.3.2 we describe an iterative
algorithm that attains the ML estimate of speech given an AWGN channel and spectral envelope
side information.
Note that in both of these examples the side information sent across the supplemental digital
channel is not truly digital, as the coefficients are assumed unquantized. These results are, how-
ever, instructive as they indicate the receiver behavior in the limit of low quantization distortion.
Although the side information is not digital in an exact sense, we maintain the naming convention
"digital channel" for the supplementary channel through which deterministic information about
the source is sent.
2.3.1 Gaussian source/channel with linear side information
In this section, we explore a familiar problem of signal reconstruction with linear side information.
Typically the problem is approached by constraining the estimator to have a particular form. In
this section we impose no such restriction as we seek the unconstrained MMSE estimate. Depite
the more general problem formulation, the results concerning optimal basis selection are consistent
with the less general approach. Linear side information is generated at the encoder by applying
a matrix operation to the source vector x. The length-N basis vectors, hi, i - 1, ..., L form the
columns of encoding matrix HNxL. Without loss of generality, the hi are assumed orthogonal:
hthj {0, i ,j
The vector m = Htx is output from the encoder and sent over the digital channel. We examine
the MMSE, MAP and ML estimates when the side information is linear.
Denoting the MMSE estimate by i, we let the error be given by e = x - i. For a general
joint distribution fxy(x, y) on the source and channel output, the MMSE receiver estimate has
no convenient closed form solution, besides the usual E[xly, m]. The estimate is the centroid of
the pdf f(xly) in the affine subspace S = {xlH t x = m}. Clearly the region S is convex, which
implies that iMMS E S, but this fact does not simplify the problem. In fact, we must not be
mislead by this observation to assume that the MMSE estimate is obtained by minimizing the
MSE E[(x - R)t(x - )I|y] subject to the constraint Htx = m. Indeed, this solution yields an
estimate that has MSE greater than or equal to the MMSE error estimate using analog information
alone.
Uncorrelated x and y
In general, we are considering jointly Gaussian x and y distributed as AN([/x ~y], Axy). To assist
with the general solution, we first consider the case where the analog observation y is uncorrelated
with x, implying that our MMSE estimator, which is linear for the Gaussian case, can safely ignore
y. The only observation upon which we base our estimate is thus Htx = m. Using the standard
LLSE estimator equations, the optimal estimate is given by
R = px + AxH(HtAxH) - 1 (y - py), (2.14)
where Ax is the autocovariance matrix for x, and the error covariance matrix is given by
Ae = Ax - AxH(HtAxH)-'HtAx. (2.15)
C~__ __ ~h
The trace of Ae is the MSE. Note that Ae is unaffected by the mean of x, implying that a given
affine subspace defined by the matrix H yields the same mean-squared error no matter what the
mean.
For many applications, an encoder may be optimized for minimum error. For the case of linear
side information the vectors hi, i = 1, ..., L, may be selected to minimize MSE. We present a solution
that yields a local minimum in MSE with respect to the his. We first consider the case where H
is made up of only one vector h, i.e., we transmit only one coefficient. We let the eigenvalue
decomposition of Ax be given by
Ax = UQU t, (2.16)
where U = [ul u2 ... U] is the unitary matrix whose columns are the unit eigenvectors of Ax,
and Q = diag {A, A2, ... , Aj} is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of Ax as diagonal entries.
Without loss of generality, we assume the eigenvalues are ordered
A, > A2 >... > A. (2.17)
The error covariance matrix is thus
QUthhtUQAe = U(Q - Q UQ)Ut (2.18)htUQUth
Defining z = Q1/ 2Uth and using the fact that Tr(AB) = Tr(BA), we see that the MSE is
E[ete] = Tr(Ae) (2.19)
Tr(Q) - Tr(Q1/2zztQ1/2)
=T(z-(2.20)
ztz
Tr(ztQz)
= Tr(Q) - (2.21)ztz
I Z= Tr(Q) - t Aiz (2.22)
i=1
> Tr(Q)- A. (2.23)
The inequality in (2.23) is met with equality for z = z equaling the elementary vector [1 0 ... 0],
thus implying that minimum MSE is achieved for h = ul, the eigenvector corresponding to the
largest eigenvalue of Ae.
We consider the generalization of the result for one vector h to the case where H has L vectors
which we select to minimize MSE. We assume the matrix H* is comprised of column vectors
hf = u, i = 1, ..., L, the eigenvectors corresponding to the m largest eigenvalues of Ae, and show
that this matrix is a point of zero gradient of the MSE surface with respect to the matrix entries.
Consider minimizing MSE with respect to the jth vector hi, assuming the other vectors in H = H*
are fixed. Given our assumptions, the receiver observes the coefficients utx, i = 1, ..., L, i • j. The
aposteriori density is thus N - (L - 1) dimensional, and its autocovariance matrix has eigenvalues
{ Aj, N-L+I,AN-L+2, ..., AN}, of which Aj is the largest. By the above result for the one vector
case, the MSE cannot be reduced by perturbing the vector hj away from uj. This holds for all
j implying that hi = u_, i = 1, ..., m, achieves at least a local optimum (zero-gradient point) of
the MSE. We use this result to solve for the optimum matrix H for the case of general correlation
between x and y.
Correlated x and y
For x and y jointly Gaussian and correlated, we again use the standard LLSE equations to derive
the optimal estimate given y and m = Hx at the receiver. Denoting y = [xtH yt]t as the observed
vector at the receiver, the MMSE receiver estimate is
i(y, m) = -_Px + AxqA - 1 (y - pg). (2.24)
Defining the error vector e = x - x, we have the error covariance matrix
Ae = Ax, - AxA,, -IAxit. (2.25)
The matrices Axq and A 9 are respectively given by the following expressions:
Axy = [AxH Axy], (2.26)
Aq =1 (2.27)
where / = HtAxH, T = HtAxy, and O = Ay. As the expression in (2.24) and (2.25) involve the
term Ay-1 , we determine the matrix inverse using a common matrix inversion formula. First we
let R(y) be the MMSE estimate of x given only the observation y at the decoder, and we define the
error e = x - x(y). Given A5 as in (2.27), we determine matrix inverse to be [49]
Aý-1 =1 (2.28)
where the component matrices are
/ = (/3- 'e-lt)-1, (2.29)
I = -(/3 -- (- 1 ltt)- 1 (eO- 1 ), (2.30)
S= e - 1 + (IeO-l)t . (/ - xO-1lt)- 1 . (TeO- 1), (2.31)
which simplify to
/ = (HtA j H t ) - 1  (2.32)
= -(HtA bH ) - (HtAxyA y- 1) (2.33)
= Ay- 1 + Ay-lAxytH (HtAjHt) - 1 . (HtAxyAy- 1) (2.34)
where
Aj = Ax - AxyAy-'Axyt (2.35)
is the error covariance matrix for R(y), the MMSE estimate given only y at the decoder.
We approach the design of the optimal linear encoder given observations y and m = Hx at the
decoder. We derive the basis vectors hi, i = 1, ..., L, such that MSE is minimized. The equation
Htx = m defines S, an N - L dimensional affine subspace of X = RZN that contains the realization
of x. Recall that the MMSE estimate of x given Htx and y is the centroid of fxly(xIy) in the
subspace S. The aposteriori density is normal KA(R(y), Ae).
We use the results of Sec. 2.3.1, exploiting the fact that optimal basis selection is independent
of mean, to derive the optimal basis for correlated x and y. To do so we define the following
problem. Let r be a random vector distributed as .N/(pr, Al), and let m = Htr be observed at the
decoder. The MMSE estimate i(m) is the centroid of fr(r) in the subspace defined by Htr = m,
and the MSE is independent of the mean Pur. If we assume, then, that mur = x(y), we have the
equivalence fr(r) = fxly(rly). As a consequence, the vectors hi, i = 1, ...,L, that minimize MSE
for i(m) also minimize the MSE for i(y, m). Thus the vectors hi, i = 1,..., L that minimize y
and m - Hx at the decoder are the eigenvectors of Ae (the error covariance matrix given only
y at the decoder) corresponding to the L largest eigenvalues of Ai, A• > ... > ALE. If we use
these optimal vectors, then the component elements of Ay- 1 given in (2.32)-(2.34) simplify by
substituting (HtAeH) - 1 = diag(1/Al, ... 1/AL).
Non-Gaussian x and y
The assumption that x and y are jointly Gaussian is necessary for the eigenvectors of Ai to be
optimal linear encoding vectors, a fact we confirm by counterexample. Consider the two-dimensional
random vector x = [X1 X2]t E Ri2 with discrete pmf
Px (x) = ( 1, 2) E {(0, 1), (0,-1),(1,0),(-1,0)} (2.36)
0, otherwise
We examine the case where the encoding matrix H is a one-dimensional vector h, and the only
observed information at the encoder is h t x. We easily confirm that the autocorrelation matrix for
x is Ax = I. Therefore, all unit vectors u are eigenvalues of Ax, each with the same eigenvalue
A = . Because both eigenvalues are equal, we assume by hypothesis, that h equaling any unit
eigenvector (hence any unit vector) will be a locally optimum encoding vector with respect to MSE.
We will show by contradiction that this can not be true.
Because h is two dimensional and is constrained to be a unit vector, it may be parameterized
by a single scalar parameter ca:
h(a) = (2.37)
It follows that the MMSE, which we denote E(a), is also a function of a. Consider the two encoding
unit vectors, h' = h(0) = [0 1]t and h' = h(3/5) = 1/5[3 4]t. Given m = (hi)tx, i = 0, 1, at the
decoder, the MMSE estimate is denoted ii, and the error is given by e, = x - xi.
We determine the MSE for io by noting that the observation vector (ho)tx takes on one of three
Clul- -·
values, 0, 1, and -1, with probabilities -, -, and -, respectively and for each of these values, the
error eo is zero mean. Thus the MSE is given by
E (0) = E[I eo 12] (2.38)
= P(m = O)E[l eoll 2 1m = 0] + (2.39)
P(m = 1)E[Ieo 2 1m = 1] + P(m = -1)E[ljeo ll 2 m = -1] (2.40)
1 1 1 1
= -1+ -0+ -0=- (2.41)2 4 4 2
The MMSE E(3/5) for xl clearly equals zero, as it takes on one of four values, ±3/5, +4/5, each
corresponding to a unique x.
The mean value theorem implies that there exists an a3, 0 < a3 < 3/5, for which
d E(3/5) - E(0) -1/2 5
---
E (a ) = ,  
- 0 (2.42)
da 3/5 - 0 - 3/5 6
The vector h(a 3) does not attain a zero gradient on the MMSE surface. Thus, there exists an
eigenvector that is not locally optimal, which is a contradiction to our hypothesis.
ML estimate for additive Gaussian channel
For the case of linear digital side information m = Htx and a channel output y = x + v, where v is
additive Gaussian noise , V(0, A), we derive a convenient closed-form solution for the ML source
estimate. A generalization of (2.12), the ML estimate in this case is given by
XML = arg min (y - u)tA-' (y - u), (2.43)
uES
where the set S is the affine subspace defined by the equation Htu = m. The expression on the
right hand side of (2.43) is the weighted-norm distance between y and u, where A- 1 is the weighting
matrix.
We define
z = A (y - u), (2.44)
so that,
ztz = (y - u)tA-l(y - u), (2.45)
and
HtA3z - H t y - Htu, (2.46)
which, under the constraint u E S, becomes
HtAlz = Hty - m = a, (2.47)
where a is a known constant vector at the receiver. Noting from (2.44), that u = y - A2z, (2.43)
can be rewritten as
xML = - A• arg min ztz). (2.48)
z:HtA- z=a
Or equivalently, we are solving the under-constrained set of equations
Ftz = a, (2.49)
where Ft = HtA½, for the minimum norm solution z. This problem has a well-known solution
which is
z = F(F t F)-la. (2.50)
Thus we have a closed form for the ML estimate:
XML = y - AH(HtAH)- 1 (Hty - m). (2.51)
2.3.2 Spectral envelope side information
For many useful applications the source vector x being coded is a short-time windowed section of
speech. Linear predictive (LP) coefficients provide an efficient representation of windowed speech,
and are therefore an appropriate choice of side information for transmission through a low bit-rate
side channel. In this section, we will use the coefficients {ai, i = 0, 1, ..., M} of the LP filter of
order M as the digital side information m describing the inverse image region S. The analog side
information is y = x+v, where v is AWGN of variance a2. In this section, we develop an algorithm
__ __
that yields the ML estimate given the above analog and digital information at the receiver. Recall
that for the AWGN channel, the ML estimate is the signal point in S of minimum two-norm distance
to y.
Because it is derived from values of the autocorrelation function of the clean speech, the side
information represents a constraint only on the Fourier transform magnitude of the estimate. We
first show that if we impose no constraints on phase, the minimum-distance element to y will have
the same phase as Y(ejw). In equation 2.13 note that the integral is minimized if the distance
between X(ejw) and Y(ej") is minimized for all w. Consider a particular frequency w = wo, and
let X(ejwo) = IXle j ° and Y(e jwo) = Yle j. The squared distance between X(e jwo) and Y(eJw o ) is
J = IX(ejo) - y(eiwo)12
= (Xl cosO - I Y cosO + j(lXl sin 0- 1 Y| sin 0)) x
(IXI cosO- I Ycos - j(X sin0- I Ysin ))
= IX12 + I1 2 - 2X II Y(cos Ocos + sin 0 sin O)
IX12 + I Y12- 2 1Xi YI(cos(O - )),
(2.52)
(2.53)
(2.54)
(2.55)
(2.56)
which is minimized when 0 = . Thus the minimum distance estimate will have the same phase as
the noisy realization.
Knowing that the estimate shares the same phase as the noisy realization allows us to specify
a new constraint set S' = {x E S I ZX(e ji) = ZY(eJ")} and to simplify the expression in
equation (2.13):
a27r
XML = arg min IX(e 3 ) I Y(e )| 2dw.
xes'~Z o(i)Yi~)2i
(2.57)
There is no clear solution to the constrained minimization in equation (2.57). A simple solution
results, however, if we consider a slightly modified distance measure:
= arg min I X(e) - IY(e w)1212dw.
xeS'i x
(2.58)
The time domain expression for equation (2.58) is
= arg milln (Rx[i] - Ry[i]) 2 (2.59)
where Rx and Ry are the autocorrelation functions of x and y respectively. For each x E S' there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the LP coefficients {;, i = 0, ..., M} and {Rx[i], i = 0, ... , M}
[59]. For this reason, we can map the constraint set S' on x to a constraint set SR on Rx:
SR = {Rx I Rx[i] = Rx[i], i = 0, ..., M}. The estimate in equation (2.59) is therefore the one whose
autocorrelation function is the minimum-distance projection of Ry onto SR, and whose phase is the
same as y.
Projection onto convex sets
In this section we describe the minimum-distance projection of RY onto SR using projection onto
convex sets. The constraint set SR can be described as the intersection of two convex sets. We
define the sets on the Hilbert space 12 of finite-norm discrete sequences (which is automatically
satisfied by the vector length N being finite):
C1 {U E 12 u[i]=Rx[i], i= -M, ...,M} (2.60)
C2 = {u E 12 U(eC O) real, positive Vw} (2.61)
The set C 2 ensures that the signals are legitimate autocorrelation functions. We denote the projec-
tion operators P1 and P2 which perform the minimum-distance projections onto the sets C 1 and C 2 ,
respectively. P1 is best described as operations in time, while P2 is best described as an operation
in frequency:
u[n] Rx[n] n =M -M...,M (2.62)
u[n] otherwise
P2 U(e'w) = I U(eJw) if U(ej •) > 0 (2.63)10 otherwise
Letting uo = Ry, the conventional projection onto convex sets (POCS) algorithm is given by
the iteration ui+l = Pu=, where P = PIP2 . The sequence {u-}io0 converges to some point in SR
[18]. In order to converge on the minimum-distance projection of Ry onto SR, the algorithm must
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be modified [11]. Let uo = Ry, and define the sequence {u;}; 0o by
SP2U1,
SPi(u 2
= P2(u3
= P (U4
= P2 (U5
- Vl),
- V2)
,
- V3)
,
- V4)
,
Ul -
- U2 -
SVl
SV2
SV3 +
SV4
(2.64)
- U 2
- U 3
- U 4
- U 5
The sequence {ui}•o converges to the minimum-distance projection of Ry onto SR. The Fourier
transform of the vector u = limi-o ui is the squared magnitude response of the desired estimate.
The phase of the estimate is assigned the phase of y, which is justified above. This estimate is not
the ML estimate, however, because of the approximation made in equation (2.58).
Zero-phase impulse response coefficients
Equation (2.57) indicates an exact ML solution subject to a modification of the side information.
The time domain expression for equation (2.57) is
x = arg min (Xzp[i] - Yzp[i]) 2 ,
xES'
(2.65)
where Xzp and Yzp are the zero-phase impulse responses of x and y respectively. Let the side
information be {xz,[i], i = 0, ..., M}, the first M + 1 zero-phase impulse response coefficients of x.
The side information describes a constraint set on xzp: SzP = {xzp I Xzp[i] = Xzp[i], i = 0, ..., M}.
The set Sz, is the intersection of the following two convex sets on 12:
C1 {u E 12 U[i] = Xzp[i], i= -M, ..., M}
C2 = {u 12 U(ejw) real, positive Vw}.
(2.66)
(2.67)
The set C2 ensures that the sequences in Szp are legitimate zero-phase impulse responses.
The ML estimate is calculated by means of a POCS algorithm. The projection operators Pi
and P2, which perform the minimum-distance projections onto the sets C 1 and C 2 respectively, are
given by
Pu[n] = ..,M (2.68)
Su[n][n] otherwise
P2 U U(ey = J ) if U(e '") > 0 (2.69)
0 otherwise
To obtain the zero-phase response of the ML estimate, the minimum-distance projection algorithm
proceeds as in equation (2.64). The phase of the ML estimate is assigned the phase of y, which is
justified above.
Experiments and Results
We have implemented the algorithms presented in this section on speech and have conducted
informal listening tests. Enhancement experiments have been performed using spectral envelope
side information that is derived from the clean speech. There are also preliminary results for
single-sensor enhancement with no side information, using LP coefficients estimated from the noisy
speech. In all experiments the speech is sampled at 10kHz, and the processing is done on 20ms
frames with 50% overlap.
Using LP coefficients determined from the clean speech as side information, we used the algo-
rithm in section 2.3.2 to enhance noisy speech at several SNRs. The number of coefficients used
was varied from 4 to 20. Relative to perceived output quality, there are significantly diminished
returns for additional coefficients beyond 12. This is not surprising, because the spectral shaping
of most speech is captured by a 12-pole model. The algorithm significantly improves intelligibility,
even for very low SNRs (-10dB), and the enhanced speech is more perceptually pleasing than the
noisy speech. The algorithm functions at such low SNRs because of the use of information from the
clean speech. One negative aspect of the algorithm is that for low SNRs, there is a slight harshness
to the enhanced speech. At high SNRs (>40dB), the enhanced speech is perceptually the same as
the noisy speech. For the purposes of comparison, we consider speech enhanced by a Wiener filter,
where the power spectrum of the source is approximated by a 12-pole model calculated from the
clean speech. The Wiener filter approach has fewer artifacts and is more perceptually pleasing.
The same experiments were performed using zero-phase coefficients determined from the clean
speech as side information. For these experiments we used the algorithm in section 2.3.2. Dimin-
ished returns in perceived quality occurs beyond 14 coefficients. The performance characteristics
of the algorithm are similar to the LP algorithm: improved intelligibility at very low SNRs and no
effect at high SNRs. The enhanced speech has the same perceptual properties as the speech from
the LP algorithm, including a slight harshness at low SNRs.
The final experiment involves single-sensor noise reduction without side information. The LP
coefficients are estimated from the noisy speech using ML estimation [45, 46]. Now, considering
the speech as the unknown parameter and the LP coefficients as side information, we find an
approximate ML estimate of the speech using the algorithm in section 2.3.2. Preliminary results
suggest that this is a promising approach.
2.4 Overview of Digital Encoding
We have seen examples of systems in which the decoder receives deterministic side information m
that is a vector of real numbers of infinite precision. In a realistic application, the side information
is the output of a digital channel of finite rate, which requires that the side information be from a
set of a finite number of levels, I = {1, ..., K}, where K = 2 nR with R being the rate in bits/sample.
To digitally encode a source we map x E R n to one of K levels, or indices, i E I in a codebook
and transmit the index. A decoder reconstructs the source from the index. The general term for
digital encoding/decoding is quantization. If no analog information were present at the decoder,
we have the conventional source coding scenario, and the decoder takes the level i E I from the
digital channel and reconstructs the source as ki, the ith entry in the decoder codebook. Clearly,
for x E • • digitization induces distortion.
If analog information is present at the decoder, the codebook is no longer just an ensemble
of reconstruction points, but rather is an ensemble of reconstruction functions *i(y). We refer to
the case when analog information is at the decoder as systematic quantization. Of course, even
though ii(y) may have infinite precision, distortion is still present at the decoder by the fact that
y is a noisy version of x and m is of finite precision. In Chap. 4 we develop algorithms which
yield systematic encoder/decoder pairs that are optimal with respect to a fidelity criterion. In this
section we introduce the concept of systematic digital encoding/decoding and show by intuitive
argument, the duality of systematic coding with information embedding. A theoretical exposition
of this duality is given in detail in Chap. 6.
Despite the intrinsic difference in operation of the decoder with and without analog information,
the basic operation of the encoder does not change. The source is mapped to one of M levels.
Depending the statistics of x and y, the actual encoder map may vary. An encoder map may be
characterized by the partitioning of I n into a set of M non-overlapping regions A = {A, ...AM},
each of which may or may not be a connected set. For each i, we let Ai be a union of disjoint sets,
Ai = Uj Aij, where the Aij is connected for all j, and for all k : j, Aik U Aij is not connected. In
other words, the Aijs are the largest connected pieces in Ai.
2.4.1 Systematic quantization
Fig. 2-2 shows an example of a partition for N = 2 and K = 2, where the lines represent the
boundaries between A 1 and A 2. The region A 1, represented by the bit 0, is the union of the areas
containing an o, and the region A 2, represented by the bit 1, is the union of the areas containing
an x. The xs and os are placed at the center of mass of their respective areas. The encoder simply
transmits an i = 0 (respectively, an i = 1) if x lies in a region with an o (respectively, an x). In
Fig. 2-2(a) the encoder transmits a 0. The basic concept behind systematic quantization is that
the analog information gives a coarse description of the source, and the digital information refines
the description. Thus in Fig. 2-2 we desire that the os (respectively, xs) be separated far enough
apart, so that given the analog information and the index i = 0 (respectively, i=1), it is clear which
region Aik the source x comes from.
Fig. 2-2(b) and (c) illustrate the operation of a decoder for the given encoder map. We assume
that at the decoder we wish to minimize MSE. Given only y the MMSE estimate is x(y) = E[xly].
Recall from Sec. 2.2 that given i and y, MSE is minimized if we take the centroid of f(xly) in the
region Ai. For most sources and channels of interest (including the Gaussian case), f(xly) has most
of it probability mass weighted around its mean i(y). We assume for most cases that for a fixed i
the Aijs are separated far enough such that most of the probability mass of f(xly) is contained in
Aik for some k. Also we assume that Aik is small enough that f(xly) is relatively constant across
A ik. Note that these assumptions require that M be large; for clarity of illustration in Fig. 2-2 we
ox transmit 0
0 xeX • ......
x(y)
X
0 -_
x
X
X
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x(y)
Figure 2-2: Example of systematic quantization. The region A1, represented by the bit 0, is the
union of the areas containing an o, and the region A2, represented by the bit 1, is the union of the
areas containing an x. (a) The encoder. (b) The decoder with no channel error. (c) The decoder
with a channel error.
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x
(b)
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0
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have not used a large M. Given our assumptions, it is clear that a near-MMSE decoder simply
maps k(y) to the center of mass of Aik. We have illustrated this in Figs. 2-2(b) and (c) for two cases,
in (b) where we have correctly identified the Aik from which x has come, and in (c) where we have
chosen the wrong Aik. We call the case depicted by (c) as a channel error to reflect the similarity
to digital communications when a receiver decodes the wrong point in a signal constellation.
The generalization of this quantization concept to larger dimensions and higher rates is clear.
Low complexity implementations may be accomplished by adding structure to the quantizers. For
example, consider a lattice of dimension n, which is the union of M sublattices. Define Ai as the
union of the Voronoi regions around the ith lattice. Given the appropriate lattice selection, we show
in Chap. 3, as an extension of the results of [95], that such a structure can attain the theoretical
rate-distortion bound for a Gaussian source and channel.
2.4.2 Duality to information embedding
We introduced the information embedding problem in Chap. 1. Recall that information is modu-
lated by embedding it into a host signal, denoted y. A recently developed method for information
embedding, called quantization index modulation (QIM), is developed in [15], and has been shown
to achieve the capacity of the information embedding channel for the Gaussian case [15, 2]. We show
that QIM, as a result of joint work with B. Chen and G. W. Wornell, is the dual to the systematic
quantization method shown in this section, in the sense that the systematic encoder serves as the
QIM decoder and the systematic decoder serves as the QIM encoder. The QIM method embeds
information into y by quantizing y with one of M quantizers; the information modulates which
quantizer is used. Thus the QIM codebook partitions signal space into a set of non-overlapping
regions A = {A1, ...AK}, with each Ai = Uj Aij defined as above. Within each Aij is a reconstruc-
tion point. We modulate the information signal i E I by mapping y to the reconstruction point
in the nearest Aij; we choose the nearest point because we want to induce as little distortion as
necessary.
In Fig. 2-3, we show the QIM encoder and decoder for N = 2 and K = 2. Again the region A 1,
represented by the bit 0, is the union of the areas containing an o, and the region A 2, represented
by the bit 1, is the union of the areas containing an x. In Fig. 2-3(a) the embedded bit is a 0, and
we thus map y to the nearest o. This operation is the same as the decoder operation in Sec. 2.4.1,
(a) o o
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Figure 2-3: Example of QIM. The region A1, represented by the bit 0, is the union of the areas
containing an o, and the region A 2, represented by the bit 1, is the union of the areas containing
an x. (a) The encoder embedding a 0. (b) The decoder with no channel error. (c) The decoder
with a channel error.
except in this case, the function x(y) = y. In Figs. 2-3(b) and (c) we show QIM decoding, in
which an information bit is extracted, for two cases. In (b) the decoder has correctly identified the
signal point to which x is mapped, and hence has no error in extracting the information bit. In (c)
the receiver has decoded the wrong signal point (a channel error has occurred), which induces an
error in identifying the information bit. It is clear that the QIM decoder behaves as the systematic
encoder in Sec. 2.4.1, as the bit extracted is a function of the index of the region Ai in which x
resides.
2.5 Conclusion
This chapter established some of the basic principles for encoder and decoder design for source
coding with side information at the decoder. We derived the optimal receivers with respect to
MMSE, MAP, and ML criteria. We examined receiver design for the case of linear side information
and jointly Gaussian x and y. This example also allowed us to take a glimpse at optimal encoder
design, as we derived the MMSE encoding matrix. A second example looked at a more practical
scenario with a speech source and spectral envelope side information. Finally as a prelude to
Chap. 4, we discussed the basics of the K-level quantizer design , the building block for a digital
encoder, and suggested a duality between this structure and a structure used for information
embedding, the QIM method. The duality between source coding with side information at the
decoder and information embedding is discussed in detail at a more theoretical level in Chap. 6.
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Chapter 3
Literature Review: Rate-Distortion
Theory with Side Information
3.1 Introduction
In their celebrated paper [90], Wyner and Ziv established the theoretical limits of performance
of source coding with analog side information at the decoder. Referring to Fig. 1-1, this is the
case in which the switch S is open. Wyner and Ziv pose the question, now known as the Wyner-
Ziv problem, given that the analog side information is known only at the decoder, what is the
minimum rate R required for m such that the source can be reconstructed with average distortion
less than some d, i.e., what is the rate-distortion function with side information at the decoder?
Unless otherwise noted, in this chapter we consider the special case in which the source vector x
is drawn iid from px(x) and the channel is memoryless with transition density pYlx(ylx). Under
these assumptions, Wyner and Ziv derive an elegant single-letter expression for the rate-distortion
function. Prior to the publication of [90], there had only been results concerning the much simpler
case where side information is known at the encoder and decoder [7, 33] (switch S is closed in
Fig. 1-1). Wyner and Ziv detail the relationship between their problem and this simpler one.
The results in [90] are impractically asymptotic in nature, requiring that block lengths approach
infinity. In contrast, this thesis focuses on the development of implementable, low-latency, low-
complexity signal processing algorithms. The main purpose of this chapter is to establish the prior
art for source coding with side information at the decoder, the cast majority of which is theoretical
in nature. Although not a focus of this thesis, in this chapter we derive some extensions and
generalizations of the basic theory pertaining to the Wyner-Ziv problem. Also in Chap. 6 we refer
to this chapter to explore the information theoretic duality between information embedding and
rate-distortion theory with side information at the decoder. Those wishing to focus on practical
signal processing implementations may choose to skip this chapter. However, we advise the reader
to understand the asymptotic results as they are a mark against which to compare the signal
processing algorithms developed in this thesis. Furthermore, these theoretical results and the
development of these results suggest practical approaches to the systematic source coding problem.
In addition to providing an expression for the general rate-distortion function, Wyner and Ziv
derive the expression for the quadratic Gaussian case [89] and the doubly binary symmetric channel
with Hamming distortion [90]. In Sec. 3.3.2, we use the basic Gaussian result to derive an inverse
waterpouring result for a vector of independent Gaussians. Any papers subsequent to [90] have been
extensions of the basic results of Wyner and Ziv. Shamai et al [66] construct codes that achieve the
rate distortion bound for the doubly binary symmetric case, which we review in Sec. 3.4.2. In the
same paper, Shamai et al derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for systematic coding to be
the most efficient coding method. Zamir and Shamai [95] construct nested lattice codes that achieve
capacity for the quadratic Gaussian case in the limit of high SNR. We develop a generalization of
this construction which achieves capacity for all SNRs in Sec. 3.3.4.
3.2 Rate-distortion functions
In this section we present the expression for the Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion function, and compare
it to the expression for the case in which the analog side information y is known at the encoder
and decoder.
3.2.1 Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion function
In their original paper, Wyner and Ziv defined the rate-distortion function with side information
at the decoder, denoted R W Zl(d), as the minimum data rate at which m can be transmitted such
that when N is large the average distortion E[- EN I D(xk, wk)] is arbitrarily close to d. TheirN k=(lc k) s rirriycoetod hi
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main theorem is the following:
RTl Z(d) = inf I(x; u) - I(y; u) (3.1)
where the infimum is taken over all random variables u satisfying
y -+ x -+ u is a Markov chain, (3.2)
and functions f : U x X -+ W satisfying
E[D(x, w)] < d where w = f(u,y). (3.3)
Condition (3.2), i.e., y and u are conditionally independent given x, implies
I(y; ulx) = 0, (3.4)
which simplifies (3.1) to be
R (d) =- inf I(x; uly). (3.5)
3.2.2 Slepian-Wolf codes (d = 0)
An interesting special case of Wyner-Ziv encoding is when d = 0, i.e., x is perfectly reconstructed
at the decoder. The required rate for this operating point can be determined by the well-known
Slepian-Wolf result [69], which we summarize here. Consider two discrete-alphabet iid sequences
u and v jointly distributed as p,v(u, v) = HI2l Puv(Ui, v). A Slepian-Wolf code is a method for
the lossless encoding of u and v, individually at two separate encoders, to be decoded by a single
decoder. Let R, and R, be the rates of the encoders of u and v respectively. If both u and v
were encoded at a single encoder the total rate of transmission for lossless recovery of u and v is
clearly H(u, v), the joint entropy of the sources. The startling result by Slepian and Wolf is that
for Ru > H(UIV) and Rv > H(VIU), any two rates, Ru and R,, will allow perfect reconstruction
at the decoder for some code as long as R, + R, > H(u, v). Therefore there exists no rate loss for
encoding the two sources separately versus encoding them together. The achievable rate region for
a Slepian-Wolf code is shown in Fig. 3-1.
Rv
H(u,v)
H(v)
H(vlu)
H(ulv) H(u) H(u,v) Ru
Figure 3-1: The Slepian-Wolf Achievable Rate Region
In the Wyner-Ziv setting, we have u equaling x, and v equaling the finely quantized output
of the analog channel; the channel output y must be quantized (introducing a degree of subopti-
mality) because Slepian-Wolf coding only works with discrete-alphabet sources. By the problem
construction, v is sent (via the analog channel observation) at rate R, = H(v). Thus the minimum
rate required for perfect reconstruction of u is H(ulv) (because H(ulv) + H(v) = H(u, v). By
application of Fano's inequality, it is shown in [90] that
RxlZ (0) = H(x y), (3.6)
which is consistent with the Slepian-Wolf result.
The proof of the Slepian and Wolf result relies on the asymptotic behavior of random codes,
which are not constructive, and hence indicate no meaningful implementation. There has been some
recent work on practical Slepian-Wolf codes as found in [76, 64], but for arbitrary joint statistics on
u and v no general method has been found that approaches the theoretical limit of performance.
An insightful method is given by Wyner [87] for the case where u is Bernoulli(.), and v = u T z is
observed undistorted at the decoder, where z is Bernoulli(p), and ( denotes modulo-2 addition. A
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Bernoulli(p) source is sequence of independent binary random variables where p is the probability of
a 1. We interpret v as the output of a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with crossover probability
p. The quantity H(ulv) equals h(p). The Slepian-Wolf code for this case employs a parity-check
code, defined by an N x L parity check matrix H, where L = nh(p). The encoder transmits the
syndrome Htu, thereby requiring the rate h(p). Utilizing the asymptotic behavior of linear codes
Wyner shows that u is constructed exactly. We see in Sec.3.4.2 that the nested linear code for
Wyner-Ziv coding in the doubly binary symmetric case is a generalization of this Slepian-Wolf
code for all reconstruction distortions D > 0.
3.2.3 Conditional rate-distortion function
For certain source coding applications the side information y may be known at the decoder and
the encoder; this scenario is shown in to Fig. 1 with the switch S closed. Derived in [33, 7], the
rate-distortion function for this scenario is given by the conditional rate-distortion function:
Rxly(d) = inf I(x; w y). (3.7)p(wlX) RD
where
pRD x,y(wIx, y) : E[D(x,w)] < d}. (3.8)
By problem, construction it is clear that
Rxly(d) < Rj z(d) (3.9)
The necessary and sufficient conditions under which (3.9) holds with equality are derived in
[90]; we outline the derivation here for comparison to information embedding. We let u satisfy
(3.2) and let w = f(u, y), where f satisfies (3.3). By application of the data processing inequality,
it is easily shown that
I(x; wly) _ I(x; uly), (3.10)
Equality holds in (3.10) if and only if
I(x; ulw,y) = 0. (3.11)
;;
Thus by (3.5), (3.7), and (3.10), we have that (3.9) holds with equality if and only if the minimizing
distribution for y, x, u, w in (3.1) also minimizes the argument on the right hand side of (3.7) and,
in addition, the condition in (3.11) holds for the minimizing distribution.
3.3 Quadratic Gaussian case
Using the general expressions for rate-distortion function, in this section we specify the results to
the case of Gaussian source, memoryless Gaussian channel, and quadratic distortion metric.
3.3.1 Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion function
For jointly Gaussian x and y whose elements are all drawn independently from the Gaussian density
fxy (x, y) - N(0, Axy), the Wyner-Ziv rate distortion function is [89]
Rz(d) = { logi )
0,
0 < d < axly2
d > c x ly 2
(3.12)
where a 2lx is the linear least squared error variance.
To obtain the equivalence in (3.12), we first establish notation. Without loss of generality we
write
y = /(x + n),
where/3 > 0, and n - AN(0, a2) is independent of y. Defining
c = 2+/(o  2),
the minimum mean-squared estimate for x from y is
xMMSE = E[xly = y] = px,
(3.13)
(3.14)
(3.15)
where
p = c/3 (3.16)
is the correlation coefficient. The corresponding error variance is
2 = C2 . (3.17)
Wyner derived (3.12) by first showing that the conditional rate-distortion function (with y at
the encoder) is
' (log cO/d, O < d < cau
Rx (d) = > 2 (3.18)
o, d 2 cOan,
He then proceeds to show that with no side information at the encoder, there is a test channel that
achieves the same rate-distortion function as (3.18). Because Rxly(d) • Rx z(d), (3.18) is also the
Wyner-Ziv rate distortion function.
In Wyner's formulation, the test channel encoder simply assigns the auxiliary random variable
u to be a linear combination of the source and an independent zero-mean Gaussian variable: u =
ax + e, where = (a~c - d)/aoc, and e - Ar(0, ad). The test channel decoder function is also a
linear function: w = f(u, y) = u + (c/l) (1 - a)y. We easily confirm that the distortion is d, and
I(x; uly) equals Rxly(d) in (3.18). Thus Rxly(d) = RE (d), implying (3.12). For the special case
where / = 1 (additive noise channel) and SNR-- oc, the decoder function is
w = u + (1 - a)y. (3.19)
We will see in Chap. 6 that this special case test channel decoding function is the same as the
information embedding encoding function for the Gaussian case.
3.3.2 Coding a sequence of independent Gaussians
In this section we treat the case in which x and y are jointly Gaussian, distributed as fxy(x, y) =
HIU fxyi(xi, yi). The pairs (xi,yi) and (xj,yj) are independent, but not necessarily identically
distributed. We determine the rate-distortion function for this case (assuming a quadratic distortion
metric), which lends itself nicely to the solution for the rate-distortion function for a stationary
Gaussian source process x(t) with the jointly stationary Gaussian process y(t) known at the decoder.
Our solution closely parallels [23, pp. 348-349] which determines the rate-distortion function of a
sequence of correlated Gaussian source variables (with no analog side information at the decoder).
We use the notation uJ to denote the vector [u, ui+1 ... Uj]T, a subvector of the vector u; the absence
of a subscript implies i = 1. We lower bound I(x; uly), and show the achievability of the bound:
I(x;uly) = h(xly)- h(xlu,y) (3.20)
N N
h (xi yi) - h (xi x 1 , y, u) (3.21)
i=1 i=1
N N
> h(xi yi) - h(xiui, yi) (3.22)
i=1 i=1
N
= I(xi; ui yi) (3.23)
i=1
N
> R(di) (3.24)
i=1
N 2
= max log x , O, (3.25)
i=1
where we have defined di = E[(xi - fi(ui,yi))2 ] for some decoding function fi(). Equality is met
in (3.22) if we have fxluy(xIu,y)= r l, fxluy(X ui, yi). It is straightforward to confirm that this
condition is met if we let
n
f.lx(u x) = fulx (u il Xi). (3.26)
i=1
As u is simply an auxiliary random variable determined at the encoder, fulx(u x) can be set as
desired. Equality is met in (3.24) with optimal selection of fujx(uldxj) and decoder functions fO(),
as per (3.1).
The rate-distortion function is thus given by
Rwz = mmin max log Xilyi,0 , (3.27)
xly f{di}: d=d =1 2 d
which can be solved using a simple functional with Lagrange multipliers identically to the case with
no analog side information [23, pg. 348] to yield
Rxy (d) = log y (3.28)
2 d=1i=1
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where 2
d if X> , Y (3.29)
_- xi lyi
and A is chosen so that E~, di = d.
From (3.28) we can interpret a rate-distortion achieving code for the case of independent Gaus-
sian pairs, as one which performs inverse-waterpouring on the variances a . This result leads
us to believe that an optimum decoder first performs MMSE estimation of xi from yi and then
inverse-waterpours bits on the remaining MMSE error, giving only bits to samples with error vari-
ance greater than some A. The most bits go to the sample with the largest mean-squared estimation
error.
If we consider the stationary Gaussian processes x(t) and y(t) in the limit of long observa-
tion times, the Fourier basis is the limiting Karhunen-Loeve basis for both processes [86]. In a
similar manner, projection onto the Fourier basis removes crosscorrelation between coefficients cor-
responding to different basis elements. Thus the x(t) and y(t) projected onto Fourier basis function
elements satisfy our assumptions. We define the MMSE estimation error e(t) = x(t) - XMMSE(t).
The rate-distortion function is thus achieved by inverse-waterpouring on frequency components of
the function
E(e) = Sxx(e) - ) (3.30)
Syy (ejw)
= E[(X(ej w) - X(e w)) 2], (3.31)
which is the Wiener filter error as a function of frequency. Of course, for a real-world implementation
we consider x(t) and y(t) observed only on a finite interval [To, To + T], where T is large compared
to the coherence time of the processes, and inverse-waterpour on a only finite number of frequencies.
3.3.3 Geometric interpretation
The rate-distortion function for the Gaussian case has a geometric interpretation as a form of sphere
covering that indicates the nature of codes that achieve the rate-distortion limit for this case. Given
a side information vector y of length N at the decoder, a minimum mean-squared error estimate
of the source is R = py, where p is defined in (3.16). The remaining mean-squared error about the
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Figure 3-2: Sphere-covering for Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion coding in the quadratic Gaussian case.
The vector py is estimate of the source from the channel output.
estimate is zero-mean Gaussian with variance ar2, implying that the source must lie in a sphere
Sxly of radius N72  about py. A Wyner-Ziv codebook for a distortion d will contain 2NR(d)xly
code vectors in RZN such that most source sequences of length N lying in Sxly are within a distance
N-d of a codeword. Rate-distortion coding for the Gaussian case, therefore, amounts to covering
the sphere Sxly with smaller spheres of radius N-d, which we illustrate in Fig. 3-2. Clearly the
number of codewords is lower bounded by the ratio of the volumes of the large to the small spheres:
2NR(d) (>Xly (3.32)
and this lower bound is met by a code that achieves the rate-distortion bound given by (3.12).
3.3.4 Lattice code for Wyner-Ziv encoding
In [95] Zamir and Shamai construct codes using a pair of nested lattices that achieve the Wyner-
Ziv rate-distortion bound for the quadratic Gaussian case, where y Q= /x + n for n - A(0O, an2I)
uncorrelated with x, in the limit of high SNR. Using the same basic construction, we offer a
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straightforward generalization which yields a code that achieves the bound for all SNRs. Let £1
and £2 be a pair of unbounded lattices in R'" such that I£2 C C1, i.e., C2 is nested in lattice £1.
An N-dimensional lattice is defined by C = {1;} where
1i E Rk , 10 =0, 1 + lj E C Vi, j. (3.33)
The lattice decoding functions for each lattice are nearest neighbor quantizing functions Qi : "• -4
4Ci, defined by:
Qi(x) A arg min jIx - 1II, i = 1, 2. (3.34)
The basic Voronoi region for each lattice C;4, which specifies the shape of the nearest-neighbor
decoding region, is Vi = {x : Q(x) = 0}. A Voronoi region has several significant quantities:
volume Vi, second moment a?, and normalized second moment Gi given respectively by
Vi dx (3.35)
0 = N Ij x 12dx (3.36)
z NVi V,
2
Gi = (3.37)
We use the same terminology used in [95] regarding lattice quantization and nested lattices. For
some 1 E C1, the quantity I - Q2 (1) is termed the "coset shift of I with respect to C£2." The function
k(l) : £1 -+ {1, ..., 2 NR} indexes the coset shifts, where R is the rate of the code and 2 NR = V 1/V2.
The inverse function of k(-) is g(k(l)) = 1- Q2(l). A random dither vector zl, known at the encoder
and decoder, is defined to be independent of (x, n) and uniformly distributed over V1. Its variance
is therefore equal to oa and by the results in [94], zl is a "Gaussian-like" vector for large N.
In order to achieve the Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion bound, the lattices £1 and £2 must satisfy
the following conditions for all E > 0:
a) £2 C C1
do2
b) a 2 - d
c) a'2 -•u 1 u ±c
d) P{Q2(g + v) g) < Vg 2
where v is a Gaussian of variance a 2 + -12, respectively
e) log(2weGi) < i = 1, 2.
Note that properties d) and e) rely on both lattices £1 and £2 having good sphere-packing properties
[21]. By random coding arguments, such lattices likely exist, but the specific lattices satisfying these
properties have yet been determined. For a good lattice £2, property d) requires that the variance
of v be slightly less than a2 . Property e) is satisfied for any good lattice, because in the limit of
large N the normalized second moment of a sequence of good lattices approaches 2i, as shown by
Poltyrev as referenced in [94].
Properties b), c), and e) prescribe the rate of the code to be within at most 1/n bit from
R 1 log ( I log 2 (3.38)
n V2 2 O\ G2
S log ( 2ly) O(), (3.39)
which equals the rate distortion function for all SNRs. We have altered Properties b) and c) slightly
from [95] in order to achieve the rate-distortion function for all SNRs. We will see how the decoder
is modified to accommodate this change in the properties.
The encoder simply calculates xq = Ql(x + zl) and 1= xq - Q2(Xq), and transmits the index
k(1). The decoder observes y = /(x + n), zl, and k(1), and calculates the coset shift s = g(k(1)).
The reconstructed source at the decoder has the following form:
w = = y + b{Q 2 (PY + Z1 - S) - Z1 + s} (3.40)
where eq is independent of x and n and is distributed as zl, and the correlation coefficient p is given
by (3.16). Note that the only change in the decoder from [95] is the inclusion of the estimator gain
p prior to quantization by Q2('). Intuitively, prior to quantization at the decoder, we are simply
improving our estimate of x, by performing MMSE estimation. The intuition also follows from our
derivation of the MMSE systematic decoder in Chap. 2. We argued that for large N the centroid
decision rule is closely approximated by mapping py to the nearest lattice point. Using the equality
_I~ ~ ~ C__ _
s = Xq - Q1 (x + zi), the argument of Q2 (-) in (3.40), denoted by t is
t c(x + n) + zl - (xq - Q2(xq)) (3.41)
=g + e + (c- 1)x + pn, (3.42)
where c is given by (3.14); eq = x + z1 - Qi(x + zi) is independent of y and distributed as zl (by
the properties of subtractive dithered quantization [94]); and g E £2 is defined by g = Q2(Xq). The
last three terms on the right hand side of (3.42) are "noise terms", and the variance their sum is
a12 + a 2 . By Property d), Q2(t) = g with probability greater than 1 - c, which implies that with
arbitrarily high probability we have
i = a(x + n) + b(x - eq). (3.43)
Recalling that -E[|leqI| 2] = kE[ z111| 2= 12, we select a and b to minimize mean-squared error.
Thus, Property b) yields
E[ II - x112] = d+ O(c), (3.44)N
which implies that we have met the rate-distortion bound.
3.4 Binary symmetric channel and source with Hamming distor-
tion metric
In this section we consider the scenario where the signals being communicated and the channels
over which they are being communicated are binary symmetric. The source x is Bernoulli(-), and
the channel is a binary symmetric channel with crossover probability p. Clearly, the output of the
channel is also Bernoulli(-!), which gives rise to the term doubly binary symmetric case [90]. The
distortion metric D(., -) is bit error rate, or Hamming distortion metric.
3.4.1 Rate-distortion functions
The Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion function for this scenario is determined in [90] to be the lower convex
envelope of the function h(p * d) - h(d) and the point (R, d) = (0, p), where h(x) = -x log(x) - (1 -
___
x) log(1 - x) and p * d denotes binary convolution: p * d = p(l - d) + d(1 - p). Written in closed
form, we have
zg(d), 0 < d < d
RXly (d) g (dc) 1 - (-d,))I dc < d < p
h(p * d) - h(d), 0 < d < p
g(d) O, d= , (3.46)
0, d = pi
where dc is the solution to the equation
g (d) = g'(dc). (3.47)
dc - p
As a comparison we show the conditional rate-distortion function (y known at the encoder and
decoder) for the binary symmetric case [7]:
Rxy(d) = d> p (3.48)
Fig. 3-3 shows an example of R wz(d) and Rxly(d) for channel transition probability p = 0.25.
3.4.2 Nested linear codes that achieve Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion function
In [66], Shamai et al construct codes that achieve the Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion limit for the binary
symmetric case. We present the construction here in order to explicitly show the duality with
capacity-achieving information embedding codes in Chap. 6. The codes operate in the bit error-
rate regime 0 < d < d,; time sharing with no coding can be used to achieve all other operating
points on the rate-distortion curve.
The codes are constructed from two linear codes C1 and C2 C C1, both of which have codewords
of length N. As every codeword of c E C2 is a codeword of C1, C2 is referred to as "nested" in C1. It
is assumed that both codes are good source/channel codes. Associated with C1 and C2 is a parity
check matrix, respectively H1 of dimension mi x n and H 2 of dimension m 2 x n. The values m,
and m 2 satisfy ~- = h(d) and 2 = h(p * d). A parity check matrix H defines a code C by the
equation
Hc=0 VcEC, (3.49)
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Figure 3-3: The binary symmetric case where the channel transition probability is p = 0.25. The
dashed line is the function g(d) = h(p * d) - h(d). Assuming x at the decoder, the solid lines are
Rxly(d) and Rzy (d), the rate distortion functions respectively with and without x at the encoder.
where the superscript T denotes the transpose operation. As C2 is a subcode of C1 we can write
H 2 as
H2 H= (3.50)
Ha
Every codeword c E C1 satisfies
Hlc = 0. (3.51)
If in addition Hac = 0, then c is also a codeword of C2 . Assume c C C2. Let the channel output be
given by y = ceu, where u is the binary error sequence induced by a channel and D denotes modulo-
2 addition. The decoder for C1 and C2, first calculates a syndrome Hly = Hlu and H 2y = H 2U
respectively. To every syndrome value there corresponds an estimate of the error sequence u, given
by the decoding functions fi(Hlu) for C1 and f 2 (H2u) for C2. If the estimate u equals u, then the
codeword can be recovered by c = y e u^. Using optimal linear codes and decoding functions, we
can be assured for large N that
fi(Hiul) = u1
f 2(H 2u 2) = U2
(3.52)
(3.53)
for most realizations u1 of a Bernoulli(d) process and most realizations u2 of a Bernoulli(p * d)
process.
The Wyner-Ziv encoder. We encode the host x in two steps:
1) Select the codeword Xq E C1 that is closest in Hamming distance to x. Let eq = x xq,.
2) Transmit the length m2 - m 1 vector Haxq.
The rate of the encoder is thus
m2 - M1 = h(p d) - h(d) = Rw(d). (3.54)
The Wyner-Ziv Decoder. The decoder observes HaXq and y = x e n, where n is Bernoulli(p).
After constructing the vector,
H
H~xq = [ He xq (3.55)
the decoder then calculates
w = y e f 2 (H 2xq e H 2y) = y e f2(H2(eq E n)). (3.56)
For large N, eq resembles a Bernoulli(d) process, implying that eqg n resembles a Bernoulli(p * d)
process. By (3.53) Shamai et al argue that with high probability
w = y ] eq n= xe eq= xq. (3.57)
The reconstruction error x e xq = eq has Hamming distortion d as desired.
Chapter 4
Systematic Quantization
Many signal processing source coding applications have constraints on two quantities: latency, too
much of which is intolerable for applications like the coding of speech for two-way communications,
and complexity, which is limited by processing capabilities. The previous chapter describes the
theoretical lower bound on the rate of a source coding system required to achieve a prescribed
fidelity. For most sources and analog channels of interest, these limits of performance are achiev-
able only if we process a block of source samples and let the block length get arbitrarily large.
Such a coding method can only exist in a theoretical realm, of course, as latency and complexity
are potentially unbounded. In this chapter we consider the basic building block of latency- and
complexity-constrained systematic source coding systems, the N-dimensional systematic quantizer.
We develop the systematic scalar quantizer (SSQ) design algorithm (N = 1), and the systematic
vector quantizer (SVQ) design algorithm for higher dimensions which employs Monte-Carlo meth-
ods. The SVQ and the SVQ design algorithm are highly complex. Due to this fact and the fact
that the relatively low-complexity SSQ is a provably effective coding method, we focus most of our
attention in this chapter on the SSQ. The SSQ and SVQ algorithms yield quantizers that achieve
a local optimum (local minimum or saddle point) in the expected error surface. We focus on the
case of minimizing mean-squared error. Reminiscent of the Lloyd-Max algorithm [47, 48] and the
generalized Lloyd-Max algorithm [31], respectively, the SSQ and SVQ algorithms are iterative, in-
volving two step main steps. Similar iterative design techniques are used for the scalar quantizer
design in [27] and [77] for different problem constructions. The rate-distortion performance of the
algorithms is analyzed for a Gaussian source and channel and mean-squared distortion constraint.
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Allowing for the partial feedback of the channel output to the encoder, we develop a further gener-
alization of the algorithm for the design of quantizers at the encoder and decoder that yield a local
optimum in expected error. Using analytical techniques, in Sec. 4.2.5 we determine the gain from
using feedback with scalar quantizers over not using feedback for the Gaussian case.
In general the output of the SSQ and SVQ design algorithms have no simple structure and
could be difficult to implement. Observing the resultant structures from the quantizer design
algorithms for the Gaussian case, however, we develop very low-complexity quantizer designs, called
nested lattice scalar quantizers (NLSQs), using two nested lattices that closely approximate optimal
quantizers. In fact these lattice designs are the low-dimensional equivalents of those used in Chap. 3
that are used to attain the rate-distortion function for the Gaussian case.
Ideally, we would like to be able to use a simple component, like an SSQ, and achieve a rate close
to the rate-distortion bound. Processing only a small number of source samples at a time, however,
is a suboptimal approach in terms of rate-distortion performance. In Sec. 4.3 we show that we can
overcome this pitfall by post-processing the SSQ output. For x and y drawn iid from fxy(x, y), we
show that if, at the encoder, the output of an uniform scalar quantizer is coded by a Slepian-Wolf
code (see Sec. 3.2.2), we achieve performance within .255 bits/sample of the rate-distortion bound.
Thus, we show that scalar quantizers can potentially be an efficient low-complexity method for
source coding.
4.1 Systematic Scalar Quantization
The challenge in scalar quantization, with or without side information, is to code a scalar random
variable x with a constrained representation of K discrete levels. For a digital encoding, we usually
have K = 2R where R is the number of bits per sample of the representation. In order to establish a
point of reference, we first describe the operation of a standard scalar quantizer (SQ). A K-level SQ
is function of a scalar random variable x that is represented by the composition of an encoder map
f : X - {0, ..., K- 1}, whose output is a codeword index, and a decoder map g : {0, ..., K- 1} -- X,
whose output is the lossy reconstruction ,k of the x. The signal i is a rate-reduced representation
(encoding) of x. The encoder map partitions X into the set A = {A 1,..., AK}, where we define
Ai = {x : f(x) = i}. Thus the SQ is defined completely by the partition A and the codebook. For
the given metric D(.,.), an optimal scalar quantizer design is one which minimizes E[D(x, i)].
An SSQ is likewise represented by an encoder map, whose output is a codeword index, and
decoder map, whose output is the lossy reconstruction i of x. The encoder map f : X -+ {0, ..., K -
1}, in fact, has an identical structure to that of an SQ, in that it is defined by the partition
A = {A 1,..., AK}, where we define the decision regions Ai = {x : f(x) = i}. Although the encoder
maps for the SQ and SSQ are conceptually similar, we will see that the exact partition for an
optimal SSQ is significantly different than that for the corresponding optimal SQ without side
information at the decoder. At the decoder we have the channel output y (which we allow to be
an M-dimensional vector quantity) to aid in the estimation of x. We allow for y to be an M-
dimensional vector quantity, but for the complexity of the SSQ design to be manageable, we must
have M small (• 1 to 2). In the case of large M the SVQ design algorithm of Sec. 4.5 should be
used. The domain of the decoder map for the SSQ differs from that for the SQ. For the SSQ, the
decoder map g : {0, ..., K- 1} x yn -4+ ,, uses the codeword index, which we denote by the random
variable k = f(x), and y to determine the estimate i. Thus, in contrast to the SQ codebook, which
corresponds indices k to constant reconstruction points ik, the SSQ codebook corresponds indices
k to reconstruction functions, or estimators, xk(y). In order to emphasize the interpretation of the
codebook as an indexed set of estimators we use Jk (y) to denote g(k, y). We define an optimal SSQ
as one which minimizes E[D(x, kk(y))], where the expectation is taken over all x and y.
4.1.1 Ad hoc approaches
Before approaching the formal SSQ design algorithms, we briefly describe a few obvious ad hoc
approaches to scalar quantization with side information at the decoder to gain intuitive insight, and
to later illustrate the advantages of our methods. One approach is to simply use the same encoder
map as a standard SQ, say a uniform SQ or perhaps a Lloyd-Max SQ. At the decoder, we consider
one of two methods of reconstruction. In the first case, we use the decoder map corresponding
to the selected SQ. This method obviously gives us the same rate-distortion performance as if the
analog information were not at the decoder, as it completely ignores y at the encoder and decoder.
Considering a different approach for decoder operation, we can employ an optimal decoder rule, e.g.
the conditional centroid rule for MMSE reconstruction, for the chosen encoder design. A simple
example, illustrated in Fig. 4-1 for 2-bit quantization shows that this method still falls short.
Consider a squared distortion metric, a Gaussian source x and channel observation y = x + n,
where n is a Gaussian random variable, independent of x, with variance oa. Because our encoder
uses a standard encoder map function, the decision regions Ak, k = 0, ..., K- 1, are simply intervals.
We show the standard partition in Fig. 4-1(a). Assuming a very high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
we have that a2 is small compared to the length of the smallest of these intervals. Thus, as shownxly
in Fig. 4-1(b) for most observations y, fxly(xjy) will be contained in a single interval Ak for some
k. Assuming that the level k is transmitted down the digital channel, the centroid of fxly(xjy) in
Ak is very close to E[xly], which is the MMSE estimate given only the observation y. Thus we
have gained nothing from the use of the digital information. An alternate partition A is shown in
Fig. 4-1(c) in which a decision region Ai is not an interval, but rather the union of uniformly spaced
intervals. Note that there exists granularity with which to improve the analog estimate with the
digital information. We will discuss this type of quantizer, the NLSQ, in Sec. 4.2.
A second ad hoc approach to systematic scalar coding, which we refer to as low-bits coding,
uses the bits transmitted down the digital channel to represent the least significant bits (LSBs) of
the source. Assuming the scalar source sample has a dynamic range on the interval [-P/2, P/2),
it can be digitized using C > R bits, with a granularity of P2 - c . The encoder takes the R LSBs
and transmits them, thus achieving a rate of R bits per sample. The observation at the decoder
y is usually a rough approximation of the source, say if the channel is additive noise. Based on
statistics of the channel and source, the decoder can generate an estimate 1* of the source. The
decoder performs analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion on R using the same C-bit digitization as used
on the source. As the channel noise likely corrupts only the LSBs, the decoder replaces the LSBs
of the digital representation to form the final estimate of the source. We analyze this method of
coding in Sec. 4.6, and show that it is suboptimal compared to the low-complexity SSQs designed
by our methods.
The low-bits coding method of systematic source-coding is the dual to the method of information
embedding known as low-bits modulation [72, 6, 73]. For low-bits modulation, at the encoder, a host
is quantized and information is embedded by replacing the least significant bit(s) of the digitized
host with bits from an information sequence. The decoder reads the information bits from the LSBs
of the composite signal, and, if necessary, applies error correction decoding to obtain the desired
information. It is clear that the low-bits modulation encoder (respectively, decoder) operates as the
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Figure 4-1: Quantizer decision regions (4 level quantizer). The domain of x (the real line) is divided
into cells. Each cell labeled with an i, i = 0, ..., 3, belongs to an encoder decision region A&. (a)
Source density fx(x), with the optimal partition for standard quantization (no side information).
(b) Aposteriori densities for two channel realization y = Yo and y = yi. Standard partition
has insufficient granularity to improve the analog estimate. (c) Alternate partition offers needed
granularity to improve decoder estimate.
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low-bits coding decoder (respectively, encoder). Just as we prove in Sec. 4.6 that low-bits coding is
a suboptimal approach to systematic coding of scalars, it is shown in [15] that low-bits modulation
is a suboptimal approach to information embedding; the optimal approach is QIM.
4.1.2 Necessary conditions for optimality
In this section, we derive two conditions that any optimal SSQ must satisfy, one for the encoder
partition A and one for the decoder map g, both of which are not satisfied by the above ad
hoc techniques. Following the derivations of the necessary conditions, we develop an SSQ design
algorithm in Sec. 4.1.5 whose output does satisfy the conditions. Recall that an optimal SSQ is
one which minimizes the objective function
J = E[D(x, if (x)(y))]., (4.1)
where the expectation is taken over all x and y.
4.1.3 Optimal encoder
For a fixed decoder function g, we derive the necessary condition at the encoder, which specifies
the partition A. Defining
Jx = E,[D(x, kk(y)) x], (4.2)
we use iterated expectations and rewrite (4.1) as
J = E[Jx]. (4.3)
Clearly, the objective function J is minimized only if Jx is minimized for all x. Assume the decoder
is fixed, defining the set of reconstruction functions ik(y), which are indexed by k E {0,..., K - 1};
each k corresponds to a partition set Ak. For a given x = x, the optimal encoder will minimize Jx
by selecting the best function ik(y) to be used at the decoder, hence implying the decision region
Ak to which x belongs. Thus for a fixed decoder g, a necessary condition at the encoder for an
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optimal systematic quantizer is
f (x) = arg min Ey[D(x, ik(y))Ix = x], (4.4)
k
which simply states that encoder selects the index k (which corresponds to the reconstruction
function kk(y)) that, averaged over all y, is the minimum distance to the input x. In terms of the
optimal encoder decision regions, (4.4) is rewritten as
Ak = {z : Ey[D(x, ikk(y))lx = x] • Ey[D(x, ij(y))Ix = x] Vj 0 k}. (4.5)
Unfortunately, (4.5) cannot be simplified, even if D is a squared distortion metric. We see this
by expanding (4.4) for a squared distortion metric:
Ak = {z: E[(x - k (y))2 1x = x] < E[(x - ,j(y))2 1x = x] Vj # k} (4.6)
= {x: 2x(j (j(y) - .*k(y))fylx(ylx)dy (•y (y)_ - xk(y))fylx(y x)dy. Vj 0 k} (4.7)
The main difficulty preventing the simplification of (4.7) is that the integrals depend on x, specifi-
cally in the term fylx(ylx). Similar expressions to (4.7) are given in [77], for the problem of multi-
ple description scalar quantizer design, and [27], for the problem of quantizer design for combined
source-channel coding, without this dependence on x. Without the dependence of the expectation
on x, it is clear that the partition A is simply a collection of intervals. For the case of systematic
quantization, however, A is not so easily described, because as we shall see by example, in some
cases a decision region Ai is the (potentially infinite) union of disjoint intervals. The intractable
nature of (4.7) adds considerable complexity to the SSQ design algorithm, but this is to be expected
because of the complex nature of the decision regions.
4.1.4 Optimal decoder
The necessary condition at the decoder is also derived by rewriting (4.1) through the use of iterated
expectation, but in the reverse order from (4.3). Defining
J, = Ex[D(x, if(x)(y))ly],
~'"
K= P(x E Ai)E[D(x, ji(y))Iy, x E Ad] (4.8)
i=1
K
=•JX Ai D(x, kii(y))fx y(x Iy)dx
we have
J = Ey[Jy]. (4.9)
Clearly, J is minimized only if Jy is minimized for each each y, and Jy is minimized only if
E[D(x, k(y)) y, x E Ak] is minimized for all y and all k E {0,..., K - 1}. Thus, assuming a fixed
encoder partition A, for a given y and k, a necessary condition at the decoder is that kk (y) be chosen
to minimize E[D(x, kk(y)) ly, x E Ak]. What we have at the decoder, then, is the straightforward
generalized conditional centroid rule (2.7) for minimum mean distortion estimation:
ik (y) = g(k, y) = arg min E[D(x, x) y, x E Ak]. (4.10)
For a squared error criterion we have the estimate
xk (y) = g(k,y) (4.11)
= E[xly, x E Ak] (4.12)
P(x Aky) xfxly(xly)dx, (4.13)P(x E Ak y) z6Ak
which is simply the centroid of fxly(xly) in Ak.
4.1.5 Design Algorithm
In this section we state the SSQ design algorithm, for a squared distortion metric, and show its
convergence to a local optimum on the objective function surface. The SSQ design algorithm is
iterative, with two main steps to the iteration, each based on the necessary conditions at the encoder
and decoder, respectively.
As stated earlier, the regions Ak, k E {0, ..., K - 1}, that determine the encoder function for
SSQs are not in general intervals, but rather are the union of several disjoint intervals: Ai = U. Aij,
where Aij is an interval and Aij n Aik = 0 for all j : k (A indicates the closure of A). We refer to
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any interval Aij as a cell of the SSQ. For the SSQ design algorithm, we start by uniformly dividing
the region of support for x into several equally sized small intervals, and approximate a given Ai
by the union of several of these small intervals. More formally, we assume that a large interval
C = [-C/2 C/2] of the real line contains virtually all of the region of support for fx(x) and that
this interval is divided into T equally spaced intervals of length C/T, forming a partition T. The
intervals are denoted [ti, t1+ 1 ], i = 0, ..., T - 1, where to = -C/2, tT = C/2, and ti+1 = ti + C/T.
The point in center of the interval [ti, ti+1] is denoted xi. We will see that in order for the algorithm
to converge, we must allow the sampling of C to vary dynamically. If we start with a fine enough
partition 7, however, the algorithm will converge adequately with a fixed partition.
The selection of a good value of T is important to approximate the optimal decision regions
adequately. Given an observation y, for an optimal encoder, the region of support for fxly(xly)
will likely intersect most of the Ais, because an optimal encoder will minimize the distortion due
to quantizer "granularity". We wish to have our intervals [ti, ti+±] to be several times smaller that
the smallest Aij, in order to approximate the Aij adequately. Thus a good value of T is one for
which KC/T is, on average, several times smaller that the standard deviation of the posteriori
densities fxly(xIy). Note that we are assuming that for a fixed decoder g, there exists at least one
interval Alm E At E A such that IAiml _ IAijlVi l,j 0 m. This is a safe assumption for most
sources and channels of interest, a fact supported by the following argument. Assume there is some
density fxy(x, y) such that the optimum encoder does not satisfy the assumption that there is some
minimum length IAlml. In this case the variance of fxly(xly) must approach zero for some region
of yN while still maintaining considerable probability mass in that region - such an example is
clearly pathological. The assumption of a minimum length interval assures the convergence of the
algorithm.
Given a suitably small stopping threshold 6, the SSQ design algorithm is described by the
following steps:
1) Set the iteration counter 1 = 0. Set the initial number of intervals T(1) to some suitably large
T. Select an initial partition A (1). Set the objective function J(') = co.
2) 1 +- (1 + 1). T(') +- T(1- l ). Assuming A(-l1 ) governs the operation of the encoder, determine
the optimal decoder function g(l) from (4.13).
3) Assuming g(l) is the fixed decoder function, for each x E {x 0o, ... , XT()1} determine the
optimal encoder function f(x) from (4.4). Determine the elements of A(1) by the following:
A ') = U{j:f(xj)=i}[tj, tj+i], i = 0, ..., K - 1.
4) Compute the objective function J(') from (4.9). If J(l) < j(4-1), go to step 5). Otherwise set
the counter m = 0; set L(m) = J(1); and execute the following
a) T ( ) -- 2T('). Compute A(' ), i = 0, ... , K - 1 as in step 3).
b) m +- (m + 1). Compute the objective function L(m) from (4.9). If L(m) < J(l-1) then
J() e- L(m); go to step 5). Otherwise go to step 4a).
5) If (J(t-1) - J())/J(1-1) < 6 then stop. Otherwise go to step 2).
The algorithm clearly converges, as the objective function decreases at every step of the algo-
rithm and is bounded by zero. Step 4) is in place to ensure that the objective function will decrease
at each iteration despite our approximation that the Aijs are the union of uniformly spaced intervals
in C. Step 4) is usually not required by other quantizer design algorithms [47, 27, 77], as, unlike
the systematic design problem, these problems have simple descriptions of the regions Ai, and thus
their algorithms for determining the encoder do not require sampling of the region of support for
x. Empirical evaluation has shown that Step 4a), b), and c) are usually unnecessary if the initial
sampling of C is sufficiently fine (T(o) = T is sufficiently large).
The fixed point of the algorithm will be a point at which the gradient of the objective function
VJ is zero with respect to the encoder and decoder parameters. This fact is true because at the
fixed point the necessary conditions at the encoder and decoder are clearly satisfied. Note that the
fixed point is not necessarily a global minimum as the zero gradient condition implies only a local
minimum or saddle point. In general, the direct calculation of J(1) from (4.9) in step 4) is difficult,
because it entails solving an integral involving ^i(y), which is often a complicated expression. We
suggest approximating the integral in (4.9) with a Riemann sum.
4.1.6 Partial feedback of analog side information
In some scenarios, there may exist feedback from the source decoder to the source encoder of a form
of the side information y. The feedback can potentially improve the rate-distortion performance for
the forward path. As discussed in Sec. 3.3, in the rate-distortion limit, even full feedback does not
improve the rate-distortion performance in the Gaussian case, but for finite-dimensional quantizers,
the feedback may still have a positive effect. In Sec. 4.2.5, for SSQs we determine analytically the
coding gain using feedback over no feedback for the Gaussian case. In many cases the feedback
channel is a finite-rate digital channel, which requires that y be quantized prior to transmission.
In this section, for simplicity we assume that y is a scalar y, and the feedback is a scalar quantized
version of y. In the feedback scenario, there exist encoders at both the transmitter and receiver
ends, and a single source decoder at the receiver end. We distinguish the two encoders by calling
them the source encoder and feedback encoder, respectively. Note that for this feedback scenario,
we do not have an issue with instantaneous feedback, as the source encoder may buffer the source
(after it has been transmitted over the analog channel) before transmitting its encoded version
over the analog channel. In this section we develop algorithms, which are natural extensions of the
SSQ design algorithms, that yield locally optimal scalar encoders (source and feedback) and the
corresponding optimal decoder, where an optimal design is again defined as one which minimizes J
as given by (4.1). Prior to the work in this thesis there have only been asymptotic results regarding
systematic coding with partial feedback [9, 8].
The scalar coding system with feedback is represented by several functions. The decoder map
g : {0, ..., K - 1} x Y --+ X operates as in the standard SSQ, with the source codeword index k
and side information y as input, and the source estimate xik(y) as output. The feedback encoder
map h : y --+ {1, ..., P}, has y as input and a codeword index as output to be used by the
source encoder. The feedback encoder map is completely defined by the partition of y into the
set B = {B 1, ..., Bp}, where we define Bi = {y : h(y) = i}, i = 1, ... P - 1. The source encoder
map f : {1, ..., P} x R -- {0, ..., K - 1}, has the source as input, as with standard SSQ, and it has
additional input from the feedback path; the output of the encoder map is the codeword index used
by the decoder. As in the case of standard SSQ, the source encoder map is completely defined by
a partition A of X, but with feedback, the partition is a function of the feedback codeword index
p: AP = {A P, ...,AP , where we define Ap  = {x : f(p, x) = i}, i= 0, ..., K - 1.
Similar to standard SSQ design, design of SSQ with feedback (SSQF) is accomplished by deriv-
ing necessary conditions at the two encoders and the decoder. First we note that the input to the
decoder, k and y, is unchanged from the standard SSQ problem. Since the decoder knows y, it can
determine p = h(y, k), and the decision region AP in which x lies. Thus, the necessary condition at
the decoder is unchanged from standard SSQ. Letting Ak = AP, the necessary condition is given
by (4.10) for the general case and (4.13) for the case of squared distortion. To derive the necessary
condition at the source encoder we define
Jx,p = Ey[D(x,kif(x,p)(y))Iy E Bp,x], (4.14)
P(y I B) D(x, f (x,p)(Y))fylx(ylx)dy, (4.15)
and rewrite J as
P
J = P(y E B,)E[D(x,if (x,,)(y))ly E Bp] (4.16)
p= 1
P
= P(y E B,)Ex[Ey[D(x,if (x,p)(y))y E B, x]] (4.17)
p= 1
P
= P(y E B,)E[Jx,p]. (4.18)
p= 1
Clearly, J is minimized only if Jx,p is minimized for all x and p. Assume the decoder g is fixed,
defining the set of reconstruction functions xk(y), which are indexed by k E {0, ..., K - 1}. For a
given x = x and p = p, the optimal encoder will minimize Jx,p by selecting the k corresponding to
the optimal set AP to which to assign x. Thus for a fixed decoder g, a necessary condition at the
encoder for an optimal systematic quantizer with feedback is
f(p, x) = argmin Ey [D(x, k(y))ly E Bp, x = x]. (4.19)
The only difference between (4.19) and (4.4) is that in case of feedback, the source density is
modified to reflect the feedback observation. In terms of the optimal encoder decision regions,
(4.19) is rewritten as
A' = {x : EY[D(x, k(y)) y E Bp, x = x] < Ey[D(x, j(y)) ly E Bp, x = x] Vj :A k}. (4.20)
Defining
Jy = E,[D(x, if (x,h(y))(Y)) I], (4.21)
we obtain the necessary condition at the feedback encoder by rewriting J as
J = Ey[Jy]. (4.22)
Clearly, J is minimized only if J, is minimized for all y. We assume a fixed decoder g which defines
the set of functions Xk (y), and a fixed source encoder f which defines the partition A P (for each p),
containing the decision regions AP. Given these assumptions, an optimal feedback encoder selects
h(y) to satisfy:
h(y) = arg min Ex[D(x,if (xp)(y)) y], (4.23)
pe{1,...,P}
which defines the partition B in the obvious manner.
The SSQF design algorithm is iterative with three main steps, in contrast to the two main steps
for the SSQ design algorithm. We assume the region of support for x is sampled as in Sec. 4.1.5,
with Tx total samples. The sampling intervals are denoted [txt x ±], i = 0, ... , T- 1, and the centers
of the intervals are denoted xi. In order to approximate the optimal feedback decision regions Bp
we assume similar sampling of the region of support for y, with Ty total samples. The sampling
intervals are denoted [trt+y 1, i 0, ..., T - 1, and the centers of the intervals are denoted yi.
Because there are three necessary conditions for the optimal feedback coding system, there are
many ways to implement a convergent algorithm; we present one here. For simplicity, we assume
at each iteration 1 that Tl ) = T-( ) = T (1) . Given a suitably small stopping threshold 6, the SSQF
design algorithm is described by the following steps:
1) Set the iteration counter 1 = 0. Set the initial number of intervals T(1) to some suitably
large T. Select the initial partitions A p"(1 ) , p = 1, ... , P and B(' ) . Set the objective function
J(1) = 00.
2) 1 +- (1 + 1). T(') +- T(1- 1). Assuming Ap,(' - 1) and B('-1) govern the operation of the source
encoder and feedback encoder respectively, determine the optimal decoder function g(l) from
(4.13).
3) Assuming g(l) is the fixed decoder function and Ap,(1- 1) governs the operation of the source
encoder, for each y E {yo, ..., YT()-1} determine the optimal feedback encoder function h(y, k)
for all y and k from (4.23). Determine the elements of B(1) by the following: Bi' (1)
U]j:h(y,,)=}[t + t 1 , i = 1,..., P.
4) Compute the objective function J(') from (4.22). If J(0) < J(0-1), go to step 5). Otherwise
set the counter p = 0; set L(p) = J(0); and execute the following
a) T(M) +- 2T('). Compute B(1), i = 1, ..., P,, as in step 3).
b) p -- (p + 1). Compute the objective function L(P) from (4.22). If L(P) < J(0-1) then go
to step 5). Otherwise go to step 4a).
5) Assuming g(l) is the fixed decoder function and B(1- 1) governs the operation of the feedback
encoder, for each x E {xo, ..., T(,l)1} determine the optimal feedback encoder function f(p, x)
for all p and x from (4.19). Determine the elements of Ap,(1) by the following: AP' (' 1 =
U{:f (p,,j)=i}[t, tj +1, i = 0,..., K - 1.
6) Compute the objective function J(0) from (4.22). If J(1) _< j(-1), go to step 7). Otherwise
set the counter q = 0; set L(q) = J(); and execute the following
a) T() +- 2T(). Compute A '( , k = 0, ..., K- 1,, p = 1, ..., P, as in step 5).
b) q -- (q + 1). Compute the objective function L(q) from (4.22). If L(q) < J(1- 1) then
J(Q) - L(q); go to step 7). Otherwise go to step 6a).
7) If (J(0-1) - J(1))IJ(-1) < 6 then stop. Otherwise go to step 2).
As with the standard SSQ algorithm, the SSQF algorithm converges to a fixed point that is
either a local minimum or a saddle point on the surface of J with respect to the system parameters.
Note that including feedback adds another "nested" layer of complexity to operation of the source
encoder and to the SSQ design algorithm. The source encoder is comprised of P encoder maps
(as opposed to just one for SSQ), indexed by the feedback codebook index p. Similarly, we can
think of the SSQF design algorithm as the SSQ design algorithm carried out for each p C {1, ..., P},
with the additional update step of a feedback encoder as each iteration. Even though we are using
simple scalar design elements the design complexity is quite formidable.
4.2 SSQ: the Gaussian case
In this section we investigate the application of SSQ to the important case of zero-mean jointly
Gaussian x and y, and a square distortion metric. We are assuming that there is no feedback unless
otherwise noted. For many sources, including images and audio, the Gaussian source model accu-
rately represents the given source and has been applied successfully to many applications, including
source coding. The Gaussian channel model is widely encountered in practical applications. It very
accurately represents the AM channel and closely approximates the FM channel (in the baseband
domain) in the high SNR case using phase-locked loop receivers [85]. We begin with a qualitative
discussion of the behavior of a good SSQ encoder and decoder for the Gaussian case, and deter-
mine that the nested lattice scalar quantizer (NLSQ) satisfies those properties. Given the good
properties of the NLSQ, we use a suitably selected NLSQ as an initial condition for the SSQ design
algorithm. We run the SSQ design algorithm with y = x + n, n , A'(0, an), for a variety of SNRs,
and observe that the algorithm, not surprisingly, converges to quantizer that is approximately an
NLSQ. In Sec. 4.2.5 we perform analysis to determine the optimal parameterization of the NLSQ
for a given aly. This analysis yields a convenient expression for the operational rate-distortion
function.
4.2.1 The NLSQ encoder map
A well known property of a zero-mean jointly Gaussian pair (x, y) is that the conditional density
fxly (x, y) is Gaussian with a constant variance
axl2 = 2 - AxyAy-lAxyT (4.24)
independent of y and a conditional mean
E[xly] = AxyA,-ly, (4.25)
which, of course, is the MMSE estimate of x from y. As detailed at the outset of this chapter, the
SSQ encoder map is defined by the partition A, comprised of decision regions Ai, i = 0, ..., K - 1
each of which is the union of disjoint intervals, or cells. A desirable property for any SSQ to have is
__
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Figure 4-2: NLSQ encoder map, a 2 bit example.
the ability at the decoder to distinguish which cell x came from, given k and y. Given that fxly(xZy)
has infinite extent over x, exact determination of the cell is not possible, but if an encoder partition
such as that illustrated in Fig. 4-1(c) is used, it is clear the cell can be determined with high
probability. The partition shown in Fig. 4-1(c), called the nested lattice scalar quantizer (NLSQ)
encoder map for reasons described below, can be represented by a simple encoder map that is the
composition of a modulo operation with a standard uniform quantizer encoder map:
f(x) = UA,w(x mod W) (4.26)
W
UA,W(V) = k, kA <_ v+ ± < (k + 1)A (4.27)
where U(v) is a standard uniform quantizer encoder map with a domain [-W/2, W/2] and output
level k E {0, ..., K - 1}, and A = WIK. From Fig. 4-1(c) we see that W is on the order of
axly. Assuming that the density fx(x) is supported on the (very large) interval [-C/2, C/2],
an equivalent definition of f(x) to (4.26) reverses the order of the modulo and uniform quantizer
functions:
f(x) = UA,c(x) mod K, (4.28)
where in (4.28) the modulo function operates on whole numbers, as opposed to reals in (4.26). The
function f(x) is illustrated in Fig. 4-2 for K = 4, and it shows a characteristic repeated staircase
structure, where the staircase width is W.
As shown in Fig. 4-1(c), because the variance of the aposteriori density fxly(x, y) is independent
of y, the density can be supported almost entirely by K distinct cells, each corresponding to a
different decision region. Thus, the decoder can determine which cell the source x came from with
high probability. This appealing feature suggests that using an encoder map defined by (4.26)
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Figure 4-3: Lattice interpretation of NLSQ encoder map.
would be a good initial condition for the SSQ design algorithm.
For implementational and descriptive purposes, it is convenient to view (4.26) and (4.28) as
operations on nested lattices, as illustrated in Fig.4-3, hence the meaning behind the designation
NLSQ. Let C be a uniform scalar lattice with infinite extent on the real line and lattice points
spaced W/K units apart. In Fig.4-3, C is the collection of all the lattice points in the figure. Let
,Co be a uniform lattice nested in C with lattice points spaced W units apart, as shown in Fig.4-3,
i.e. Lo is a lattice that is made up of every Kth lattice point of C. For a given lattice KC we define
Qkc(x) .arg min lx - 111. (4.29)
We recognize that the NLSQ is identical to the coding system using nested lattices described in
Sec. 3.3.4 specialized to dimension N = 1. The NLSQ encoder simply calculates I = Qc(x) and
transmits the coset shift 1 - Qco (1) with respect to the lattice Lo. For k = 0, ..., K-1 we define the
lattices £k {=  : 1 - Qc 0 (1) = k}, comprised of all the points corresponding to the coset shift k.
Using this definition, we see that the encoder simply sends the index k of the lattice £k that is
closest to x.
4.2.2 SSQ design algorithm
In this section we use the SSQ design algorithm to determine the optimal SSQ for the case where y
is scalar and is given by y = x + n, where n - AT(0, a) is uncorrelated with x. Fixing o2 = 20 we
run the algorithm for a variety of SNRs, from OdB to 30dB, and several numbers of levels K, from 2
to 64. Empirical results suggest that even for the Gaussian case, the mean-squared error surface is
multi-modal with respect to the quantizer parameters. Thus the selection of initial condition A (O)
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may impact the performance of the SSQ design. This is in contrast to standard scalar quantization
in which case the Lloyd-Max quantizer is the globally optimal quantizer for any density that satisfies
log-convexity [28, 12, 68], a property satisfied by the Gaussian case. Using the intuition gained
from Sec. 4.2.1 we initialize the algorithm with an NLSQ encoder map f(O) with W - 3 xly. For
all cases tested, convergence occurs in three to five iterations, with more iterations required for the
higher SNRs and larger K. In Fig. 4-4 we show the results of the design procedure for r = 20,
SNR=13dB, and K = 8. Fig. 4-4(a) shows a scaled version of fx(x) superimposed on the initial
encoder map f(o)(x). Fig. 4-4(b) shows the fixed point of the algorithm f(0")(x) with a scaled
version of fxlx (xy = 0) superimposed. Interestingly the fixed point partition of the algorithm has
approximately a repeated staircase structure. In contrast to the initial partition, the fixed point
has W • 7.5Oxly , and the MSE is significantly improved. We also performed the experiment at
13 dB SNR using a more random initial condition, by assigning an index selected uniformly from
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Figure 4-5: The NLSQ decoder, a 2 bit example
{0, ... K - 1} to each of the intervals [ti, t±i+], i = 0, ...T-1, in T. The results were very similar to
those in Fig. 4-4(b).
For reasonably high SNR (>3 dB) and moderate rates, we observe that the output of the SSQ
design algorithm has a similar structure to the one observed in Fig. 4-4(b). Thus it is safe to
assume that a good approximation for the optimal SSQ encoder map for the Gaussian case is given
by (4.26), the NLSQ encoder map, for SNRs greater than 3dB, where the staircase width depends
on axly and R. Indeed, we have confirmed empirically through many trials that an NLSQ encoder
map with a suitable W is very close to a fixed point of the SSQ design algorithm. Finding the
optimal W via analysis is the focus of Sec. 4.2.5.
4.2.3 NLSQ decoder
The NLSQ encoder is a very low-complexity encoding mechanism, given by (4.26) or (4.28). For the
design of efficient signal processing systems, we would like the operation of the NLSQ decoder map
to be equally simple. Recall that given the index k, the MMSE decoder function is the centroid
of fxly(xly) in Ak. We observe from the output of the SSQ design algorithm that W is many
times axly, implying that the vast majority of the fxly,xeAk (xy) is contained in only one cell of
Ak, say Akj, the nearest cell in Ak to E[xly] = AxyAy-'y. Assuming a high rate R, fxly(x y) is
relatively constant over Akj, implying the MMSE estimate is approximately the center of Akj. We
use this approximation to define a low-complexity NLSQ decoder map. In terms of the lattices
defined in Sec. 4.2.1, the decoder simply maps k = E[xly] to the nearest point in the lattice £k,
as illustrated in Fig. 4-5 for R = 2. The NLSQ decoder map can be viewed simply as a standard
quantizer at the decoder, operating on E[xly], where the quantizer is selected by the index k. The
reconstruction points are the lattice points of £k and the decision region boundaries are half-way
points between the lattice points. Note that this is exactly the same operation as the encoder for
the QIM information embedding method [15]. For QIM, the encoder quantizes the host y with
a quantizer that is selected (or modulated) by the information index. The intuition gained in
this section is the same intuition that leads to the discovery in Sec. 3.3.4 that the rate-distortion
function for the Gaussian case can be attained for all SNRs with nested lattices of high dimension,
only if at the decoder, y is attenuated by the MMSE estimation gain p prior to quantization.
4.2.4 Properties of NLSQ quantization noise
With the NLSQ properly defined, we comment on the statistical properties the quantization noise
induced by the NLSQ. We assume that x has the vast majority of its probability mass supported by
a large interval [-C/2, C/2]. With the staircase width W adequately large, the NLSQ decoder will
clearly identify the correct cell from which x originates with high probability. Thus the effective
operation of the NLSQ is approximately that of a standard uniform quantizer with resolution
A = W/K, operating at rate of log 2(KC/W), over the interval [-C/2, C/2]. We can therefore
apply results from standard SQ [31], which conclude that scalar quantization noise can be modeled
accurately as being uncorrelated with x, having a uniform marginal density over [-A/2, A/2] and
having a flat power spectral density.
4.2.5 Optimal NLSQ staircase width W
In this section we determine the optimal W for an NLSQ assuming that K = 2R is large, where
R is the allocated number of bits per sample of the quantizer. First, we consider qualitatively the
impact on the optimum W of increasing the number of bits R. There are two types of distortion that
impact the MSE, which we name intracell distortion and intercell distortion. Intracell distortion
is the granular distortion induced by the quantization step size A and it occurs when the decoder
correctly identifies which cell x comes from. Intercell distortion is distortion induced when the
decoder incorrectly identifies the cell from which x comes, and is therefore off by some multiple
of W. Consider increasing the number bits R while keeping W fixed. The intracell distortion
decreases with each bit, while the intercell stays relatively constant, eventually dominating the
MSE and making each new bit ineffective. Thus, with increasing R, the staircase width, W must
increase for optimum overall MSE. Interestingly, this insight about the increase of W with rate
indicates that in the limit as R -- oc, for a fixed SNR, the optimal SSQ is, in fact, not an
NLSQ. As R increases, in order to keep intercell error from dominating the total distortion, the
width between cells of each decision region Ak, k = 0, ... , K-1 must increase, eventually to the point
where the source density fx (x) is virtually all supported by K distinct cells. In this case, the results
of standard SQ indicate that the optimal encoder map will be that of a Lloyd-Max quantizer. In
the Gaussian case, this quantizer is non-uniform, and hence cannot be represented by an NLSQ.
For moderate bit rates, however, we will see that the NLSQ is in fact near-optimal, and it is for
this case that it is important to calculate the optimal NLSQ staircase width W.
The optimal W, as a function of R, is derived by determining a expression for MSE, in terms
of only W and R and minimizing with respect to W. We will make a few approximations in
determining the MSE, but they prove to have little impact in the determination of the optimal W.
Because K is large, we assume that the cell size A = W2 - R is small relative to ox2 Our objective
function is MSE, which is given by (4.1), J = Ey[Ex[Jy]], where Jy is given by (4.8).
In Fig. 4-6 we show a representative aposteriori density fxly(xl0) whose domain is partitioned
as an NLSQ encoder map for a given W and A. Each cell labeled with an i, i = 0, ... , K-1, belongs
to an encoder decision region Ai. An important observation is that because all densities fxly are
Gaussian with the same variance (differing only in mean) and the granularity of the partition is fine,
the region of support for fxly(xIy) will be partitioned in approximately the same way as fxly(x10)
in Fig. 4-6 for all y. The spacing between cells will be identical for all y; it is only the labelling of
the cells that will be permuted. Thus the MSE conditioned on y is constant for all y, i.e., Jy is
constant for all y, simplifying the objective function to be J = Jy=o. For the rest of this analysis,
we assume a fixed y = 0. In Fig. 4-6 there are shown for each k, k = 0, ..., K-1, corresponding to a
decision region Ak, three relevant cells (each labeled with by k), one in the center, the left and the
right. Given y, the probability of x begin outside these cells for any k is negligible. We denote the
center cell by A c and the union of the left and right cells by A L R and rewrite Jy=o as
K-1
gy=o P(x E A~Iy = 0)E[(x - Xk) IY = 0,x E AC]
k=O
K-1
+ 5 P(x E ALRIy = O)E[(x - ik)21y = 0, x E ALR ] (4.30)
k=O
K-1 (-W/2+A(k+1)
= -W/2+Ak fx 1y(xl0)dx)E[(x - k) 2 1y = 0, x E Ac ]
k=O (-W/2+Ak
~ __
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Figure 4-6: The aposteriori density fxly=o whose domain is partitioned by an NLSQ encoder map
partition. The MSE averaged over all y equals the MSE for the case y = 0. The regions of the
domain that contribute significantly to the MSE are labeled Left, Center, and Right, corresponding
to separate staircases of width W.
K-1 [+W/2+A(k+)
+2 E (+W/+ fl(x)d )E[(x - ik) 21y = 0,x E ALR].
k=O +W/2+a
(4.31)
Recall that for a given k = k and y the NLSQ decoder selects as its reconstruction point the center
of the nearest cell in Ak to E[xly], which equals zero for y = 0. Given our high rate assumption,
we hence have the following very accurate approximations:
(4.32)
(4.33)
The independence of (4.32) and (4.33) on the digital index k allow us to simplify Jy=o even further:
A2 _W/2
12 fxy(xlO) dx + 2
12 -W/2
A 2 3W/2
-= 12 3/2 fxly(xI0) dx +
12 
_3W/2
A2
12 1 + 2W 2Q(W/(2axly)),
A2 3/2
(W2 + ) I
12 w/2
2W2  fxly(x lJW/2
fxly (x0) dx
0) dx
Q(x) = e- X2/2 dx.
_ 22r
and
Jy=o
where
(4.34)
(4.35)
(4.36)
Left Center
- - I l l l l l I I I I l l -
0 1 "" K-1 0 1 ' "'
2
E[(x - ik)21y = 0, x E AC] ; A2/12, k = 0,..., K - 1
E[(x - ik)21y = 0, x E A R] W2 + 2/12. k = 0 ... K - 1
(4.37)
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Figure 4-7: Optimal gain Gopt as a function of bit rate R. The NLSQ staircase width is W =
Gopt ly .
To arrive at (4.36) we have assumed that W is large enough so that the integrals in (4.35) approach
their asymptotic values. Letting W = Gaxly for some constant factor G and A = W2-R and
assuming our approximate equalities are met with equality, we have
Jy=o = xl G 2 - 2R + 2G2Q(G/2)), (4.38)
whose derivative with respect to G is
-dJ = G2- 2R - 2G 2e-G2/ + 4GQ(G/2) (4.39)
Setting (4.39) equal to zero, we cannot readily solve for G in terms of R, but we can solve for R in
terms of G:
R = -log 2  Ge-G2/8 - 24Q(G/2). (4.40)
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We argued at the outset of Sec. 4.2.5 that G should be a monotonically increasing function of R,
which implies that (4.40) is invertible and yields the desired Gopt(R). Thus, we compute R from
(4.40) for a range of G, and plot Gopt(R) in Fig. 4-7, which is indeed a monotonically increasing
function of R. Note that Gopt is always greater than 5, which implies that an interval of length
Wopt(R) = Gopt(R)xly will support the vast majority of fxly(xly). Thus, Q(W/(2O,xy)) 0 O, which
together with (4.38) yields the operational distortion-rate function for the NLSQ:
G 2pt(R) 2 2 -2R (4.41)d L Jy=o = 0 12 C7xlyz (4.41)
We use (4.41) to compare the performance of the NLSQ to the optimal SSQ designed by the MMSE
design algorithm.
4.2.6 Operational rate-distortion functions
In this section we evaluate the operational rate-distortion performance of the SSQ and the NLSQ
for a unit variance source x, and a channel output y = x + n, where n is additive Gaussian noise
independent of x. For a given SNR, we consider a range of rates between 1 and 6 bits, and for each
rate, design the SSQ, appropriately parameterize the NLSQ, and evaluate the distortion for both
SQs. The SSQ is designed with a initial partition that is a suboptimal NLSQ encoder partition
with W = 3axly. The rate-distortion function for the NLSQ is simply calculated from (4.41).
We show the operational rate-distortion curves in Fig.s 4-8(a)-(c) as solid lines for 0, 10, and 20
dB respectively, with the corresponding Wyner-Ziv rate distortion curves, given by (3.12), as dashed
lines. In Fig. 4-8(d) we compare the rate-distortion performances across the three analog SNRs. In
Fig. 4-9, we compare the operational rate-distortion function of the SQ that uses y, a measurement
at 8 dB SNR, optimally at the decoder versus the Lloyd-Max quantizer that ignores the existence y.
As expected, we have significant gains from using y, with higher gains for high SNRs. Also plotted
in Fig. 4-9 is the standard Gaussian rate-distortion function, whose performance, in the case where
y is ignored, can only be approached by complex N-dimensional quantizers in the limit of large N.
We see that using only an 8dB analog signal at decoder and a simple NLSQ, we beat the bound.
Of course, the comparison is not a fair one because the bound assumes no analog information at
the decoder.
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Figure 4-8: The operational rate-distortion functions of the optimal SSQ and the optimal NLSQ,
where rate is plotted as a function of log2 (d). The solid lines are the operational curves, and the
dashed lines are the theoretical lower bounds. The results shown are for oa - 1 and analog SNR
of (a) OdB (b) 10 dB and (c) 20 dB. (d) shows a comparison across all SNRs of the optimal SSQs,
where the curve from top to bottom correspond to 0, 10, and 20dB respectively.
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Figure 4-9: Comparison of operational rate-distortion performance of optimal SSQ versus quantizers
that ignore y. The SNR is 8 dB. Shown as solid lines are the operational rate distortion functions
of the optimal SQ with and without the analog channel output. The dashed line is the standard
Gaussian rate-distortion function, which ignores y.
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There are several items worthy of mention about Fig. 4-8. First, note that the NLSQ perfor-
mance matches that of the optimal SSQ almost exactly for SNRs of 10 and 20dB, and at OdB the
optimal SSQ outperforms the NLSQ by about a quarter bit per sample. Fig. 4-8 illustrates that at
moderate to high SNRs the NLSQ is a very good approximation for the optimal SSQ while at low
SNRs it is not a good approximation. A simple thought experiment reveals why the NLSQ encoder
map is not optimal for low SNR. Assuming the limiting case where SNR approaches -oo, the de-
coder gleans no information from the analog channel output and has only the digital encoding to
use for reconstruction. Thus the problem is reduced to standard SQ, in which case the Lloyd-Max
quantizer is the MMSE quantizer. In the Gaussian case, this quantizer is non-uniform, and hence
cannot be represented by an NLSQ.
A second point to note is that for all SNRs the operational rate-distortion function for the
optimal SSQ is about 1 to 1.5 bits per sample from the rate-distortion limit for most rates, which
is quite large for some source coding applications. This gap lessens for very low bit rates near 1 bit
per sample - the curves tend to tail off near 1 bit per sample.
Another interesting characteristic of Fig. 4-8 is that the rates of the NLSQ and optimal SSQ are
essentially linear versus log2 (d), and the slope of the line in both cases is very near -1/2. This fact
is especially important in that we can accurately approximate (4.41), the distortion-rate function
of the NLSQ, by
d = Ocr•2 2 -2R ,  (4.42)
where
0 - Gopt(Rave)/12, (4.43)
for some Rave that is a rate that takes on a value in the middle of the desired range of performance.
For most systematic source coding applications, an SSQ will require at most 7 bits, which from
Fig. 4-7 implies that Gopt(Rave) 8 implying that 0 is about 16/3. Close inspection of Fig. 4-
8 indicates that the slope of R versus log(d) for the NLSQ is slightly less than -1/2, which is
accounted for by the variation of Wopt in (4.41) with R. Therefore, a more accurate approximation
of d(R) would replace the term 2 - 2 R in (4.42) with 2 - (2- 6)R for some small E. For our purposes,
however, (4.42) is an accurate approximation. We shall see in Chap. 5 that (4.42) has important
implication on optimal transform and subband coding and the accompanying optimal bit allocation.
Equation (4.42) also facilitates a comparison of SSQ with and without feedback. For the case
with feedback, we can come up with an expression similar to (4.42) for the distortion-rate function
in the limit of high feedback rate RF, which implies full feedback. Recall that the optimal decoder
function with feedback is given by (4.13). Using (4.19) in the case of full feedback, we see that the
optimal encoder map with feedback is given by,
f(p, x) = arg min D(x, .k (y)) (4.44)
k
Defining z(y) as a random variable whose probability distribution is given by fz(z) = fxy(z y), we
see that (4.13) and (4.19), are the necessary conditions that must be satisfied for a scalar quantizer
acting on z(y). Because z is Gaussian, these conditions are also sufficient for optimality. Thus the
optimal quantizer with feedback is a Max quantizer for a Gaussian of mean E[xly] and variance
a 2  It is well known that the distortion-rate function for this Max quantizer, in the limit of high
xly"
forward rate R, is given by [31]:
dfeedback = FOly 2 -2R, (4.45)
where for the Gaussian case OF = w/37r/2. Defining the coding gain y as the ratio of the distortion
without feedback, dno feedback to the distortion with feedback, we have
dno feedback (4.46)
dfeedback
0uIrY2-2R, (4.47)O-F 2 2 -2R
Fxly
16/316/3 = 1.96 (4.48)
= 2.92 dB, (4.49)
nearly a 3dB gain. Equation (4.49) is equivalently expressed as a rate gain of 1 log 2 (1.96) = .485
bit per sample. This is in sharp contrast to the case of optimal N-dimensional vector quantization,
in the limit of large N, where the use of feedback yields no coding gain.
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4.3 Scalar Quantization and Slepian-Wolf Coding
As reflected by the Gaussian example in the previous section, there is a significant gap between an
optimal SSQ operational rate-distortion function and the Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion limit. In order
to approach the rate-distortion bound, we can employ vector techniques such as the ones using
nested lattices described in [95] and Sec. 3.3.4. These methods, however, are impractical for large
vector lengths, which are required to approach the rate-distortion bound. An alternative approach,
offering potentially lower complexity, uses a uniform scalar quantizer followed by post-processing
to improve the rate-distortion performance. For conventional source coding, it is well-known that
for a mean-squared error distortion criterion, using a uniform scalar quantizer followed by entropy
coding, a rate can be achieved that is within .255 bits per sample of the rate-distortion bound. An
ad hoc extension of this result to systematic coding would employ an NLSQ followed by an entropy
coder, but a simple example shows that this method offers little reduction in rate. Consider a
Gaussian source x and analog channel output y = x + n, where n is additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). Assuming a very high SNR, the MMSE error variance ab is very small relative to ax,
implying that the region of support for a single staircase of the NLSQ is small relative to ax. Thus
within a given staircase width, the density fx(x) is relatively uniform, implying that the output of
the NLSQ will be a discrete uniform random variable. As a sequence of uniform random variables
is already coded to its entropy rate, entropy coding offers no reduction in rate for this example.
In this section we propose an analogous scheme to entropy-constrained scalar quantization,
for systematic source coding where we follow a uniform SQ with Slepian-Wolf coding. Slepian-
Wolf coding is described in Sec. 3.2.2. We prove that for a mean-squared distortion metric, for
(x, y) drawn iid from pxy (x, y), using ideal Slepian-Wolf codes, this method achieves a rate that
is within .255 bits per sample of the rate distortion bound. The assumption that (x, y) is iid is
made only to facilitate a formal proof and may at first glance seem stringent. Through use of the
rate-distortion bound for a sequence of independent Gaussians described in Sec. 3.3.2, we show that
our performance bound implies similar low-complexity strategies that achieve the rate-distortion
bound for jointly stationary Gaussian sources x[n] and y[n] with general cross correlation.
4.3.1 Encoding and decoding
The encoder applies a uniform scalar quantizer encoder map, U(x), to each of the elements of the
source x, producing the output vector q. The function U(x) is an ordinary K-level uniform quantizer
encoder map, U : X -- {1, ..., K}, having granularity A across the interval [-KA/2 KA/2]. We
have a one-to-one mapping between q and the vector Xq, where we define each element Xq,i as the
center of the cell represented by qi. The vector q, or equivalently Xq, is Slepian-Wolf encoded,
assuming that the analog channel output y (unknown at the encoder) is at the decoder. Using
the analog channel output and the coded bitstream, the decoder reconstructs Xq via Slepian-Wolf
decoding. We form the source estimate ^ by taking the centroid of the apostiori density in the cell
represented by q, or given a high-rate assumption, we use x = xq.
4.3.2 Slepian-Wolf coding
In this section we summarize some key points from Sec. 3.2.2 using notation that is relevant to this
chapter. A Slepian-Wolf code losslessly encodes two iid sequences u and v (from discrete alphabets),
jointly distributed as p.v(u, v) = Il Pui,, (u*, vi), individually at two separate encoders, to be
decoded by a single decoder. The main result of Slepian and Wolf is that for R, > H(UIV) and
R, > H(VIU), any two rates, R, and R,, will allow perfect reconstruction at the decoder for
some code as long as Ru + Rv > H(u, v). Slepian-Wolf coding can be applied to signals from
finite alphabets only, so we must assume that any continuously distributed signals, which occur
in many relevant source coding applications, have been quantized, thereby introducing a degree
of suboptimality. Thus, in the Wyner-Ziv setting considered in this section, we have u = x, and
v = y,, where y, is a finely quantized version of the y. Because y is observed directly at the decoder,
y, is effectively communicated losslessly to the decoder at its entropy rate H(yq). Note that the
finer the quantization of y, the higher this entropy rate (potentially approaching oc), but this fact
does not impact our coding method. The Slepian-Wolf result states that xq can be coded losslessly
at a rate H(xqlyq), which in the limit of fine quantization of y equals H(xqly).
The proof of the Slepian and Wolf result relies on the asymptotic behavior of random codes,
which are not constructive, and hence indicate no meaningful implementation. There has been some
recent work on practical Slepian-Wolf codes as found in [76, 64], but for arbitrary joint statistics on
u and v no general method has been found that approaches the theoretical limit of performance. In
anticipation of the availability of good low-complexity Slepian-Wolf codes in the future, we present
our result here.
4.3.3 Bound on performance
Consider a source x and channel output y, distributed as fxy(x, y) = •'l, fxy(xi, yi). For the
conventional case of the lossy coding of a single source, the well known .255 bit/sample upper
bound on the deviation from the rate-distortion bound of entropy-constrained uniform quantization
makes use of the Shannon lower bound (SLB) [34]. Similarly, we make use of the a conditional SLB
[35, 92]:
1
R z(d) > R,y (d) ý h(Xy) - 2 log 27ed (4.50)
where Rxly(d) is the conditional rate-distortion function, described in Sec. 3.2.3 as the rate-
distortion function given observations of y at the encoder and decoder.
For an observation y = y of a scalar component of the channel output, we denote the corre-
sponding scalar component by x, its quantized value by xq, and its aposteriori density by fxly(xzy).
We assume that f(x) has a high rate, i.e., A is small with respect to the axly for all y. This
assumption may not hold in general but is true for many important estimation problems, includ-
ing Gaussian estimation. For any receiver that can decode Xq, the reconstruction distortion d is
independent of the observation y and is given by:
S A2
d = E[(x - x)2] 12 (4.51)
Given a vector observation y, the nth-order entropy of the quantized signal Xq is [34]
H(xqly) - h(xly) - E[logV(Sj)], (4.52)
where V(Sj) is the volume of the jth Voronoi region defined by the quantizer. We will assume that
(4.52) is nearly an equality, and from this point will claim equality. Because the Voronoi regions
are n-dimensional cubes of side A, we have
H(xly = y) = h(xly = y) - log An, (4.53)
which simplifies to
n n
H(xq,i yi = yi) = h(xq,i yi = yi) - n log A. (4.54)
i=1 i=1
Multiplying both sides of (4.54) by 1/n and averaging each term over all y, we have
1 n
n H(xq,i| y) = - Eh(xq,iy) - logA. (4.55)
i=1 i=1
Using (4.51) and taking (4.55) to the limit as n -- oc we have
1 1
H(xqly) = logd- - log 12 + h(xly). (4.56)2 2
We combine (4.56) with (4.50) to get
wz 1 1 1 l Treo)i
H(xql y) Rx (d) - 2 log(12d) + I log(27ed) (4.57)Xlw2g ( . )
= Rz (d) + .255. (4.58)
Thus we have proven that the cascade of a uniform quantizer and a Slepian-Wolf coder can yield
performance within .255 bits/sample of the Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion bound for (x, y) drawn iid
from fxy (x, y).
Note that the NLSQs of Sec. 4.2 for the Gaussian case, as expressed in (4.28), are effectively a
uniform scalar quantizer followed by a suboptimal Slepian-Wolf-like code, the modulo element. The
modulo element accounts for the presence of y at the receiver. The "code" is suboptimal because
the apostiori density is not uniform over the support of a single staircase. If it were uniform for
all y, then the uncoded output of the modulo quantizer would already be coded at a rate H(xqly),
but this is not the case for jointly Gaussian x and y. To approach the rate-distortion bound more
closely for the Gaussian case, we need a more sophisticated code, which will work on large blocks
of quantizer output samples.
In [61], Pradhan et al, describe a systematic encoding system for the Gaussian case that ef-
fectively performs scalar quantization followed by Slepian-Wolf coding, although this fact is not
acknowledged explicitly in the paper. Pradhan et al, use interleaved lattices at the encoder similar
to nested lattices. The method differs from ours in that the component lattices are heuristically
based on Lloyd-Max reconstruction points. Pradhan et al, further code the SSQ outputs by employ-
ing a variation on the Slepian-Wolf code of Wyner for the binary symmetric case (see Sec. 3.2.2).
At the decoder the quantized source is reconstructed using sequential decoding based on the Viterbi
algorithm [29].
4.4 Jointly Gaussian x and y
For most relevant sources, (x, y) is not an iid sequence. We anticipate that future work will extend
the proof of this result to general (x, y), likely exploiting the generalization of the Slepian-Wolf
result to ergodic sources [24]. For now, we extend the iid result to coding a stationary jointly
Gaussian processes x and y with general cross-correlation. Recall from Sec. 3.3.2 that for (x, y) a
sequence of jointly Gaussian independent random variables, the rate-distortion function is given by
(3.28). Intuitively, we achieve (3.28) by separately coding the xi sequences of a given error variance,
giving none of the rate to a sequence of error variance less than A. For every other sequence, we
apply a code that achieves the Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion limit at the distortion level A, a type of
coding which is termed inverse-waterpouring.
As noted in Sec. 3.3.2, if we consider the stationary Gaussian processes x[n] and y[n] in the limit
of long observation times, the Fourier basis is the limiting Karhunen-Loeve basis for both processes.
Furthermore there exists no cross-correlation between coefficients projected onto different basis
functions. Thus x[n] and y[n] projected onto Fourier basis function elements satisfy our assumptions
of independence. An approximation to Fourier decomposition is a time-frequency decomposition
implemented by a cosine-modulated, critically sampled orthonormal filter bank [80]. We formally
define a filter bank in Chapter 5.
We propose a coding system that uses a filter bank and uniform quantization and Slepian-Wolf
coding applied to each of the subbands to achieve within .255 bits/sample of the Wyner-Ziv rate-
distortion performance limit for a stationary Gaussian source and jointly Gaussian observation at
the decoder. We do not discuss all of the details of subband coding in this section, as we defer to
Chap. 5 for the full development. Applying the analysis filter bank separately to x[n] and y[n],
we have the subband signals Xi[m] and Yi[m], i = 1, ..., M, where M is the number of filters. We
assume the subband signals satisfy
E[Xi[m]Xj[n]] = oor[i - j][m - n] (4.59)
E[Yi[m] Yj[n]] = a'[i- j][m- n] (4.60)
E[Xi[m]Yj[n]] = axyv[i- j]5[m- n], (4.61)
where J[i] is the Kroneker delta function. We note three important facts. First, by the fact that
the filter bank is orthonormal, the MSE in the subband domain equals that in the time domain.
Secondly, because the filter bank is critically sampled, we have the same number of subband domain
samples as time domain samples. And finally, we note that the rate distortion function given in
(3.28) is in units of bits per vector. Because we want the rate in bits per time sample, we must
normalize the rate-distortion function by the "vector" length , or number of subband signals M.
Using these observations we see that the Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion function for correlated Gaussian
processes in terms of the subband signal variances is
1 1 °x
M 2 d2RW(d) = i = 1 log  ,
MY RW (di) (4.62)
i=1
where we use R zy (d) to denote the rate-distortion function for the subband signal Xi[m];
d f, if (4.63)d . I A > -Xi.1
and A is chosen so that E i=di = d. We give zero rate to a subband with MMSE variance less
than A. To each of the other subband signals, we apply a uniform quantizer of step-size A = A,
followed by a Slepian-Wolf code. For a given subband i requiring non-zero rate, the uniform
quantizer achieves the desired distortion A, and assuming Yi[m] at the decoder, the Slepian-Wolf
code achieves a rate Ri < Rx, (di) + .255 bits per sample. We have that the total average rate
for the system is
M
R(d) = M Ri (4.64)
M
i=1
= R z(d)+ .255. (4.66)
thereby proving that for a simple system using scalar quantizers we achieve within .255 bits per
sample of the Wyner-Ziv rate distortion function for stationary jointly Gaussian processes x[n] and
y[n].
4.5 Vector Quantization
4.5.1 General structure
In the interest of coding efficiency, some scenarios may warrant grouping several source samples
together and performing vector quantization (VQ). In this section we propose an algorithm called
the SVQ design algorithm for vector quantization with side information at the decoder. For sim-
plicity we assume no feedback, but incorporating feedback is a straightforward application of the
results from Sec. 4.1.6. Scalar quantization on each component of a vector is form of VQ that par-
titions XN with rectangular elements, which is often inefficient. VQ offers the ability to partition
the region of support for a length-N vector x more optimally than that which can be achieved
with scalar quantization. The problem formulation for SVQ is as follows. The vectors x and y,
of lengths N and M respectively, are drawn from the distribution fxy(x, y). The encoder acts on
x and produces a codeword index, and the decoder uses the codeword index and y to form an
estimate x of x. Apart from acting on vectors and not scalars, the operation of the SVQ is the same
as the SSQ described in Sec. 4.1, with an encoder map f : XN - {0, ..., K - 1}, and a decoder map
g : {0, ..., K-1} x yM -+ N". The encoder map describes a partition of N-space, A = {A 1, ... , AK}
where we define Ai = {x: f(x) = i}.
Recalling the necessary conditions for the encoder in the SSQ case (see (4.5) and (4.10)), there
is clearly no dependence of these conditions on the fact that x is scalar. Thus, some form of the
SSQ design algorithm could conceivably be used for SVQ design. The problem lies in the evaluation
of the integrals in (4.5) and (4.10), which grow unwieldy for large dimension. Furthermore, often
the exact source and/or channel statistics may be difficult to characterize, or are only partially de-
scribed. One of the common standard VQ design techniques, called the generalized Lloyd algorithm
[34] or the k-means algorithm [50] avoids the evaluation of integrals of large dimension by using
statistically generated test sequences, or Monte Carlo trials, based on the source statistics. Using
this approach the integrals are approximated stochastically. In addition, the source and channel
statistics are effectively learned by the algorithm from the stochastic realizations, avoiding the need
for a closed-form statistical characterization. Similar to the generalized Lloyd algorithm, the SVQ
design algorithm that we propose here uses sequences of vector pairs (x, y) assumed drawn from
fxy(xIY).
In the scalar case, we observed that the partition decision regions Ak, k = 0, ..., K - 1 are
complicated and non-regular. Furthermore, the reconstruction functions xk(y) have no convenient
analytical expressions. The same is true of course for SVQ, except that these complex structures
are even further complicated by the increase in the number of dimensions. Note that for some
particular source/channel characteristics, simple SVQs with a high degree of structure can be used
effectively. For example, in the Gaussian case discussed in Sec. 3.3.4, simple nested lattice codes, in
the limit of large dimension, can be used to achieve the rate-distortion limit. In general, however,
the only tractable method for SVQ quantizer implementation is to have the encoder map and
decoder map operate by table lookup. Clearly the memory requirements of a system of table
lookup become unmanageable for large N and M, and we do not propose that this form of SVQ
is usable for all applications. The algorithm for SVQ design we propose here serves three main
purposes. First, for moderate N and M, a table lookup system may be implementable and effective.
Second, even for large N and M, the SVQ design algorithm yields near-optimum quantizers, whose
error performance is a gauge against which to compare other lower complexity systems. Finally,
the qualitative structure of the SVQ output from the design algorithm may guide the development
of effective, low-complexity SVQ implementations.
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4.5.2 Design algorithm
We generate a sequence of stochastic realizations of the source xi, i = 1, ..., P. For each xi, we
generate L channel realizations, forming the sequence yjj, j = 1, ..., L. We create a partition of
y, defined by B = {Bi}, i = 1,...,G, where each Bi is a connected region. Usually Bi is an
M-dimensional rectangular region. We consider the objective function
P L
JSVQ Z xi - 5Xf(xi)(Yi)l 2, (4.67)
i=1 j=1
where we impose the constraint on the decoder function:
xk (Y) = Xk,iVY E Bi for a fixed i E {1, ... , G}, (4.68)
We wish to optimize JSVQ with respect to f(x) and g(k, y). By the law of large numbers, Jsvq will
converge to J in (4.1) under the constraint (4.68). Thus, an SVQ that is near-optimal with respect
to (4.68), is likely to be near optimal with respect to (4.1) under the decoder function constraint. If
the B is fine enough a partition, (4.68) will not create much disparity between JSVQ unconstrained
versus constrained.
By rewriting (4.68) as
K-1 L
JSVQ = Z IIXZ - xk(yij)l12, (4.69)
k=0 i:xieAk j=1
we have the necessary condition at the encoder:
L
f (x) = arg min ix - k(Yi) 2. (4.70)
j=1
By rewriting (4.68) as
L K-1
JsvQ = I - :Ik(Yi5j)ll (4.71)
j=l k=O i:xiEAk
M K-1
= |Z Y Y xi- :k,m112 (4.72)
m=1 k=O i:xiEAk j:yijEBm
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we have the necessary condition at the decoder:
xk,m = centl((xi, ij) : i, js.t. xi E Ak, Yij E Bm}, (4.73)
where centl{(x, y)} is the centroid with respect to the x component of the pair.
The SVQ design algorithm is a simple iterated application of (4.70) and (4.73) given by the
following steps:
1) Set the iteration counter 1= 0. For all i = 1,..., P, set f(1)(xi) to some suitable initial value.
Set the objective function J(1)= 00.
2) 1 ý- (1 + 1). Assuming f('- l )(xi) governs the operation of the encoder, determine the optimal
decoder function k(l) from (4.73) for all k = 0, ..., K-1 and m = ., M.
3) Assuming xIm( is the fixed decoder function, for all i = 11, P, determine f() (xi) from (4.70).
4) Compute J ( Q) from (4.69). If ((-1) _ ('))/J('-1) < 6 for a suitable threshold 6 then stop.
Otherwise go to step 2).
Clearly, the algorithm converges, as JSVQ decreases at every iteration and is bounded by zero.
Furthermore, the fixed point of the algorithm is a local minimum or saddle point of the error
surface Jsvq with respect to the encoder and decoder parameters, as implied by the satisfaction of
both the necessary conditions at the encoder and decoder.
Once the stochastic optimization procedure has concluded, the partition A with respect to the
continuous space XN can be determined by one of many heuristic methods. A reasonable method
is the following. Partition each component of XN with a scalar partition C comprised of successive
intervals of the same length. We have thereby defined a partition of XN: CN = {Cj}, j = 1, ..., H,
which is the N-dimensional cross product of C; each Cj is an N-dimensional cube. We assign the
codebook index k to a C E CN as follows:
k(C) = argmax I{xi E C: f( (i)= , i = 1,..., P}j. (4.74)l
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Figure 4-10: A partition used for low-bits coding. The bits are labeled most significant to least
significant bit, top to bottom.
The decision regions Ai, i = 0, ..., K-1 are defined by
H
Ai= U {C : k(Cj) = i}. (4.75)
j=1
Using this method the encoder can be implemented by scalar quantization of the elements of x,
followed by a table lookup. The decoder can similarly be designed by table lookup.
4.6 Low-Bits Coding
We conclude this chapter by evaluating, for the Gaussian case, the ad hoc scheme for systematic
coding, called low-bits coding (LBC), described at the outset of this chapter in Sec. 4.1.1. For
simplicity we will assume that y = y is scalar, but the results of this section are easily generalized
to y a vector. We assume that R is large, and that the SNR is large enough that fx(x) can
be assumed constant over several standard deviations axly. We first show that LBC encoding is
equivalent to NLSQ encoding, which is near-optimal for high SNR, and that LBC decoding is a
suboptimal form of decoding that impairs the performance relative to an NLSQ. The main result
of this section is the derivation of a formula for the coding gain of NLSQ over LBC, which is
exponential in the rate R of the digital system.
The C-bit digitization of the source over the interval [-P/2, P/2] creates a partition of the
interval into uniform cells of width P 2- C , each cell corresponding to a C-bit index. We have shown
the partition in Fig 4-10 where C = 4 and R = 2. For the purposes of discussion, in Fig. 4-10 we
show that the region of support for x is [-3P/8, 5P/8], with the mean of x equaling P/8, and we
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have defined W = P/4. Clearly this is an equivalent setting to zero mean x and region of support
[-P/2, P/2]. For R = 2, the encoder sends the 2 LSBs of the index corresponding to the cell in
which x resides. Note that for a given 2 bit LSB transmission, say 00, represented by level k, the
encoder specifies a partition Ak that is the union of intervals of width W/K, where K = 4, spaced
uniformly by W. Indeed, the LBC encoder is an NLSQ, where in general K = 2 R, and the staircase
width is W = P 2 c-R . We will be assuming in this section that W = Wopt(R), to have a basis of
comparison to the NLSQ.
We will assume an LBC decoder that performs as follows. The decoder calculates the MMSE
estimate * = E[xly] from y, digitizes the estimate with a C-bit A/D converter over the desired
dynamic range, and replaces the R LSBs for each sample with those received from the digital
channel to form the reconstruction i. Because k = py is an invertible function of y we will perform
all of our calculations with respect to our new channel observation k, and consider the aposteriori
density fxRl(xI ). Note that a2 or . Over an length-W interval of values for k, the LBC decoder
will assign the estimate k the same C - R most significant bits. In Fig. 4-10 these intervals are
delimited by the large vertical hash marks. The boundaries of the intervals occur at -3W/2, -W/2,
W/2, 3W/2, and 5W/2. In general, we denote the intervals corresponding to a fixed set of C - R
most significant bits by Si = [-P/2 + iP2 - (C - R), -P/2 + (i + 1)P2-(C-R)], i = 0, ... , 2 c-R-1. For
any * residing in one of these intervals, say Si, the decoder will assign * to a some reconstruction
point in the same interval. The actual point it assigns is the center of the cell corresponding to
k the LSB index received on the digital channel. This method of decoding is suboptimal because
when k is at the edge of Si, a closer reconstruction pointfrom the lattice Ck will exist outside of S,.
The NLSQ, on the other hand, will choose the closest lattice point in 4k, for the reconstruction.
From our analysis in Sec. 4.2.5 we know that given the high rate assumption, the MSE of the
NLSQ is simply given by JNLSQ = A2/12, where A = W/K. We calculate the MSE of LBC by the
following:
JLBC = E x[Ex[(x- f (x)(k)) 21k]] (4.76)
S E[(x - f(x) I)) ]f()d (4.77)
i=0 XC6Si
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i=0 jESt
(4.78)
(4.79)
where
JI = EX [(x - f (x) (_))]2 1]].
As in Sec. 4.2.5 we focus our attention on three regions, labeled "Left", "Center", and "Right",
in Fig. 4-10, corresponding to the intervals [-3W/2, -W/2], [-W/2, W/2], and [W/2, 3W/2], re-
spectively. We consider the quantity, Ji,c = Ji for all i E [-W/2, W/2]. We define Ak,L, Ak,C,
Ak,R as the kth cell of the left, center, and right regions, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4-10, we
safely assume that for all i E [-W/2, W/2] that fxlj(x 2) has the vast amount of it probability in
[-3W/2, 3W/2], and thus we expand Jk,c as follows:
JE,c Ex[(x, f(x)(k))|i]]
-
kfAk,(x- ik()) 2fxlk(X J)dx
=(X - ýik (x x
k Ak,L
+ (X - ik (,;)) fX 1(Xi )
k Ak,C
+ E A (x - :(4 ))2f x(x )
k k,C
(4.80)
dx
dx. (4.81)
We denote the centers of the cells Ak,R, Ak,C, and Ak,R by xk,L, -k,C, and ik,R, respectively. By
the high rate assumptions, we assume that fxl (x 1.) is relatively constant across a given cell. Thus
we have
Ji,c =Z fx ji (-k, L )Ak (x - i~k,C) 2dx
k k,L
+ Z fxl(ik,C I ) j (x - -k,C)) 2dx
k k,C
+ fx ( kR J (x - ik,R)) dx
k AkR
= fx, Gk,Li) + AW
A3
±+ fxIx (ik,C 12
k
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(4.82)
.
(4.83)+ E fx( k,R|I) + AW2)
k
A
2
+ W2 fx•j(ik,C i)A2 k
k
+,,3 + AW2) fx((ikR|)A. (4.84)
Given that A = W/K is small, we can approximate the summations in (4.84) with integrals,
yielding
I)dx= 2 + W 2) fxl(X
(12 J-3W/2
A2 W/2
+ - fxj,(x|)dx
12 J-W/2
3 3W /2
+ -+ AW2)\12 {W/2
W2Q(-3W/2 - X
A 2  -3W/2- X-
--12 xly
Ux ly
(4.85)fx(l(x-|2)dx
Oxjy
(3W/2 - X)Uxly
(3W/2 - )
Ux'y
(4.86)
In this treatment we are assuming a high SNR, high enough so that over any interval of length
W = GuXly , the density f.(2) can be assumed constant. Given this assumption and denoting the
center of each interval Si by xs , we write (4.78) as
JLBC = Zfi (Xs)J
Z=O
J, d2. (4.87)
We note from Fig. 4-10 and (4.86) that the terms
iESi
(4.88)J, di
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sl - _I - -
can be computed identically to
w/2
JW 2 Ji,cd
simply by shifting the mean of x by some multiple of W.
implying from (4.87) that
(W/2
JLBC = J,c di
J-W/2
Using L to denote the term in (4.89), we have
L = W2  / 2
J-W/2
+-
12 -
i=0
(4.89)
Hence (4.88) equals (4.89) for all Si,
f (xs). (4.90)
iu,2 --X
J-W/2 W2 (/xIy
w -W/2 (x y
Q(3W/2 
- x)d
axly
By symmetry, the first and third integrals in (4.91) are equal, which yields
2 IW/2 f -3W/2 -X
J-W/2 °x ly
A 2 /W/2 {Q(-3W/2-
12 J-W/2 Oxly
-2W2
J-W/2
S( -W/2 - x&
xly
) Q(3W)/2- )
oaxly
A2 W/2 1
12 W/2 2
_3W/2
f e 2"xIydx)dix
J-3W/2 /
Given that W is several multiples of a axly, we simplify (4.93) by the very accurate approximation
L 2W2 f W/
W oo
= 2W 2 I-
,--oo/2
T1 
2
___ e 2"x y dxd2W /2
2-2
1--xy x a( w/2 .
which we will assume to be equality. In the integral expression in (4.95), we let W = Goxly and
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Q(-3W/2) - -W/2 -x)daxly x'ly
W/2 -3W/2 x (3W/2) -x
-W/2 Q x y x) j
(4.91)
72 JW/2 2
(4.92)
(4.93)
A 2
+ 12
IW/2
di
A2
+ 12
12
(4.94)
(4.95)Xly d•X •dX
perform the change of variables
a G
v = (4.96)
axly 2
and
z G
u= - -- v, (4.97)
axly 2
to yield
A 2  2W2 xly2  0 _,2
L = -W+ e 2 dudv (4.98)12 J-oo J-v
A2  2W2axly 2
- W + , (4.99)12
where (4.99) follows from a change to polar coordinates. Finally combining (4.99) and (4.90), we
have an expression for the distortion of the low-bits coding method:
A 2  2W 2 oXy2 2C-R-1(4.10)
JLBC = -W + f A f(xs.) (4.100)(=O
A 2  2Wxly 2
= + (4.101)12 v
where in (4.101) we used
oo 2c-R_1
1= fXdxz f (xs,)W. (4.102)
-0 i=o
Thus, we have shown that the distortion for the LBC system is a constant offset from the optimal
NLSQ distortion, assuming W is relatively constant with respect to R. The coding gain 7 of NLSQ
over LBC is given by
A JLBC
J NLBQ (4.103)
JNLSQ
A 2  24 A 2
= _ (1+ 2 22R)/Y (4.104)12 xly 12••2- lyr 
1 + 24 2 22R (4.105)
which is exponential in the rate R.
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Chapter 5
MMSE Transform and Subband
Coding
5.1 Introduction
In general, vector quantization is the only method that will approach the theoretical limit of rate-
distortion performance for a systematic source coding system. Of course, performing systematic
scalar quantization on each component of a length-N source x is a form of systematic VQ that
imposes the constraint that the encoder decision regions are the union of several N-dimensional
rectangular regions. SSQ has a low cost in terms of complexity, especially when implemented as
an NLSQ, but as evidenced by the results of Chap. 4, in most cases SSQ is a suboptimal method
of encoding in terms of rate-distortion performance. In the case of a highly correlated source x,
the performance of the SSQ is even more significantly impaired. In contrast, optimal SVQ will,
in theory, approach the rate-distortion limit, but it can have overwhelming complexity, even for
moderate dimension. In this chapter, we explore a middle ground between a pure SSQ system and
optimal SVQ. We propose methods called systematic block transform coding (SBTC), for coding
vectors , and systematic subband coding (SSC), for coding signals x[n], that first transform the
signal, i.e. perform a rotation of signal space, followed by component-wise SSQ of transformed
signal. The rotation of signal space is equivalently viewed as a rotation of the encoder decision
regions, into an orientation not allowed by straightforward SSQ. This method is especially useful
for correlated sources and/or correlated channel output, in which case the SSQs can be "aligned"
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with the correlation structure of the signals. Although not a general model for SVQ - the encoder
decision regions are still unions of hyper-rectangles - significant coding gains relative to a mean-
squared error criterion can be had by using SBTC over simple time-domain SSQ. Thus by using
an easily implemented linear transformation and simple SSQ quantization structures, we create an
effective SVQ method for the efficient, low-complexity encoding of a wide variety of sources.
Recalling our source coding paradigm stated in Chap. 1, the space-rotation, or redundancy-
removal block in the system block diagram of Fig. 1-2 is the transform in this treatment. In Sec. 4.3
we discuss the advantages of Slepian-Wolf coding the quantizer outputs. after the transform. The
analysis in this chapter concerning the optimization of the transform and SSQ bit allocation assumes
no Slepian-Wolf coding after quantization, but this assumption does not preclude the use such codes
in the system. For the remainder of the chapter, we will assume that no Slepian-Wolf coding is
performed on the quantizer outputs. A full system implemented in practice may include all three
components, a transform, a set of quantizers (usually SSQs) and a Slepian-Wolf code.
A compelling reason to adopt a block transform or subband coding approach to systematic
source coding is that transform and subband coding have been applied with great success to many
conventional source coding applications including audio coding [39], image coding [42, 81, 67], video
coding [44], seismic processing, etc.. In the conventional scenario, the source is transformed, and
the transform coefficients are quantized by conventional scalar quantizers. There are well-known
results from conventional source coding regarding optimal bit allocation to the scalar quantizers,
and selection of the optimal transform that have analogous incarnations for SBTC. In addition
to providing significant coding gain, standard transform coding usually employs transforms that
perform a time-frequency decomposition that affords the use of human perceptual models for ap-
plications such as audio or image coding. We will see that these same perceptual models can be
used directly in many important SBTC and SSC systems.
Systematic transform coding can be applied to a wide variety of sources and channels for many
important distortion metrics, but the main analytical results of this chapter rely on the assumption
that x and y are jointly Gaussian and that we use a squared distortion metric: D(u, ii) = Ilu - iif 2.
We therefore assume the Gaussian case throughout this chapter, and point out where certain
results may be generalized to other cases. The chapter is arranged as follows. In the first portion
of this chapter we consider the most elementary form of space rotation, multiplication of x by a
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unitary transform T t . The transform coefficients are coded by an optimal NLSQ encoder map
so that these same coefficients are reconstructed at the decoder using y and the digital indices.
The source is reconstructed by a simple inverse transformation. We derive the optimal transform
and bit allocation strategies. We show the encouraging result that for a particular class of useful
channel models, the optimal transform for SBTC is the same as the optimal transform for standard
transform coding. For an even more general channel model, we show that the optimal transforms
are the same in the case of a first-order autoregressive (AR-1) source process, in the limit of high
correlation. Thus, for a broad class of sources and channels we can use the same fast transforms that
have been developed for standard transform coding for SBTC. We extend the results for systematic
block transform coding to systematic lapped transform coding.
For most coding applications the source is a discrete sequence x[n], and not simply a finite
length vector. Coding with block transforms, of course, can be applied to x[n] simply by parsing
the sequence into consecutive blocks, and applying Tt to the blocks. A more general method for
transforming x[n] involves using a filter bank, which performs a subband decomposition of the
source[80, 79]. Indeed block transforms are a special case of a filter bank. Using a filter bank and
coding the subband signals with NLSQs, we have the basic structure for the systematic subband
coding. We show that the optimal bit-allocation strategy is inverse-waterpouring on the analog
estimation error variances of the subband signals. We show in the theoretical case of infinite length
filters, two conditions that are both necessary and sufficient for a filter bank to be optimal for
SSC. For the Gaussian channel - convolutional distortion and additive Gaussian noise - we show
the equivalence of the optimal transforms for SSC and standard source coding. We also discuss
the form of the optimal filter bank for finite length filters, which has the property of optimal error
energy compaction.
5.2 Block transform coding
5.2.1 Basic structure
The structure of a systematic block transform coder is shown in Fig. 5-1. Fundamentally, what is
depicted is the encoding of transform coefficients zi at the encoder with an NLSQ encoder map,
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Figure 5-1: Systematic block transform block diagram. (a) Encoder. Matrix Tt is unitary trans-
form. Qi are NLSQ encoder maps. (b) Decoder. Matrix pt = AyAy - 1 = TtAxyAy - 1 is analog
estimation matrix. QI 1 are NLSQ decoder maps. T is the inverse transform.
and the MMSE reconstruction of those transform coefficients at the decoder, using the NLSQ
encoder outputs and the analog observation y, from which the vector estimate R is formed by
inverse transform. The encoder, Fig. 5-1(a), is comprised of a unitary transform Tt acting on the
source x by the equation, z = T t x, and a set of NLSQ encoder functions Qi. By the linearity of Tt,
we have that z and y are also jointly Gaussian. Note that since there are multiple quantizers, we
must index the quantizer output levels by i = 1, ..., N, forming the vector k. A unitary transform
is one for which TtT = I. We have chosen to use z = Ttx as opposed to z = Tx to ensure that the
ith transform coefficient zi = tfx, is the projection of x onto ti, the ith column vector of T. We use
the notation Qi(.) for the quantizer encoding function, denoted by f(.) in Chap. 4, to be consistent
with the notation from many publications from standard transform coding.
The decoder is shown in Fig 5-1(b) as the composition of an analog estimation block P, a set of
NLSQ decoder functions, and an inverse transform T. We use the notation Q 1 for the quantizer
decoder map - obviously Q, 1 is not a true inverse of Qi - whose definition is slightly modified from
the definition of g in Chap. 4. Given y and k, the decoder function g takes the MMSE estimate z(y)
and for all i maps zi to the nearest lattice point in £ki. In Fig. 5-1 g is shown as the composition
of P and the block of Q- 1 s. Clearly, from this definition
P = AzyAy - 1 = TtAxyAy - 1, (5.1)
the linear operator for the MMSE estimation of z. The analog estimate is given by z = Py = Ttx,
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where x is the MMSE estimate of the source given y. We define Q- 1 : IC x Z -+ Z as the function
which maps i to the nearest lattice point in 4k. The transform T takes the reconstructed coefficients
z into the original source domain, by using the transform that is the inverse to that used at the
encoder. The inverse is given by T because the transform is unitary. Consistent with conventional
block transform coding principles, we constrain the transform Tt to be unitary in order to exploit
the norm preservation property: for any random vector u, and v = Ttu, we have
E[vtv] = E[utTTtu] = E[utu]. (5.2)
Thus if we define the error vectors
e, x - (5.3)
and
ez = z - 2 = Tt(ex), (5.4)
we see that the norm preserving property implies that the MSE in the transform domain, E[llezI 2],
is the same as the MSE in the time domain, E[IIexl12]. Another attribute of unitary matrices that
will be of value to us is that the determinant of a unitary T is 1, and hence multiplication of another
matrix by T, has no effect on the determinant.
5.2.2 Quantizer characteristic
The results of this chapter are strongly dependent on the distortion-rate characteristic of the NLSQ
under the high-resolution assumption, given by (4.42) for the Gaussian case. The ith transform
coefficient zi is quantized by a given SSQ, with a given rate Ri. We define the variance
a t U i y(5 .5 )
Assuming that the NLSQ is optimized for the density fzy(zi, y), we have from (4.42) that
di = Oa9 2-2Ri, (5.6)
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where 0 = 16/3. This value of 0 assumes that the NLSQ has a staircase width W = 8axly, which is
near optimal for bit rates under 7 bits per sample. As a basis for comparison, it is well-known that
for standard block transform coding, quantization distortion for the ith subband is given by [40]
d = oa 2-2Ri, (5.7)
where q is a constant that varies according to the type of quantizer being employed and the source
density. If a uniform quantizer is used, which is often the case, 0 is, independent of distribution,
H 2/12 where Hazi is the width of the region of support of the quantizer. If the Max quantizer is
used, the value of q depends on the coefficient density fz (zi), which can be calculated by a high
rate integral approximation [31]. For the Gaussian case 0 = V37r/2. The equality in (5.7) is much
more general than (5.6) in that it applies to all distributions, not just Gaussian.
Non-Gaussian case
Although not as general as (5.7), equation (5.6) is applicable to more than just the Gaussian case.
For example consider just a single coefficient z and an additive channel, such that y = z+n, with iid
noise n independent of z, and an arbitrary known distribution. We can design a simple, suboptimal
scheme that has the same characteristic as (5.6). The encoder is an NLSQ encoder map, with W
chosen to be several times a,, enough to support a vast majority of the density of n. The decoder is
a simplified NLSQ decoder map, which maps the unmodified y = z + n to the nearest lattice point
£k. For a large enough W = La,, the decoder will select the correct cell from which z originated
with high probability. It is straightforward to verify that in this case for a given rate R,
d= -a_ 2-2R (5.8)
where K = L2/12. We will see that optimal bit allocation to transform coefficients can be stated
easily for all cases in which the distortion-rate function can be expressed in a similar manner.
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5.3 Optimal bit allocation
5.3.1 Problem Description
Given a set of coefficients, zi, i = 1, ..., N, our challenge is to code the zi, each with an SSQ, with
a fixed bit allocation, for minimum MSE, assuming y is at the decoder. The formal description of
the problem is, under the constraint
N
Ri = R, (5.9)
i=1
minimize the objective function
N N
J = di = O 2-2Ri, (5.10)
i=-1 i=1
with respect to the Ris. By the norm preserving property of T, J is the same as the MSE of
the reconstructed source. In all respects except for the terms c2 in place of 2 , this is the same
problem formulation as the standard optimal bit allocation problem first addressed in [37, 38]; these
terms ai and az, are merely constant parameters in the optimization. The classical solution of the
standard bit allocation problem [38] involves Lagrangian optimization, but a simpler one offered in
[31] is more straightforward, based on the elementary arithmetic/geometric mean inequality. These
techniques suffer from two primary weaknesses. First the solution for the Ris will be real and the
number of bits per quantizer is an integer value. Secondly, a solution that minimizes the objective
function may yield a negative value for Ri for some i.1 In spite of these weaknesses, the optimal
bit allocation result has been applied to conventional source coding with great success.
5.3.2 Optimal strategy
Given that we have the same classical formulation, but for a change of parameters, we state the
optimal bit allocation result for systematic scalar quantization by using the standard bit allocation
result [31] and replacing az with ai. Defining
R = R/N, (5.11)
'See [65] for an optimization technique that averts this issue.
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the average number of bits per coefficient and
N 1
02= ( 2), (5.12)
i=1
the geometric mean of the analog estimation error variances, the optimal assignment of bits to the
ith SSQ is
1 (.2
Ri = R+ 1 log 2 ~ (5.13)
The resultant minimum MSE attained is
J = NO•22 - 2R .  (5.14)
It is easily verified that the distortion the same across all quantizers, i.e.,
di = 9o2 2 -2R, (5.15)
implying that an optimal bit allocation strategy is to inverse waterpour on the analog estimation
variances of the transform coefficients. In other words, for coefficients where the analog estimation
from y will yield a poor estimate of the transform coefficient, the optimal algorithm will give more
bits than to a coefficient that is well estimated. This is in contrast to the classical waterpouring
result which calls for inverse waterpouring on the variances of the transform coefficients themselves.
Note for some source/channel characteristics, the optimal bit allocation strategy for systematic and
classical coding will differ dramatically.
5.3.3 Non-Gaussian case
It is straightforward infer, by observing the distortion-rate characteristic of equation (5.8), the
optimal bit allocation strategy for using the suboptimal NLSQ in the non-Gaussian case as discussed
in Sec. 5.2.2. The optimal strategy is to inverse waterpour on the noise variances a,,. For many
channels, such as the additive white noise channel, the a,o will be the same, which implies that the
optimal encoder gives the same number of bits to each transform coefficient. In this case, it is easily
verified that the total MSE is not improved at all by taking a transform before applying the SSQ,
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making this method ineffective. However, in the case where the noise has different variances across
coefficients, a coding gain can be attained. As indicated by the next section, transform coding gain
can also be obtained in the non-Gaussian case and the additive white noise case if the objective
function is a weighted sum of coefficient distortion.
5.3.4 Weighted distortion measure
We consider the weighted objective function Jw under the usual constraint (5.9):
N N
Jw wid = Ow 2 -2 (5.16)
i=1 i=1
In this case, again using the standard result, the optimization yields
1 a? 1 wi
Ri = R + log2 2 (5.17)2 2 2 w 2
where w2 is the geometric mean of the weight values wi. The overall MSE is given by
Jw = N0w2/22-2hR. (5.18)
Thus the optimal bit allocation strategy is to inverse waterpour on the weighted analog estimation
variances wick. This result will prove useful when coding with weights assigned according to human
perceptual sensitivities.
5.4 Optimal Transform
5.4.1 Derivation
Given the optimal bit allocation strategy, and resulting overall MSE, we derive the optimal T to
minimize J in (5.14). It is well-known from standard coding that the optimal transform for MMSE
coding is the Karhunen-Loeve (KL) transform of the source, or the matrix St which diagonalizes
the covariance matrix of the source,
Ax = E[xxt]. (5.19)
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We will see that the optimal transform is that which diagonalizes the error covariance matrix
Aex = Ax - AxyAy- 1Axy, (5.20)
where ex is defined in (5.3). The proof of the optimal T for SBTC follows closely that for standard
coding.
Using (5.4), we see that
Aez = E[TtexetT]
= TtAexT
(5.21)
(5.22)
which is the error covariance when the analog observation is used to estimate the transformed vector
z. Thus if we estimate a transformed vector Ttx from y for minimum MSE, the error covariance
matrix can indeed be made diagonal by selecting Tt = Ut for
U= [lU2...UN], (5.23)
where ui, i = 1, ..., N are eigenvectors of Aex. We assume that the ui are such that their corre-
sponding eigenvalues Ai are ordered:
(5.24)A• >A 2 > ... " k A 0.
Because T is unitary, it is clear from (5.22) that
detAex = detAez. (5.25)
The proof of the optimal Tt relies on two well-known facts. First, the determinant of a matrix
equals the product of its eigenvalues:
detAex = H Ai. (5.26)
The second fact is that for any autocorrelation matrix Aex of a real valued random vector ex with
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zero mean and variances oa?, we have,
N
detAe, < H Zi. (5.27)
i=1
Thus, from (5.14), (5.25), (5.26), and (5.27) we have the following chain of inequalities:
N 1
J = NO(J U )2-2R (5.28)
i=1
> NO (detAe) 2- 2R (5.29)
N 1
= NO (JA ) N2 - 2R, (5.30)
i=1
which are met with equality when Aez is diagonal, done by setting T = U in (5.23).
5.4.2 Coding Gain
It is useful to quantify the gain achieved by scalar coding transformed coefficients over simply scalar
coding the time-domain samples of x. The coding gain, F, is defined as the ratio of Jno transform, the
MSE of the system that simply uses an optimal NLSQ and optimal bit allocation on the samples
of x, to Jopt SBTC, the MSE of the SBTC system that uses the optimal transform and optimal bit
allocation. It is clear that
N
Jno transform NO( 2y)2-2U., (5.31)
i=1
which yields the coding gain
Jno transform
r = (5.32)
Jopt SBTC
1
= ,, (5.33)
(detAe,)N
a quantity always greater than 1 by (5.27). As will be discussed in Sec. 5.6, when the source x is
a block from a stationary process x[n] and the analog channel output observation is a process y[n]
(jointly stationary with x[n]), with noncausal observations (n = -oo, ..., oo) or causal observations
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(n = -oo, ..., no + N), the analog estimation error ex is stationary, implying that a = ly ly, a
constant for all i. In this case N
Tr(Aex = Noly = A, (5.34)
i=1
which allows us to simplify (5.33) to be
r = (5.35)
(Hi=lIi)N
2
X= ly (5.36)
( =1 At)N
1ZN Ai 
(
V i= Ai (5.37)
Hence, the coding gain is the ratio of the arithmetic mean to the geometric mean of the eigenvalues
of Aex. The coding gain in standard transform coding is, analogously, the ratio of the arithmetic
to the geometric mean of Ax.
A different notion of coding gain is obtained when we compare optimal systematic transform
coding to optimal standard transform coding, or in other words compare the optimal systems that
use side information at the decoder versus those that ignore it. The optimal MSE of a standard
coding system is [34]
N 1/N
Jstd = NOstd i) 2 -2R2 (5.38)
i=1
where the ai, i = 1, ..., N are the eigenvalues of Ax, and Ostd = V7r/2 if we use Max quantizers
on the transform coefficients; if we use uniform quantizers in the standard codec, Ostd 9 0. The
coding gain from using side information, FsI, is the ratio of optimal error attained not using side
information to the optimal error attained using side information:
SI Jstd (5.39)
gopt SBTC
std1/N (5.40)
i= 1
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The coding gain in (5.40) should be greater than one for moderate to high SNRs, the regime for
which NLSQs are optimal. In Sec. 5.5 we consider a special case in which the coding gain simplifies
to a form that gives us a simple rule of thumb, in terms of SNR, that can be used to assess the
gains to be had by using y at the decoder.
5.5 Special case: "graphic equalizer" channel
Over the many decades of interest in conventional digital source coding, there have been derived
many transforms that closely approximate the KL transform for many sources of interest, from
cosine-modulated transforms like the discrete cosine transform (DCT) [62], to multi-resolution
wavelet transforms [84, 51]. Much effort has been made to create algorithms that execute these
near optimal transforms with low computational complexity. Thus, it is in our interest to leverage
these past efforts to derive fast, near optimal transforms for SBTC. In this section we show that
for a broad class of channels, the optimal transform for standard coding is the optimal transform
for SBTC, affording us the privilege to use well-known fast transform algorithms for coding.
5.5.1 Model for convolution
We denote the matrix that diagonalizes Ax, the KL transform of the source, by
V = [V1V2...VN], (5.41)
where vi is the eigenvector of A, corresponding to the eigenvalue ai. We assume the ordering
a1 2 o2 > ... > aON 0 (5.42)
Consider the following channel description. Defining Eh = diag{hi, ... , hN} and Eg = diag {gi, ... , gN},
for some {hl,..., hN} and {gl,..., gN}, we have
y = Htx + Gtn, (5.43)
where
Ht = VEhVt, (5.44)
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and
Gt = VEVt, (5.45)
where n .N(0O, aI) is uncorrelated with x. Letting v = Gtn, we have
A, = GtG = VE2 Vt. (5.46)
The matrices Ht,Gt, and A, have the same spectral decomposition as A.. Note that (5.43) models
AWGN channels exactly.
For many classes of sources, a near-optimal transform decomposes the source into component
frequency bins, effectively filtering the source by a set of narrowband bandpass filters. The aggre-
gated passbands of all the filters cover the bandwidth of the source. The passband of one filter is
essentially in the stopband of all of the other filters. An important one of these transforms is the
DCT [62], whose basis functions are given by
tnk =c(k) cos n + , n = O,...,N- 1, k = O,...,N-1 (5.47)
where tnk is the nth element of the vector tk, a column vector of T, and
c(k) = 1/2 if k = O0 (5.48)
1 otherwise.
The DCT is one of a class of useful transforms with cosine-modulated basis functions 2, which
takes a basic lowpass filter structure (a rectangular window in the case of the DCT) and modulates
it by cosine functions, harmonically separated by <r/N radians. The effect is to decompose the
source by bandpass filters, of approximate passband bandwidth r/N, spaced by r/N radians from
one another. Of course, these filters are not perfect bandpass filters, as the window can have
significant sidelobe energy in the frequency-domain. The DCT is the KL transform for a first-order
autoregressive (AR-1) process in the limit of high intersample correlation [16], which makes it useful
for sources with slowly varying backgrounds, like natural images.
We will assume that the DCT or other "frequency-decomposing" transform is a KL basis for
2In general we can consider sine-modulated transforms, but we restrict our attention to cosine-modulated
transforms
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the source. Interpreting the transform as a bank of bandpass filters, we can then view (5.43) as
approximating a channel with convolutional distortion and additive colored noise. Consider the
action of Ht = VEhVt. The matrix Vt projects x onto the ith eigenvector ti, for all i. The matrix
Eh then scales the ith projection by hi, for all i. The values hi multiply a narrowband signal in the
frequency domain, thereby approximating convolution in the frequency domain. The final matrix
V, weights each eigenvector by the scaled projections, and sums them to bring the signal back
into the time domain. The matrix Ht essentially performs a "graphic equalizer" approximation to
convolution. Similarly, the action of Gt on the white noise n is approximately that of convolution,
thereby coloring the noise in a virtually arbitrary manner. Our approximations are further justified
by the fact that the DCT has been shown to approximate cyclic convolution [19] for real, even
filters.
The restriction to real, even filters in [19] highlights one caveat to our approximation. The
DCT and other cosine-modulated transforms are real transforms. Thus, a particular basis function
implement a narrowband, bandpass filter that is two-sided and real. Scaling the projection onto this
basis function by a (real) gain, allows us only to modify the magnitude of the signal and not the
phase. Thus we can only approximate real-even filters with our model, if a cosine-modulated basis
is the KL transform for the source. In contrast, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) has basis
functions that implement one-sided, complex narrowband bandpass filters, and thus a complex gain
can be applied to modify both magnitude and phase. The phase problem associated with cosine-
modulated transforms is often not an issue in coding sources, like audio, that are perceptually
resistant to phase distortion.
5.5.2 Equivalence of optimal transforms
We define E, = diag{(c, ... , aN}. For the channel model given in (5.43), we write out the error
covariance matrix
Ae = Ax - AxyAy- A xyt  (5.49)
- Ax - AxH(HtAxH + A,)-'HtAx (5.50)
- VEVt - V•c•hVt(V(Eh•• + E•)Vt)-1VE•EhVt (5.51)
V(E , - EC h(,C h + C2)-lE h)Vt (5.52)
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= Vdiag{Al, ..., AN}V t ,  (5.53)
where
At = ai- - ' (5.54)
aig?Z=- i=1,..., N (5.55)aih? + g?
are the eigenvalues of Ae,,. Thus the matrix Vt that diagonalizes A. also diagonalizes Aex. The
optimal transform for standard transform coding is optimal for systematic transform coding for the
general class of channel models given in (5.43).
5.5.3 Low-complexity decoder structure
There are some additional consequences of the special structure in (5.43), which suggest a form
for the decoder that has remarkably low complexity. In addition to diagonalizing Aex, Vt also
diagonalizes
Axy = VE~EhVt, (5.56)
and
A, = V(E, 2 + E2)Vt. (5.57)
Using z = Vtx, the MMSE estimate of z from y is given by
z= AzyAy-1y (5.58)
= VtVE•EhVt(V(EE2 + E2)Vt)-ly (5.59)
= diag{C, ..., (}Vty, (5.60)
where
aih(C  = h i (5.61)
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The decoder analog estimation stage as described by (5.60) is accomplished as follows. The same
transform Vt that is used at the encoder on x is applied to the analog estimate to form
s = Vty. (5.62)
The estimate ii of the ith transform coefficient simply a scalar operation on si:
4 = (si. (5.63)
The decoder is of low complexity because the transform Vt that acts on y can be implemented
with efficient algorithms, such as that which calculates the DCT.
5.5.4 Coding Gain
Using (5.55) the coding gain FsI, which compares coding performance with and without side infor-
mation is
std N h 1/N (5.64)
i=1
N
std (1 hSNRi))/N (5.65)
i=1
where SNRi is the signal to noise ratio in the ith frequency bin. We assume that for standard
coding, uniform quantizers are used, and Ostd = 0. Assuming h- = 1 (no filtering) and gi = O2
(white noise), in (5.65) we see that the coding gain is proportional to the geometric mean of the
terms 1 + SNRi. In the limit high SNR the 1 in each of these terms becomes negligible, and we
have a further simplification:
N 11N
sI r SNR) 1/N (5.66)
i=1
U2 (iN=l o/i) I N
= (5.67)
2 72
n x
SNR , (5.68)
1std
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where Fstd is the well-known standard coding gain, realized from standard transform coding over
straight PCM, i.e., the ratio of the arithmetic mean to the geometric mean of the eigenvalues of
Ax; SNR is the average signal to noise ratio. In the limit of high SNR, then, the improvement of
systematic coding over standard coding is linear in the average SNR, with the slope of the increase
equaling the reciprocal of the standard coding gain.
5.5.5 Overhead information for locally stationary sources
For many coding applications, the source is not accurately modeled as simply a stationary process
with known second-order statistics. A better model for most sources is one in which the process is
locally stationary, varying slowly with time in a fashion that is not known apriori at the decoder.
For such a model applied to SBTC in its most general case, overhead bits must be transmitted to
the decoder in order to communicate the autocovariance matrix of the source. Making the same
assumptions about the local source and channel statistics as in Sec. 5.5, however, we see from
(5.60) and (5.61) that the only required overhead are the ac, i = 1, ..., N, the eigenvalues of Ax, or
the variances of the transform coefficients zi. Thus the overhead is reduced from the description
N(N - 1)/2 coefficients to just N coefficients. Furthermore, in many cases the a, can be described
efficiently in a parametric manner, through the use of such quantities as linear predictive coefficients
[40].
5.5.6 Cosine transforms and general convolutional distortion
In the case where Vt, the near-optimal transform for standard coding, is a cosine-modulated
transform, as discussed in Sec. 5.5, (5.43) is only accurate for modeling real, even convolutional
distortion. For many real systems the convolutional distortion will not be real and even. In these
cases, although we do not prove this fact, Vt may be a good transform to use for systematic
encoding for reasons of computational efficiency and the removal of source redundancy. In this
section we make three main assumptions, that 1) T = V, 2) the impulse response of the channel
is not real and even, and 3) as before there is also additive colored noise distortion. In addition,
we assume that the magnitude response of the channel can be considered fiat across the positive-
frequency passband and flat across the negative-frequency passband of any filter defined by a
column of T. Thus, we assume the same channel model as in (5.43), with H less constrained than
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in (5.44). Because we are only interested in second order statistics, we can maintain an accurate
model of colored noise by still assuming that the matrix G is constrained as in (5.45). The MMSE
estimate of z = Ttx from y is analytical, easily obtained from the standard formulas. However, for
the sake of computational efficiency, at the decoder we would like to avoid an operation involving
multiplication by an arbitrary matrix (N2 multiplies). We desire a low-complexity decoder such
as the one in (5.60). One could use a structure like (5.60) in this case, involving the operation
s = Tty and optimal scalar estimation on each si, but such a method will not in general achieve
the minimum MSE. Simply by applying gain to all of the si, we effectively apply a real, even filter
to the channel output, leaving the phase unaffected. Clearly exploiting the magnitude and phase
of the channel frequency response will improve the estimate - just consider the intuitive example
of the non-causal Wiener filter operating in the Fourier domain:
W(CeW) = S( (5.69)
Syy (e)"
In general, W(ej") does not have zero phase, which implies that the estimator is extracting different
information from the negative versus positive frequencies. We propose a method that will exploit
both the magnitude and phase information of the channel output by using two vectors at the
decoder, s = Tty and another vector s = Tty, also calculated using a fast transform. Each scalar
zi is estimated by a 2-by-2 linear operation on si and a si. We will see that the extra transform
comes at little additional computational cost.
At the decoder we form a signal s = Tty in addition to s, where the transform Tt is such that
for every cosine basis vector ti in T there is a corresponding sine basis vector ti, a column vector
in T. Thus if Tt is the DCT then Tt is the discrete sine transform (DST), whose basis functions
are given by
k= cos n k) , n= 0,...,N-1, k 1 ... N - 1. (5.70)
There is no DST basis function for k = 0, because the k = 0 DCT basis function is real and
even. Plugging k = 0 into (5.70) gives zero. Sinusoidal (cosine or sine) transforms can usually be
computed by way of the DFT 3 and a simple linear operation. Thus, at the decoder, the values
3Alternative methods can use the discrete Hartley transform [71, 53] or the DCT-IV transform, an efficient method
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of the DFT that are generated to calculate the cosine transform vector s can be used for the easy
calculation of the sine transform vector s; relative to the order N log N calculations required for
the DFT, the amount of computation required for the sine transform is negligible. We will see,
however, that we may incur extra costs as far as overhead bits required to communicate statistical
information.
Projecting onto both sines and cosines, we have maintained the phase information of y. The two
values si and si represent, respectively, the real and imaginary component of the projection of y onto
the positive-frequency component of the ith basis function. We assume that frequency response of
the channel is constant over the positive-frequency passband of each of the basis functions, equaling
the complex value h = hR + jhI; our notation omits the implicit dependence on basis vector index
i. Correspondingly, the frequency response in the negative frequency passband equals the constant
h* = hR - ihI (where * is the complex conjugate operator). Given that ti and ti are narrowband,
with their passbands approximately disjoint from the passbands of other basis functions, most of
the information about zi will be contained in just the two coefficients si and si. We therefore
perform analog estimation with si and si.
We take a moment to note that our assumption that t, and ti have little energy in the pass-
bands of any other basis function is inaccurate for block transforms, because of the presence of
significant sidelobes. We will see, however, in Sec. 5.8 and Sec. 5.9 that when lapped transforms
or perfect-reconstruction filterbanks are used as the method of signal transformation, sidelobes can
be adequately attenuated for this assumption to be accurate. All of the analysis is this section can
be applied directly to systems using lapped transform and filterbanks.
We define zi = ttx, to be the imaginary component (or sine component) of x in the one-sided,
positive-frequency passband of the ith basis function. We assume that the effect of convolution via
the channel on the ith transform coefficient is a gain of h in positive frequency and a gain of h*
in negative frequency. By the definition of complex multiplication we have the following channel
output equations:
fi = + and (5.71)
si hi hR Zi Wi
for which is cited in [55] as having been unknowingly derived in [25] and [26].
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where wi = ttn, and wi = tn. The transform coefficients zi and zi are uncorrelated by
E[ziz;] = E[tfxxttz ] (5.72)
= tiAxti (5.73)
= Attti (5.74)
=0, (5.75)
where (5.74) follows from ti being an eigenvector of A. and (5.75) follows from the orthogonality of
t; and ti. Of course for most applications, ti is only an approximate eigenvector of Ax, which means
that (5.75) is only approximate. Furthermore, the orthogonality of a discrete cosine basis function
to a discrete sine basis function does not always hold 4, but their inner products are usually small
enough for this to be a good approximation. The same arguments used to derive (5.75) can be used
to show that
E[wiv;] =v 0. (5.76)
For any vector [u u]T, we denote it by t. As additional notation we let
hR -h1
H = R(5.77)
hi hR
We form the MMSE estimate of zi from si and ;i by applying the standard equations:
ij = E[zisT]E[ T]- 1  (5.78)
= Ai[hR hI](H TA•+ AA)-, (5.79)
where (5.75) and (5.76) imply that Ag and A. 1 are diagonal matrices. The error variance for the
estimate zi, which is necessary for determining the the NLSQ staircase width is
E[(zi i)] = - A2) [hR hi](H AjH + Aw)- 1  hR (5.80)
hi
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4See, for example, the DCT-IV and the DST-IV
Note that both (5.79) and (5.80) require that the decoder know the variance of zi, which equals Ai,
and the variance of zi which is given by Ai = tiAxzt.
So, in addition to requiring the calculation of two transforms at the receiver, the proposed
decoding method also requires overhead bits to describe the variances Ai and Ai for all i. Thus, for
some sources the overhead could be twice that used for the suboptimal method in Sec. 5.5.3. Note,
however that we have saved bits in some respect in that we have designed the system for zi and zi
to be orthogonal. We, therefore do not have to describe their cross correlations. More bit savings
can be had by observing that for some sources it is safe to assume that the variances A, and Ai are
equal. For example, for very tonal sources such as speech, the projection onto a sine or a cosine,
averaged over uniformly distributed phase, should result in A, = Ji.
For coding scenarios which do require the transmission of the vectors A and A, a designer must
compare the reduction of analog error, by taking into account both the magnitude and phase of
the channel frequency response, to the expense of adding overhead bits to the transmission. Those
bits if not used for overhead could be used to increase the rates to the quantizers.
5.6 Blocks extracted from stationary processes
5.6.1 Optimal estimation
For many applications, the source is actually a wide-sense stationary (WSS) Gaussian process x[n],
and block transform coding is accomplished by defining source vectors x as a contiguous block of
source samples:
x = [x[no] x[no + 1] ... x[no+N - 1].] (5.81)
for some starting point no E {..., -N, 0, N, 2N, ...}. In our notation, we have dropped the depen-
dence of x on no, because of the stationarity of the source, which implies that x has the same
second-order statistics for any no. The entire source x[n] is coded by processing successive, non-
overlapping blocks.5 At the decoder there is a similar situation. The channel output is often a
process y[n] that is jointly Gaussian, jointly WSS with x[n]. Due to causality or other constraints
5 We will see in Sec. 5.8 that lapped orthogonal transforms, which use overlapping blocks of samples, can also be
applied to systematic coding.
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the decoder only observes a block y of y[n]:
y = [x[no - mo] x[no - mo + 1] ... x[no + mil -1] , (5.82)
for some mo and mi = M - mo, which can take on a variety of values depending on the constraints
at the decoder. In the unconstrained case where mo -> oc and mi - oo00, the decoder performs
non-causal processing, i.e. non-causal Wiener filtering, on y[n] for the analog estimation stage.
Non-causal processing can be approximated to within a delay by buffering, and doing fixed-lag
prediction, which adds to system latency.
5.6.2 Low-complexity causal implementation
In many applications, it is imperative to minimize latency, requiring causal processing on a vector
y for which mo -+ oo and mi = N. By the properties of linear estimators, we have that the MMSE
estimate of z from y is given by z = TM, where x is the MMSE estimate of x from y. Note that R
does not equal Xi as defined by
-= [no] [no + 1] ... [no+ -1] , (5.83)
where i[n] is the output of the causal Wiener filter acting on y[n]. The reason that (5.83) is not
an optimal estimator is that the early samples of the vector x, i.e. xl, x2 , etc., have many lead
values of y[n] from which to be estimated, whereas the later samples, xN, XN-1, etc., have few lead
variables from which to be estimated. For a given index i, i = 1, ..., N, the correct MMSE estimate
of the ith component of x is given by
xi = IN-i [no + N - 1], (5.84)
where ij[n] is the output of the MMSE fixed-lag smoother of lag j. A consequence of (5.84) is that
even though x[n] and y[n] are jointly WSS the MMSE error variable e = x - x (and any linear
function of the error) is not necessarily WSS.
Equation (5.84) indicates that the computation of i = Tx potentially requires the running of
N parallel fixed-lag smoothers, which brings with it a high computational complexity. A method
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more amenable to a computationally efficient decoder would be to calculate i[n] = g[n] *y[n], where
g[n] is the causal Wiener filter, and calculate a suboptimal I = Ti where i is given by (5.83). We
form the signal estimate ii by doing nearest-neighbor NLSQ decoding using Zi as input. Denoting
the ith NLSQ output level by ki, the decoder reconstructs the ith transform coefficient by selecting
the nearest lattice point to i from the lattice C£k,. Obviously, the method is suboptimal, but under
the condition that -i is used to reconstruct ii via NLSQ decoding, we can optimize the constrained
system. Letting x, = x - i and 6z = z - 2, we have the error correlation matrices
A6, = E[ezz] (5.85)
= TtE[, x- t ]T (5.86)
= TtA 6 T. (5.87)
We design the NLSQ for the ith transform coefficient such that the staircase width W is G6i, where
ai = E[(zi - Zi)2], (5.88)
and we use G = 8 as justified in Chap. 4. Note that A6, and Ai, are termed error correlation
matrices, not error covariance matrices, because E[zl2] is not necessarily equal to 2. There is
bias in the estimate 2, which could throw off the nearest-neighbor reconstruction of the NLSQs.
Through empirical observations we see that the bias should not significantly affect the performance
of the NLSQ, and if it does, the effect of the bias can be removed by increasing G uniformly for all
of the NLSQs. In doing so, we have an operational distortion-rate function for the ith NLSQ that
is proportional to the second moment of the analog error, a~':
di = -5 2 -2Ri, (5.89)
where 0 may be slightly larger than 0 in (5.6) to account for the estimator bias.
Using the results of Sec. 5.3 and (5.89), we have following result for optimal bit allocation.
Defining
N 1
2 = , (5.90)
i= 1
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the geometric mean of the analog estimation error second moments, the optimal assignment of bits
to the ith SSQ is
-1 ~L2
Ri = R+ log 2  . (5.91)2 02.
The resultant minimum MSE attained is
J = NP 322 - 2R. (5.92)
As in the standard SBTC case, the distortion the same across all quantizers, i.e.,
di = JO22 -2R ,  (5.93)
Using the results of Sec. 5.4, and (5.89) and (5.87), we have that the optimal transform is that
which diagonalizes Ag,, which is the correlation matrix of a length-N block of the error sequence
associated with the causal Wiener filter g[n].
For both the causal and non-causal case, as we have constructed them, the error sequence is
stationary. Recall that in this special case the coding gain can be expressed by (5.37), the ratio of
the arithmetic to the geometric mean of the eigenvalues of Ae,.
5.6.3 Non-Gaussian case
We observe from our development of the suboptimal estimation stage in Sec. 5.6.2 that our results
depend only very minimally on the source or channel being Gaussian. We therefore consider
the design of a similar system for the non-Gaussian case. In our design, the analog estimation
stage at the decoder forms an estimate i[n] of the source, the resulting error sequence for which
should be WSS. A natural estimator, assuming a jointly WSS x[n] and y[n] is the Wiener filter,
or appropriate fixed-lag filter, whose error sequence is guaranteed to be WSS. Using the block i
defined by (5.83), the decoder then constructs the transform coefficient estimate 2 = TtM, whose
error correlation matrix A~, is given by 5.87. Denoting the ith output NLSQ output level by ki,
the decoder reconstructs the ith transform coefficient by selecting the nearest lattice point to 2
from the lattice 4ik,. As in the causal Gaussian case in Sec. 5.6.2, there is a bias because we do
not necessarily have that E[z|2] = 2. In addition, the error distribution about I is not Gaussian
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- it may be heavy tailed or even more pathological. In spite of these difficulties, we will assume
that we can use an NLSQ to code the transform coefficients with staircase width W = GOi where
"r is given by (5.88). The value of G must be optimized for the distribution such that there are
negligible intercell errors, (for all observations y, and transform coefficients zi!). Assuming that
this can be accomplished, we have that the distortion-rate function is given by (5.89), and all of
the results pertaining optimal bit allocation and optimal transform selection are as in Sec. 5.6.2.
5.7 AR-1 process
An important of model for a wide variety of sources is the Pth-order autoregressive (AR-P) model.
The AR-P model simply models a source as white noise passed through a Pth order all-pole filter
whose z-transform is given by
1
F(z) = . (5.94)1- P= aiz-
For image processing, in particular, the AR-1 model is useful in its ability to model areas of slowly
varying samples, and is sufficiently accurate for coding purposes [40, 17, 62]. The autocorrelation
function, Rxx[n], of an AR-1 process is given by
Rxx[n] = a pIn , (5.95)
where p is the correlation between adjacent samples (0 < p < 1); for the rest of this treatment we
let aX = 1. Taking a contiguous block of N samples from the process as in (5.81) we have a source
vector x with the following autocorrelation matrix:
1 p p2  pN-1
p 1 p ... pN-2
p2 1 ... pN-3
N-1 N-2 N-3 .p p p
(5.96)
There are very few processes for which the eigenvectors of an autocorrelation function can be written
in closed form. Conveniently, it is shown in [63] that the eigenvectors of (5.96) have closed-form
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Ax =
sinusoidal solution, which depends on the precise value of p, or in other words, is signal dependent.
For image processing in particular, it is useful to consider the limiting case in which p -+ 1, which
approximates contours that are slowly varying. In this limiting case, the eigenvectors of (5.96) are
given by the DCT basis functions in (5.47) [16], which are signal independent. This result shows,
therefore, that for AR-1 processes in the limit of high correlation, the DCT is the globally optimal
transform for standard transform coding with respect to maximizing coding gain. Indeed, it also
shows that if the error sequence e[n] = x[n] - ý<[n] that results from linear estimation of y[n] is
AR-1 in the limit of high correlation, that the DCT is the globally optimal transform for SBTC.
We use this fact to show that the DCT is the globally optimal transform for two important special
cases.
We will assume an AR-1 source x[n], whose autocorrelation function is given by (5.95), and a
channel output equation
y[n] = hx[n] + v[n], (5.97)
where h is a constant real gain, and v[n] is AWGN of variance a . We will see that the results for
this channel can be easily extended to a very general class of channels. We consider the MMSE error
sequence e[n] for two scenarios. In the first case the decoder can perform non-causal processing,
over the entire history and future of the received channel output y[n]. In other words, for each
sample x[no] that the decoder must estimate, the decoder observes the signal y[n], n= -oc, ..., 00.
In the second case we assume that the low-complexity causal coding system of Sec. 5.6.2 is used. By
the stationarity of the analog estimation error signal e[n] for both the non-causal and causal cases,
the DCT is an optimal transform if it diagonalizes the matrix E[eet] where e is any contiguous
of block of N samples of e[n]. Therefore we focus our attention on the auto-correlation function,
Ree[n], of the error sequence e[n] for both cases. Calculated directly from Ree[n], the matrix Ae,
in the limit as p -4 1, is diagonalized by the DCT transform for both cases as show below.
5.7.1 Non-causal estimation
In the non-causal case, we assume that the observation at the decoder is y[n], n = -c0, ..., o00.
In this section we establish that the MMSE error sequence is AR-1 with correlation coefficient
approaching 1 in the limit as p -+ 1, thereby proving the optimality of the DCT for SBTC.
We determine the MMSE estimate of x[n] by filtering y[n] by the non-causal Wiener filter
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G(z) = Sxy(z)/Syy(z), where the notations Sou(z) and S,,(z) are used to denote the power spectral
density of u[n] and the cross power spectral density of u[n] and w[n], respectively. The impulse
response of G(z) is given by g[n]. The autocorrelation sequence for the error, Ree[n], is determined
by the following:
R,e[n] = E[e[m + n]e[m]] (5.98)
= E[(x[m + n] - i[m + n]) (x[m] - ý[m])] (5.99)
= E[(x[m + n] - i[mrn + n])x[m]] - E[(x[m + n] - k[mn + n]).[m]] (5.100)
= E[(x[mn + n] - k[m + n])x[m]] (5.101)
= Rxx[n] - Rjx[n] (5.102)
= Rxx[n]- g[n] * Ryx[n], (5.103)
where (5.101) follows from the orthogonality principle, i.e. k[no] is orthogonal to e[n] for all n. The
power spectral density for the error is the z-transform of (5.103):
See(z) = Sxx(z) - G(z)Syx(z) (5.104)
Sy (z)
= Sxx () - ()Syx(z) (5.105)
h2S, (Z)Sxx) () - (z) (5.106)
SyY (z)
where
1 1
Sxx(z) = 1 - 1 - -1 (5.107)
-' (p2 - 1)/p
= (5.108)(1 - pz- 1 )(1 - p- 1 z - 1 )
and
S(z) = h2Sxx (z) + ,. (5.109)
par2 z- 2 +(h2(p2 1) (p2 + 1)) - 1 + pao2
S(5.110).. __. p(1-- pz-1)(1-- f-lz - 1 )
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r (Z-- r)(z- - r-)
= ,(5.111)(1 - pz- 1 )(1 - p-z- 1)' (5.111)
where r is a zero of Syy(z) inside the unit circle. Note that as p -+ 1, we have r -+ 1. The power
spectral density of the MMSE error sequence is
h2 S (z)See(z) = Sxx(z) h xx (5.112)
2 Sxx (Z)
crz (5.113)h2Sxx(z) + r2
a 2z-1(p 1 1)
= (5.114)h2z-1(p 2 - 1) + p2( - )(1 p 1 ) (5.114)-1
Sz-1(p2 
_ 1)p
=( . (5.115)
pa2z 2 + h2(p2 - 1) - O2(p 2  -1))z1 p2
The power spectral density See(z) has two poles, given by r < 1 and r- 1 > 1, which implies that
the MMSE error process e[n] is an AR-1 process with correlation coefficient r. Letting p -+ 1,
we see that r -+ 1, which implies that the DCT is the optimal transform for an AR-1 source and
non-causal observations of AWGN channel output.
5.7.2 Causal estimation
In the causal case, we assume y[n] is processed by the causal Wiener filter G(z), whose formula
requires the following notation. We write the spectral factorization of a general Syy(z) as
) B (1 - aiz-1 ) 1 i (1 - a -z-1)S,(z) = B (5.116)Hj (1 - bjz - 1 ) Hi(1 - b z-1)
where the ais are the zeros inside the unit circle, the bjs are the poles inside the unit circle, and B
is the gain. We define the functions
/z= (1 - aiz-)S+ () = -1 (5.117)Snj(1 - bjz - 1)
and
SB (z)i( alz-) (5.118)S(1 -(bZz - 1 )
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Letting W(z) be the z-transform of w[n], we use the notation {W(z)}+ to denote the z-transform
w[n]u[n], where u[n] is the unit step function. We use the notation {W(z)}_ to denote the z-
transform of w[n]u[-n - 1]. Thus W(z) = {W(z)}+ + {W(z)}_. With our notation established,
we have that the causal Wiener filter is
{Sxy(z)/S- (z)}+
G(z) = S (Z)  (5.119)
whose impulse response is denoted g[n]. The autocorrelation sequence for the error, Ree[n], is
determined by the following:
Ree[n] = E[e[m + n]e[m]] (5.120)
= E[(x[m + n] - i[m + n])x[m]] - E[(x[m + n] - k[m + n])k[m]] (5.121)
= E[x[m + n](x[m] - i[m])] - E[k[m + n](x[m] - k[m])] (5.122){ E[(x[[m + n] - [m + n])x[m]] n 0(5.123)
E[[x[m + n](x[m] - k[m])] n < 0
S Rxx[n] - Rx[n] n_>0 (5.124)
Rxx [n]- Rxý [n] n < 0
_ Rxx[n] - g[n] * Ryx[n] n > 0
Rxx[n] - g[-n] * Rxy[nl] n < 0
ST[n] n >0 (5.126)
T[-n] n < 0,
where
T[n] = Rxx[n] - g[n] * Ryx[n], (5.127)
and (5.123) follows from the fact that
E[e[m + n].[m]] = 0, n > 0 (5.128)
The power spectral density of e[n] is thus given by
See(z) = {T(z)}+ + {T(z- 1 )}_. (5.129)
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Because Ree[n] is symmetric about 0, it is uniquely defined by the term {T(z)}+, which we expand:
{T(z)}+ = {Sxx(z) Syx(z)}+ (5.130)
{S, (z)/Sp (z)}+
= {Sxx(z) - S(Z)/S( (z) } (5.131){h x()/ (z)}
{Sxx (z) (1 - )}+ (5.132)
For our formulation, we have
-1 _ p-1
S+,(z) = rv z (5.133)
1 - pz- 1
and
-1
SY- (z) = v p- 1, (5.134)1 - p- z-
which yields
{ (l~Kz-1
{T(z)}+ = {Sxx(z)(1 - (-Pz-)(--r) (5.135)S )+ (5.135)()
SK (1 - }K2 (5.136)f {X (Z) -(1 - pz- 1) av z- 1 - r- i
p(1 - pz 1)(1 - p-iz 1 ) - I + r-1
K- + 1K5 (5.138)1 - pz - 1  1- rz- 1
for some constant values K1, K2, K3, K4, and K s , whose exact values are irrelevant for our purposes.
To arrive at (5.138) we have used some basic fractional expansion arguments. From (5.138), we
have that
Ree[n] = K 4p "I + K 5r'i". (5.139)
For a vector x extracted as a contiguous block of N samples from x[n], and corresponding MMSE
error vector e, (5.139) implies that the error covariance matrix is given by
Ae = Ap + ,A, (5.140)
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where Ap and A, are autocorrelation matrices for AR-1 processes, with correlation coefficients p
and r respectively, of the form given by (5.96). From (5.111) we have that p -+ 1, implies r -+ 1.
Thus in the limit, DCT basis vectors are eigenvectors of both Ap and A,. The DCT basis vectors
are consequently eigenvectors of Ae, which proves the DCT is the optimal transform for an AR-1
source and causal observations of AWGN channel output.
5.7.3 General Gaussian channel model
Up to this point, our proofs of optimality have relied on the assumption of an additive white
noise channel. Consider a more general channel model y[n] = h[n] * x[n] + v[n], where h[n] is a
channel impulse response with a smooth magnitude response H(ei") about w = 0, and v[n] has
a power spectral density Sxx(e " ) that is smooth about w = 0. Given the lowpass characteristic
of the source, we see that we can extend our previous results for the AWGN channel to this more
general channel model. As p -+ 1 the power spectral energy of x[n] as a function of frequency
w, is increasingly confined near DC. The energy outside an e neighborhood about w = 0 becomes
negligible, implying that an optimal estimator will be mainly concerned with estimating X(e jw ) in
the region -c < w < e. Given the smoothness assumptions on H(e 3 ) and Svv(eJ"), we can assume
that within -E• < w < , the channel behaves like an AWGN channel, which implies that for both
non-causal and causal estimation, the error autocorrelation function is virtually identical to the
AWGN case described above. Thus for a general Gaussian channel and an AR-1 Gaussian source
the DCT is the optimal transform for SBTC, using both causal and non-causal observations.
5.7.4 Block estimation
Limiting form for Aex
In some cases, at the decoder, analog estimation will occur on blocks, for computational simplicity
or other problem constraints, and the estimator is not accurately expressed as a linear time-invariant
filter. For example, if the source is an image, which is coded by block processing, the decoder may
be parallelized to operate on blocks of analog channel output. In the case of block estimation at
the decoder we can assume the very general block channel model:
y = Htx + n, (5.141)
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where Ht is any matrix of N rows, and n is zero-mean Gaussian noise, uncorrelated with x and
having an arbitrary autocorrelation matrix An. As assumed throughout Sec. 5.7, Ax is given by
(5.96). The analog error covariance matrix for optimal estimation of x is given by
Aex =Ax - AxH (HtAxH + A.) HtAx (5.142)
The matrix Ax in the limit as p -+ 1 approaches a matrix of all ones. We show in this section that
in this limit, the DCT is a locally optimal transform for SBTC.
Consider the matrix AxKAx for any matrix K, whose element in the ith row and jth column is
denoted kj. Since in the limit Ax approaches the all ones matrix we have that AxKAx approaches
Ei,j kj3 times the all ones matrix. Letting
K = H (H'AH + A.) Ht, (5.143)
we have that Aex approaches (1 - Ei,j kej) times the all ones matrix as p -+ 1. Note that this does
not guarantee that the error covariance matrix has a form like (5.96), suggesting it is a block from
an AR-1 process. Indeed, empirical analysis shows that the error vector ex is not a block from an
AR-1 process for all p. Thus, we can not directly conclude that the DCT is an optimal transform
for SBTC in this case. We do show in the following, however, that the DCT is a locally optimal
transform in this case.
DCT is locally optimal.
An optimal SBTC transform maximizes the coding gain F in (5.33), or equivalently minimizes the
overall distortion J in (5.14). We show the necessary conditions for the basis functions ti to achieve
a local minimum in J given that Ae, is approaching the all ones matrix, by using a proof technique
similar to that in the appendix of [54]. The key fact used for the proof of optimality is that a
transform that maximizes the energy compaction of the analog error variables ez, = zi - zi is the
diagonalizing transform of Aex [13]. A transform maximizes error energy compaction if for any
P < N there are P error variables ez, such that their average energy is maximized with respect to
the transform basis functions. Maximizing energy compaction, reduces the spread of the variances
a0 thereby minimizing the geometric mean of their variances. Maximal energy compaction satisfies
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our intuition about an optimal coding structure. For example if all but P error variances are
virtually zero, we need only allocate bits to those P coefficients and give zero bits to the rest.
As suggested in [13, 55], energy compaction can be maximized by maximizing the variances
a = ttAe,,.t, (5.144)
recursively, from i = 0 to i = N - 1, with respect to ti, under the constraint that tj, j = 0,..., i- 1
have been previously determined. The optimization of the first basis function to requires that we
maximize
= ttoA,.to (5.145)
under the constraint
toto = 1. (5.146)
A locally optimal solution to (5.145) is a root of the associated Lagrangian, i.e. is a solution of
2Ae.to + 2pto = 0, (5.147)
where p is a Lagrange multiplier. Not surprisingly (5.147) implies that to is an eigenvector of Aex.
Premultplying (5.147) by to we have that p = -toAe,,to, which reduces (5.147) to the form
Aex - (toAext o )I]to = 0. (5.148)
Letting Aex approach the all ones matrix, we have from (5.148) that to must satisfy
N-1
tno = tjo (5.149)
j=O
or
N-1
E tjo = 0. (5.150)
j=o
In the limit, the to that satisfies (5.149) and the constraint (5.146) equals 1/V- for all entries,
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which will result in an objective function
N-1
ý(E= tji2=N (5.151)
j=0
In contrast, the to that satisfies (5.149), will result in 0 = in the limit. Thus, the to that satisfies
(5.149) is globally optimal optimal. The k = 0 basis function of the DCT satisfies this condition
(as does the k = 0 basis function for the DFT).
Optimization for the remaining basis functions, in succession, t 1, t 2, etc., proceeds in a similar
manner, with additional constraints put in place to account for the the previously assigned basis
functions. For the ith basis function we aim to maximize
~i = tfAext;, (5.152)
under the constraints
tIti = 1 (5.153)
tftj = 0 j=0,1,...,i-1. (5.154)
Setting the associated Lagrangian to zero we have
i-1
2Aexti + 2pti + E Yitj = 0, (5.155)
j=0
where p, and -j, j = 0, ..., i-1 are Lagrange multipliers. Premultiplying (5.155) by tt we have
p = -ttAext o. Premultiplying (5.155) by t>, j = 0,...,i-1 we have yj = 0, j = 0,..., i-1. Thus
(5.147) is reduced to the form
[Ae. - (tAe.ti)I ti = 0, (5.156)
Note that (5.156) is the same constraint equation as (5.148). Because ti, i = 1, ..., N - 1, must be
orthogonal to to, we conclude that in the limit
N-1
St = 0 (5.157)
n=O
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It is straightforward to verify that the basis functions of the DCT satisfy (5.157), which implies
that the DCT achieves a local maximum in coding gain F in the limit as p -- 1. Recall that p is
the correlation of adjacent samples of the AR-1 source, not the correlation of the adjacent error
samples. Note that (5.157) and (5.149) are also satisfied by the DFT, which emphasizes that we
have identified only a local optimum solution. Empirical results, however, indicate the DCT is in
fact the basis that diagonalizes Aex in the limit as p -4 1 for a variety of channels modeled by
(5.141).
5.8 Lapped transforms
As described in Sec. 5.6, stationary sources can be coded with block transform coding by form-
ing successive, non-overlapping blocks out of adjacent source samples, as in (5.81). Due to the
quantization of transform coefficients, there are often discontinuities at the block boundaries that
are undesirable for many applications. Originally developed to combat these blocking effects, the
lapped transform is a block transform whose basis functions overlap with those of adjacent blocks
[13, 55]. Interpreted as a filter bank, a lapped transform has the advantage over block transforms of
having FIR filters that are longer than the total number of transform coefficients, thereby allowing
for greater stopband attenuation, minimizing the effects of aliasing. To exploit these virtues, we
apply lapped transforms to systematic source coding, the structure for which we develop in this
section. Optimal bit allocation and the conditions for an optimal transform are obvious extensions
of the results pertaining to systematic block transform coding. Directly mapping a result from
conventional coding, we show the local optimality of two fast transforms, the LOT and the MLT,
in terms of energy compaction of analog estimation error for an AR-1 source and a broad class of
channels.
We let P denote the total length of a single block, and N < P denote the number of samples
between the beginnings of successive blocks, i.e., N is the frame rate in samples per block. In order
to keep the number of time domain samples equal the number of transform domain samples, i.e.,
to keep the system critically sampled, the transform Tt must be such that the number of transform
coefficients equals N. For every no = ..., -N, 0, N, 2N, ..., the encoder forms length P block from
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x = [x[no] x[no + 1] ... x[no + P - 1]] , (5.158)
applies a N x P transform Tt to each of those blocks, forming the vector z = T t x, and codes
the scalar transform coefficients with NLSQ encoder maps. Using the analog observation y and
NLSQ encoder map output k, the NLSQ output levels are decoded as per Sec. 4.2.3. The decoder
applies an P x N inverse transform to each of the overlapping blocks, and simply adds the output
of overlapping blocks together. To preclude any redundancy among transform coefficients, and to
maintain signal energy, we impose the following condition:
TtT = I (5.159)
To ensure that the inverse flowgraph is just the transpose of the direct transform flowgraph, the
inverse transform is constrained to be T [54]. This constraint imposes that not only must the
basis functions be orthogonal to each other, but their overlapping sections must also be orthogonal,
yielding the constraint
TtWTt - 0, (5.160)
where
W = (5.161)
0 0
The matrices I and 0 in (5.161) are N x N.
The problem of bit allocation is identical to that encountered in transform coding: allocate a
total of R bits across N transform coefficients. The optimal bit allocation strategy is, again, inverse
waterpouring over the analog estimation error variances oa, the formulas for which are given in
Sec. 5.3. As before, we wish to minimize, with respect to Tt, the total distortion given by (5.14),
or equivalently maximize the coding gain in (5.33). We still have that i = Py where P is given by
(5.1), and by the linearity of the Tt, 2 = Tti. Thus, we have
Aez = I t exT, (5.162)
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implying that
(t = E[e ] (5.163)
= ttAeti. (5.164)
The extra constraint (5.160) precludes us from using the same analysis as used in SBTC, to obtain
an expression for the optimal transform. We can, however, consider the optimal lapped transform
in the case of an AR-1 source x[n] with correlation coefficient p -+ 1 and the two channel models in
Sec. 5.6. In our analysis of the optimality of lapped transforms, we require that N = 2P. Lapped
transforms with longer basis function (N > 2P), have been developed under the name extended
lapped transforms [52], and are equally applicable to systematic coding.
The first channel model, describing the channel output process y[n], is given by (5.97). As
established in Secs. 5.7.1-5.7.2, for both non-causal and causal observations of y[n], Aex approaches
the all ones matrix as p -4 1; recall that for the causal case we are using a slightly suboptimal
decoder. The second channel model is the block channel model of (5.141). Again, the error
covariance matrix approaches the all ones matrix as p - 1.
Extrapolating from the block transform case, J nearly optimized if there is maximum com-
paction of the a?. Hence, we perform the same recursive optimization as in Sec. 5.7.4. The optimal
first basis function to is that which maximizes
= ttoAeto (5.165)
under the constraints
ttto = 1, (5.166)
and
ttWto = 0. (5.167)
In [54] it is shown that in the limit as Aex approaches the all ones matrix, to satisfies
2N-1
tno + tn+N,o= [e tio] 1. (5.168)
i=O
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For the ith basis function we maximize
i = ttAe.ti, (5.169)
under the constraints
tZti = 1 (5.170)
tfWti = 0 (5.171)
ttj = 0 j = 0,1, ..., i-1, (5.172)
ttwt = 0 j=0,1,...,i- 1, (5.173)
and ttWttj = 0 j= 0,1,...,i- 1. (5.174)
The constrained optimization is satisfied locally under the condition [54]
2N-1
Y tj; = 0. (5.175)
j=0
In [54], Malvar develops two useful transforms for standard lapped transform coding of AR-1
sources with high correlation that have fast implementations (on the order of a length-2N DCT),
the lapped orthogonal transform (LOT) and the modulated lapped transform (MLT) . The two
transforms both satisfy (5.168) and (5.175), and are therefore locally optimal lapped transforms
for systematic coding for the broad class of channels considered.
5.9 Systematic subband coding
A generalization of all of the methods discussed up to this point is what we call systematic subband
coding (SSC), which uses an N-channel perfect reconstruction filter bank, composed of an analysis
filter bank at the encoder and a synthesis filter bank at the decoder, to transform the source. As is
well known, both block transforms and lapped transforms are special cases of perfect reconstruction
filterbanks [80]. In this section we determine the optimal bit allocation strategy and the necessary
and sufficient conditions for a filter bank to be optimal for SSC. For the ideal filter case, we show
that for any Gaussian channel defined by filtering and additive Gaussian noise uncorrelated with the
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qN--1 [m]
Figure 5-2: Systematic subband coding. Distortion due to NLSQ encoding and decoding of ith
subband is modeled by additive noise qi[n], which is clearly a function of the analog channel
observation y[n].
source, the optimal filter bank for standard subband coding is the optimal filter bank for systematic
subband coding.
Fig. 5-2 shows the general model that we consider for systematic subband coding of signals.
Indeed, the same model, appropriately paramaterized, applies to conventional source coding as well.
The source x[n] is processed at the encoder by an N-band critically-sampled, perfect-reconstruction
filter bank, which is composed of N filters Hi(z), i = 0,..., N-, each followed by an N-sample
decimator. The output of the filter bank is a set of N subband signals vi[m], i = 0, ..., N-1. To
account for the decimation, we use n to denote the index for the original source and the index
m to denote the time index for the (decimated) subband signals. Consistent with our notation,
the subband signal prior to decimation is denoted vi[n]. Similar to SBTC encoding, we code the
ith subband coefficient, i = 0, ..., N-1, with an optimal NLSQ at the encoder, the output of which
is ki[m]. For better performance, the output of the NLSQs may be Slepian-Wolf coded, but our
results concerning optimal filter bank selection assume no Slepian-Wolf coding. The decoder uses
the channel output y[n] and ki[m] to reconstruct the ith subband coefficient, denoted i'i[m]. The
NLSQ decoder for each subband is simply an analog estimation stage followed by a mapping to the
nearest point on the lattice defined by ki[m]. The analog estimation stage simply involves applying
a MMSE filter w[n], to y[n] to estimate each of the subband signals. the form of which depends on
the observable samples of y[n] at the decoder, e.g. causal or non-causal samples.
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Figure 5-3: Polyphase representation of SSC.
As shown in Fig. 5-2, NLSQ quantization on the ith subband is accurately modeled as an additive
noise source qi[m], uncorrelated with x[n]. We use the notation u[m] to denote [uo[m], ... UN_l[m]]T.
The variance of qi[m], denoted di, is given by the distortion rate function of the NLSQ:
di - O= 2 -2R, (5.176)
where
a? = i2 (5.177)
The source is finally reconstructed by applying a synthesis filterbank, comprised of N-sample
interpolators and synthesis filters Fi(z), i = 0, ..., N-1. Clearly, Fig. 5-2 is the same model as used
for conventional subband coding where the variance of the qis is also given by (5.176) with 2 - a2
5.9.1 Optimal bit allocation
Fig. 5-2 is equivalently represented by its polyphase form shown in Fig. 5-3. Perfect reconstruction
implies that R(z) = E-1(z). The optimality conditions that we derive in this section assume a
restricted class of filterbanks, called orthonormal filterbanks, for which the polyphase matrix E(e j )
is paraunitary, i.e., E(eJw)tE(ej ) = I for all w, and R(z) = Et(z-l1). It is straightforward to show
that by the orthonormal structure of the filterbank, E[(x[n] - c[n]) 2] = 1 E[q[m]tq[m]] [70]. Thus
we can apply directly the results of Sec. 5.3 to determine that optimal NLSQ bit allocation to the
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subbands involves inverse-waterpouring on the the aos, the MMSE analog estimation error of the
subband signals. The MSE distortion, as defined by (5.10), is given by (5.14).
5.9.2 Optimal subband decompostion for the ideal filter case
In order to determine the optimal SSC filterbank, that which minimizes the MSE in (5.14), we
consider the form of the MMSE analog estimation error. The analog estimation stage at the decoder
clearly depends on which samples of y[n] are available to the decoder. Non-causal observations (y[r],
r = -0o, ..., oc is observed) and causal observations (y[r], r = -oo, ..., n is observed), call for the
use of the non-causal and causal Wiener filters, respectively. For practical implemetations, we
would likely impose that the estimation filter be FIR. Similarly, we would have the analysis and
synthesis filters be FIR. In determining the form of the optimal subband decomposition for SSQ,
however, we focus our attention on the case of non-causal channel observations and ideal (infinite
length) filters. In Sec. 5.9.3, we comment on the optimal subband decomposition for the case of
FIR filters and causal observations.
Given non-causal observations at the decoder, for each subband we must estimate vi[n] =
hi[n] * x[n] from our observations of y[r], T = --0, ..., 00, forming the estimate ýi[n]. We apply the
non-causal Wiener filter to y[n] and obtain the following relation:
Vi (eiw) = S' (C) Y(e J) (5.178)
S ((j") )
= H(e") Y(e•"), (5.179)
Syy• (ew)
which implies
Si[n] = hi[n] * k[n], (5.180)
where i[n] is the MMSE estimate of x[n] from y[n]. Defining
ei[n] = vi[n] - ýi[n], (5.181)
we have that
ei[n] = hi[n] * e[n], (5.182)
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where and e[n] = x[n] - k[n]. Thus, the subband error signals can be obtained by applying the
analysis filter bank to the error signal corresponding to the time-domain source estimate. Using this
insight, we can create an equivalent problem that will quickly yield the optimum SSC filterbank.
Consider the problem of conventionally coding e[n] by the following method: apply an N-band
orthonormal filterbank, and code the subband signals with a conventional quantizer using optimal
bit allocation. By (5.182), for any filterbank, the MSE for this problem will have the exact form
as (5.14), the MSE for SSC. Thus, the optimal filter for subband coding e[n] in the conventional
manner will be the optimal filter bank for SSC. Using the results in [78], the necessary and sufficient
conditions for the optimal SSC filterbank are:
* Diagonalization of See(eC"), and
* Majorization of See(eJ3),
where See(eJC ) is the Fourier transform matrix of E[e[n + no]e[no]t], i.e the power spectral density
matrix of e[n]. The matrix S,,(eWj ) is similarly defined. Diagonalization means that
See(eiw) = diag{So(eJC),..., S_ 1(e ")}, (5.183)
where Si(ejr ) is the power spectrum of ei[n]. Without loss of generality, we assume that the error
variances of the subbands are ordered:
> a > ... > a (5.184)
Majorization means that
So (eJ ) > Sl(•W ) > ... > SM_I(e3) , (5.185)
for all w.
Gaussian channel
Assuming a Gaussian channel model,
y[n] = b[n] * x[n] + u[n], (5.186)
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where b[n] is an arbitrary channel impulse response and u[n] is stationary WSS Gaussian noise,
we show that the optimal filter bank for conventional suband coding is the optimal filter bank for
SSC. Although this is a result involving ideal filters and non-causal observations, it does indicate
that for a broad class of channels a good filter bank for conventional coding is a good filterbank for
SSC.
We must show that the filter bank that diagonalizes and majorizes Sv,(ejw) also diagonalizes
and majorizes See(e3w). For any process x[n] it is shown in [1] that Svv,(ejw) is made diagonal by
the following, signal independent, polyphase matrix:
E(z) = VD(z), (5.187)
where V is the unitary inverse DFT matrix and
D(z) = diag{ z - (N - l ) , z - N , ... , 1]. (5.188)
Using this polyphase matrix, the power spectrum of the ith subband signal is [1]
Svi vi (ej ) = Sxx((e + )) (5.189)
Clearly, majorization is achieved using a matrix E(ej ' ) that is (5.187) with certain rows appropri-
ately permuted at each frequency. Because E(eji) in (5.187) is signal independent, the matrix, or
the matrix with any of its rows permuted, clearly also makes See(e jw) diagonal.
Given that S,,,,(e) is majorized, the majorization of See(ejw) follows from the form of the
power spectral density of e[n]:
xx ( ) Suu(e) (5.190)See(e I B . (5.190)|B(ei")I 2 Sxx(edJ) + Sou(eiw) (
Clearly, (5.190) is monotonically increasing in Sxx(eJ'), which implies that if
SVk  (e (Lw 2) > SV Vi (e ), (5.191)
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for any i, then
Sk (e(+ )) > SI (ej (W )) (5.192)
Thus, See(e yw) is majorized.
5.9.3 Causal observations and FIR filter banks
For practical coding systems, estimation elements only observe a finite number of samples, and in
many applications, especially real-time applications, the receiver has only causal observations. Fur-
thermore, low-complexity design insists on low-order FIR filter banks. In this section we comment
on the form of the optimal SSC filter bank for these cases.
Given causal observations at the decoder, for each subband, the analog estimation stage filters
y[n] with a causal Wiener filter to estimate the subband signal. It is easily confirmed that in this
case, ei[n] does not equal hi[n] * e[n] in general. Thus, we can not easily come up with an equivalent
problem formulation in the conventional source coding framework, as we could for non-causal filter
case. Of course, in the interest of lowering complexity, which also facilitates analysis, we could
use a convenient suboptimal analog estimation stage, as in Sec. 5.6.2. One efficient suboptimal
implementation is to estimate the time-domain source x[n] directly with a causal Wiener filter, and
then apply the analyisis filter bank. Clearly in this case, we have ei[n] = hi[n] * e[n]. Note that
this same method can also be applied the case where the analog estimation stage must be FIR.
Assuming a form for subband distortion given by (5.176), which may not be entirely accurate 6, we
can say that the optimal filter bank is the one that conventionally codes e[n] in an optimal fashion.
It has been shown recently that the optimal FIR filter bank for conventional subband coding
is the principle component filterbank (PCFB) [75, 82, 43]. The PCFB performs maximum energy
compaction on the source, i.e., for each K, the sum ZM'l 02. is maximized. There is an analogous
result for systematic coding. For systems in which the analog estimation stage satisfies our ana-
lytical assumptions, expressed above, the optimal SSC FIR filter bank is the PCFB for the analog
estimation error signal, i.e. it is the filter bank the performs the maximum energy compaction of
the analog estimation error.
6As expressed in Sec. 5.6.2, the estimates may be biased, which may cause inaccuracy in the distortion-rate
function expression.
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Chapter 6
The Duality Between Information
Embedding and Source Coding with
Side Information
6.1 Introduction
This chapter develops and exploits the theoretical duality between information embedding, the
robust communication of information embedded into a host signal, and source coding with side
information. Information embedding has importance for applications such as digital watermarking
for copyrighting material and information hiding, or steganography, for covert communications. As
described in Chapter 1, source coding with side information may be applied to improving the fidelity
of an existing analog communications infrastructure by augmenting the system with a digital side
stream. Another potential application for such a coding scheme is for hybrid communication over
channels with unknown SNR. Although their applications may seem unrelated, the two problems
share a duality at a theoretical level that indicates that a good solution for one problem lends itself
easily to a good solution for the other. Some of the implementational aspects of this duality have
been explored in [20].
Figure 1-3 shows a block diagram of the information embedding scenario. The n-dimensional
vector y is the host, and the variable m is the information signal. The encoder uses both the host
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and the information signal to create a composite signal w, which is assumed to closely approximate
the host y. We assume the composite signal is passed through a probabilistic channel. The output
of the channel x is decoded to retrieve an estimate r-•1 m of the information signal. Throughout
this chapter, we assume each element of y is drawn iid from the distribution py(y), and the channel
is discrete memoryless, defined by the transition density pxl(xlw). Illustrated in Fig. 1-3, a feed-
forward path is activated when the switch S is closed, thereby supplying the decoder with an
observation of the host. In most relevant applications, such as digital watermarking for copyright
verification, the switch S is assumed open, which is the case on which this chapter focuses.
The probabilistic channel model for information embedding assumed in this chapter is most
accurate for an important subset of information embedding applications. For example, the model
is a good one for uniformed attacks. Another instance in which the model is accurate is when the
composite signal is sent through a passive analog channel, e.g., a traditional analog communications
channel, or in the case of an image host signal, the channel induced by printing and scanning the
image. An important channel model for digital watermarking for copyright applications, which is
not explored in this thesis, assumes that attacks may be deployed to remove a watermark in which
the attacker employs coherent methods using prior knowledge of the modulation scheme. The
case when the attacker has perfect knowledge of the modulation scheme, the so-called in-the-clear
attack, is addressed in detail in [15].
We use unconventional notation in Fig. 1-3 to clarify the duality between the Wyner-Ziv problem
and the previously described information embedding problem. Throughout this chapter it will be
clear through context whether a variable belongs to the information embedding problem or the
Wyner-Ziv problem. Note that the information embedding encoder has exactly the same input
variables (y and m) and output variable (w) as the decoder for the Wyner-Ziv problem. Furthermore,
the information embedding decoder has the same input variable (x) and output variable (m) as the
encoder for the Wyner-Ziv problem. We show in the sequel through several examples that in fact a
optimal encoder/decoder pair for the Wyner-Ziv problem, is an optimal decoder/encoder pair for
information embedding.
In Sec. 6.2 we address the question, for a given channel what is the maximum rate at which
m can be communicated such that the distortion induced by the embedding is constrained below
some desired value? We give an expression for the capacity of an information embedding system
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subject to a general distortion constraint on the embedding for the two cases, with and without
the host at the decoder. Chen and Wornell [15] have shown these capacity results for a difference
distortion constraint. In this chapter the results for information embedding are derived for discrete
distributions, and they can be extended to continuous distributions in a straightforward manner.
Similar results have been described independently by Moullin et. al. in [57]. Our derivations are
sufficiently different to warrant presentation here, and they serve to emphasize the duality between
information embedding and source coding with side information. In Sec. 6.2 we also determine the
necessary and sufficient conditions for capacity to be unaffected by knowledge of the host at the
decoder. There exists a duality between these conditions and similar conditions for source coding
with side information.
Using the expression for information embedding capacity (with the host known only at the
encoder), we derive several significant results. We derive the capacity for a binary symmetric host
and a binary symmetric channel with a Hamming distance distortion measure. Furthermore, we
present a capacity-achieving method of coding for such a host and channel using nested linear codes.
We also consider a Gaussian host and additive Gaussian channel with a mean-squared distortion
constraint. The capacity of this system has been previously derived [15, 22] using a capacity result
for channels with random state known at the encoder[30, 36], which in this case is equivalent to
our capacity result. Using a system of two nested lattices, we construct an encoder/decoder pair
that achieves capacity for the Gaussian case. These results are a direct consequence of the dual
relationship of information embedding to the Wyner-Ziv problem, and draw heavily on previous
results for the Wyner-Ziv problem as described in Chapter 3.
We conclude in Sec. 6.5 by developing a method of signal representation that combines informa-
tion embedding and Wyner-Ziv encoding. Using this method we can give different decoders varying
levels of fidelity, depending on their knowledge of the requisite codebooks. For the quadratic Gaus-
sian case, it is shown that the method (with full knowledge of the codebooks) is optimal in terms
of distortion at the output of the decoder.
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6.2 Capacity of information embedding systems
In this section we present the expressions for the distortion-constrained information embedding
capacity with the host known only at the encoder, and with the host known at both the encoder
and decoder.
6.2.1 Host known only at encoder
The capacity of information embedding subject to an embedding distortion constraint with the
host known only at the encoder is denoted CIE(d). It is defined as the maximum achievable rate
for communicating a message m such that P(tr 7 m) is arbitrarily small and E[1 -E=1 D(yk, wk)
is arbitrarily close to d for large enough n. The following equivalence is shown in the appendix:
CIE(d) = sup I(x; u) - I(y; u), (6.1)
where the supremum is taken over all distributions pIy(uly) and functions f : U x Y -+ W, where
w = f(u,y), such that E[D(y, w)] < d. Again u is an auxiliary random variable. Note that y,x
and u do not form a Markov chain as they do in the Wyner-Ziv problem.
Previously, Chen and Wornell [15], have shown the capacity of information embedding systems
for a difference distortion measure, by assuming that y is the state of a random "super-channel"
known at the encoder. The input to the superchannel is assumed to be the embedding distortion
e = w - y. The super-channel is characterized as follows; the state y is added to the input, and
the resultant signal, w, is input to the memoryless channel characterized by Pxlw(xlw). Gel'fand
and Pinsker [30] and Heegard and El Gamal [36] show that the capacity of a channel with random
state s (drawn iid from ps(s)) known at the encoder is:
C = sup I(u; x) - I(u; s) (6.2)
where the supremum is taken over the distributions puls(uls) and functions g : U x S -+ C, where
e = g(u, s) is the input to the channel. Further constraining the supremum by E[D(e, 0)] < d yields
the (difference measure) distortion-constrained capacity for information embedding.
We extend this result to general distortion measures. In the appendix the proof for achievability
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of the capacity theorem using random codes is viewed as the dual of the achievability theorem for the
Wyner-Ziv problem. The encoder (decoder) in the Wyner-Ziv problem is the decoder (encoder) in
the information embedding problem. The converse proof for the capacity of information embedding,
which relies on the concavity of CIE(d), is the dual to that for the Wyner-Ziv problem, which relies
on the convexity of RWZ(d). Note that the arguments on the right hand sides of (3.1) and (6.1)
are identical.
6.2.2 Host known at encoder and decoder
Information embedding with the host known at the encoder and decoder is the dual of source coding
with the side information known at the decoder and encoder. For most relevant applications, the
assumption that the host is known at the decoder is unrealistic. One application for which it may
be true is information hiding for covert communication. We treat this case mainly to explore the
duality with source coding with side information. In Appendix C.2 we derive the expression for
information embedding capacity with the host y known at the encoder and decoder for a general
distortion constraint on the embedding. We denote this capacity by CIE(d) and it is given by:
CIE(d)= sup I(x; wfy), (6.3)
where
Pw,y = {p(wlx) : E[D(y, w)] < d}. (6.4)
Again this is an extension of a capacity result for a difference distortion measure based on the
super-channel model.
The proof of this result is a dual of the proof of the conditional rate-distortion function as
shown in [33] and [7]. Achievability of the rate-distortion function has been proven by a "switching"
argument; for each y E X, an optimal rate-distortion codebook is used to code the source samples
xi for all i such that yj = y. The total rate is thus the expected value over y of the marginal
rate-distortion functions, and the distortion is the expected value of the distortions over all the
codebooks. Similarly, for information embedding, achievability is proven by "switching" codebooks
to a capacity-achieving codebook for each host value y = y. The total achievable rate is thus the
expected value of the conditional capacities over y, and the average distortion is the expected value
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of the distortions over all the codebooks. The converse proof for information embedding with the
host known at the decoder exploits the concavity of C E(d), while the converse for the conditional
rate-distortion function exploits the convexity of Rxly (d).
By the problem construction, it is clear that
CIE(d) • CIE(d). (6.5)
We identify the necessary and sufficient conditions for equality in (6.5) by the following derivation.
We let u be determined by some p(ulx) such that for w = f(u, x), we have E[D(y, w)] _ d]. We
expand I(y; u, wix) in two different ways:
I(y;u, wlx) = I(u;wlx) + I(y;ulw,x) (6.6)
= I(y; ulx) + I(y; wlu,x). (6.7)
Given w, the input to the channel, y and u are conditionally independent, i.e., u -+ w -4 y form a
Markov chain, we have that I(y; u w, x) = 0, a condition not satisfied in the Wyner-Ziv problem.
Given u and x, w is deterministic, which implies that I(y; wlu, x) = 0, a condition also satisfied in
the Wyner-Ziv problem. Thus we have that
I(y; wlx) = I(y; ulx). (6.8)
By straightforward expansion of mutual information expressions, we also have that
I(y; u) - I(x; u) < I(y; u x), (6.9)
which is met with equality when
I(x; uly) = 0. (6.10)
This condition is met automatically in the Wyner-Ziv problem, but is not necessarily true for
information embedding.
We have hence shown that (6.5) holds with equality if and only if the maximizing distribution
for y, x, u, w in (6.1) also maximizes the argument in (6.3) and, in addition, the condition in (6.10)
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holds for the maximizing distribution.
6.2.3 Duality of necessary and sufficient conditions
The relationships discussed in this section exhibit a duality between the Wyner-Ziv problem and
information embedding. For source coding with side information (respectively, information em-
bedding) we have presented the necessary and sufficient conditions for the rate-distortion function
(respectively, distortion-constrained capacity) to be the same whether or not the side informa-
tion (respectively, host) is known at the encoder (respectively, decoder). First, the optimizing
distributions for x,y, u, w must be the same with or without the signal x known at the encoder
(respectively, decoder). The most interesting duality exists in the remaining necessary condition.
For the Wyner-Ziv problem, this condition is given by (3.11), which is automatically satisfied by
a Markov condition that is a consequence of the problem construction for information embedding.
Similarly, the remaining necessary condition for information embedding is given by (6.10), which
is automatically satisfied by a Markov condition that is a consequence of Wyner-Ziv problem con-
struction. In both cases, the condition not satisfied by problem construction is in general not
satisfied, but we will see in Sec. 6.3 that for both problems, the quadratic Gaussian case satisfies
all of the necessary conditions.
Unless otherwise noted, for the remainder of this chapter, we assume that source coding with
side information (respectively, information embedding) is performed with the side-information (re-
spectively, host) known only at the decoder (respectively, encoder).
6.3 Quadratic Gaussian case
Equipped with the general expressions for information embedding capacity, in this section we specify
the results to the case of Gaussian host, memoryless Gaussian channel, and quadratic distortion
metric. There exist dualities in the derivations of these bounds and in the codes that achieve them.
6.3.1 Information embedding capacity
Consider an iid Gaussian host y N.((0, a2I) and a channel comprised of additive white Gaussian
noise v ' ,, (0, o I) independent from y. The message m is embedded into y, creating a composite
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signal w such that the mean-square embedding distortion is minimized. The capacity CIE(d) of
this system is given by [22]:
CIE(d)= Ilog i ). (6.11)2 av
Costa proves this result in the context of coding for a channel with a random state known at
the encoder. Using a super-channel interpretation of information embedding, Chen and Wornell
[15] cite Costa's solution as the solution for the information embedding capacity for the Gaussian
case.
In dual fashion to the proof for the rate-distortion function, Costa first proves that the infor-
mation embedding capacity with y known at the encoder and decoder is,
CE (d) = log 1+ 4) (6.12)
He then proceeds to show that with no host at the decoder, there is a test channel which achieves
the same capacity as (6.12). Because CIE(d) > CIE(d), the expression in (6.12) is also the capacity
with no host at the decoder.
The test channel used to determine capacity defines the auxiliary random variable u = ay + e
for some constant a, implying that the encoding function is f(u,y) = u + (1 - a)y. Note that this
encoding function is the same as (3.19), the decoding function for the rate-distortion result in the
limit of high SNR and for 1 = . Solving for I(u; x) - I(u; y) and maximizing with respect to a
yields (6.11).
6.3.2 Duality
With the above expressions for capacity and the expression for the Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion func-
tion in Sec. 3.3, we can show a dual relationship for the Gaussian case. Wyner-Ziv encoding is
sphere covering about a source estimate that is a linear function of the side information (shown in
Sec. 3.3.3), while information embedding is sphere packing about the host in signal space.
Consider a sequence of n host symbols, i.e., the dimension of y is n. The distortion constraint
on information embedding implies that the all composite signals w must be contained in a sphere
Sx of radius rtd centered about y. In coding for the channel, we use 2nR(d) vectors that must
contained within Sx such that smaller spheres of radius Vn about all of the signal points have
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Figure 6-1: Sphere-filling for information embedding in the quadratic Gaussian case.
negligible overlap - each symbol will be uniquely distinguishable at the decoder. Note that this
must be true for all y, so that if y changes by some amount, the positions of signal points may
change, but the number of signal points will stay the same. Signal coding corresponds to filling a
sphere of radius vn(d + ,) with smaller spheres of radius V-n-. This sphere-filling is illustrated
in Fig. 6-1. Clearly the maximum number of spheres that can be used is upper bounded by the
ratio of the volumes of the large to the small spheres. Thus the number of codewords is bounded:
2nR(d) < (d (d 2 (6.13)
Note from (6.11) that a capacity achieving code will meet this upper bound as
2 nC dU )/ (6.14)
for large n.
Comparing this section with Sec. 3.3.3, we see again that the encoder (respectively, decoder)
operation for Wyner-Ziv is the same as the decoder (respectively, encoder) operation for information
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embedding . The Wyner-Ziv encoder finds the nearest neighbor code vector to the source, and
transmits the corresponding index. Similarly, the information embedding decoder finds the nearest-
neighbor code vector to the channel observation, which corresponds to a decoded message index.
At the Wyner-Ziv decoder the digital information m from the coded source specifies a signal point
in a sphere about the signal py, and similarly at the information embedding encoder the digital
information m specifies a signal point in a sphere about a signal y.
The above sphere filling arguments show the same duality between Wyner-Ziv coding and
information embedding as is displayed between rate-distortion theory and conventional channel
coding [23]. A good code for one case can be transformed to a good code for the other. In both
Wyner-Ziv coding and information embedding, an optimal code will fill signal space such that a
sphere about any signal point t (corresponding to the estimate py for Wyner-Ziv and the host y
for information embedding) contains an indistinguishable set of codewords that fill the sphere. If a
code meets the sphere-packing bound for one problem then it meets the sphere packing bound for
the other. We show in the next sections how a previous result for Gaussian codes that achieve the
Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion bound can be transformed (by using a Wyner-Ziv encoder (respectively,
decoder) for an information embedding decoder (respectively, encoder)) into capacity-achieving
codes for information embedding.
6.3.3 Duality between lossless coding and noise-free cases
Another interesting duality follows from the geometric interpretation of the Gaussian case related
to the notion of distortion. Note in Fig. 3-2 the radius of the large sphere is proportional to rylx
and the radius of the smaller sphere is proportional to /-. In contrast, in Fig. 6-1 the radius
of the large sphere is approximately proportional to /d, and the radius of the smaller sphere is
proportional to a . There is a clear duality between the quantization distortion d and channel
noise variance a 2 in both problems. Consider the operating point d = 0 for Wyner-Ziv encoding
(of discrete sources); the problem reduces to the well-known Slepian-Wolf encoding. In information
embedding, the dual operating point is the zero channel noise case.
Assuming we have two discrete sources, x and y, and y is communicated at its entropy to
a decoder. The Slepian-Wolf discovery states that encoding x with no knowledge of y, one can
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reproduce x at the encoder exactly if and only if it is encoded at a rate:
R > H(xly). (6.15)
A dual equation to (6.15) exists for the information embedding capacity of a system with no channel
noise. Given a discrete host y and no channel noise, a message m can be embedded reliably into x
at a rate R under the distortion constraint d if and only if [2]
R< max H(xly). (6.16)
Px1y (xIY)
In [87] Wyner describes a practical Slepian-Wolf code for the case where y is a binary symmetric
source and x is related to y by x = y e u; u is Bernoulli(p). The nested linear coding method of
[66], presented in Sec. 3.4.2, generalized Wyner's method to rate-distortion limit achieving codes
for the doubly-binary symmetric case. Letting d = 0, we see that the nested linear coding method
reduces to the method of Wyner.
In light of the duality between Slepian-wolf coding and noise-free information embedding, by
taking the dual to the method of Wyner, i.e., switching the encoder for the decoder and vice versa,
we should be able to achieve the noise-free information embedding capacity. Indeed this is true.
Using (6.16) we easily determine that under the constraint that the composite signal y be within
Hamming distance d of the host x,
Cnoise-free = max H(ylx) = H(d). (6.17)
Pylx(Ylx)
Letting p = 0, we use the nested linear coding method for information embedding described in
Sec. 6.4.2 to achieve the rate in (6.17). We easily verify that this code is indeed the dual to
Wyner's Slepian-Wolf code in [87].
6.3.4 Lattice codes for information embedding
In this section we use the same lattices as used for Wyner-Ziv encoding in Sec. 3.3.4 for the Gaussian
case , with slightly modified parameters, to construct capacity achieving codes for information
embedding for the quadratic Gaussian case. Let the parameter b = . The lattices will satisfy
d+o"Teltieswl aif
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the following properties:
a) £2 C £1
b) U2 --
c) <(1 - b)20r + a~ +
d) P{Q2(C + n + (1 - b)z*) # c} < Vc E £ 1
where z* is an independent Gaussian with variance or2
e) log(2reGi) < i = 1, 2.
As in the case of the Wyner-Ziv lattice codes, properties d) and e) assume that lattices £1 and £2
are good source/channel codes, possessing good sphere packing properties.
The information signal m takes on some value m drawn uniformly from the indices {1, ... , 2nR}.
Each m corresponds to a unique coset shift s = g(m). By properties (b), (c), and (e), the rate of
the system is
R l= I og,2G (6.18)n V,2I 2 UG2
> -log + d O(C) (6.19)
- 2 a2V
Information embedding encoder: Using the same structure as the Wyner-Ziv decoder ((3.40)),
the encoder constructs the composite signal w from the coset shift s and the host y by
w = ay + b{Q 2(y + Z1 - S) - Z1 + s}. (6.20)
Because s is chosen uniformly across all coset shifts, and zl is uniform across V1 then z2 = s + zl
is a random vector that is uniform across V2. Therefore, by the properties of subtractive dithered
quantization
w = ay + b(y - eq), (6.21)
where
e, = y + Z2 - Q2( + Z2) (6.22)
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is independent of y and is distributed as z2 , a "Gaussian-like" random variable with variance uo.
Letting a = (1 - b) in (6.21) yields
w = W = y - beq, (6.23)
which indicates that the embedding distortion is
1
-Elly - w112 = b22 = d
n
as desired.
Information embedding decoder: The decoder calculates
xq = Qi(x+Zl)
= Ql(y-beq,+ n)
= QI[(y- eq + zl) + ((1 - b)eq + n)]
= Q1[(Q2(Y + Z1 - s) + ) + ((1 - b)eq + n)]
= Ql[c+ ((1 - b)eq + n)],
(6.24)
(6.25)
(6.26)
(6.27)
(6.28)
(6.29)
where (6.28) follows from (6.22), and c = Q2(Y + Z1 - s) + S. By property (d),
Q,[c + ((1 - b)eq + n)] = c (6.30)
with probability greater than 1 - e. The message estimate rin is given by
hn = k(xq - Q2(Xq)), (6.31)
which equals k(s) = m with probability greater than 1 - e, thereby proving that the nested lattice
codes achieve capacity.
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6.4 Binary symmetric channel and source (host) with Hamming
distortion metric
In this section we consider the scenario where the signals being communicated and the channels
over which they are being communicated are binary symmetric. The host y is Bernoulli(½). In
both cases the channel is a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with crossover probability p. The
distortion metric D(., -) is bit error rate, or Hamming distortion metric.
6.4.1 Capacity expressions
In the appendix we show that when y is known only at the encoder, the distortion constrained
information embedding capacity CIE(d) for the binary symmetric case is the upper concave envelope
of the function h(d) - h(p) and the point (R, d) = (0, 0). Written more precisely,
CIE(d) = g(d) d 0 << dc2
CIE () (6.32)
g(d), dc < d < 6
0, 0 <d<p
g(d) = h(d)-h(p), pd ,1 (6.33)
where dc = 1 - 2 H(p) . Fig. 6-2 shows an example of CIE(d) for channel transition probability
p = 0.1. Shown in the figure for comparison is C I E, the capacity with y known at the encoder and
decoder (p = 0.1). The general expression for this capacity is given by
CIE(d) = h(p * d) - h(p), 0 < d < (6.34)
and its derivation is given in the appendix. Note that C:E(d) > CIE(d), O < d < i. This is not
surprising as it is easy to verify that I(x; wluy) # 0 for 0 < d < -. Fig. 6-2 can be compared to
Fig. 3-3 which shows the corresponding rate-distortion functions with side information.
6.4.2 Nested linear codes that achieve information embedding capacity
The capacity achieving code, for y known only at the encoder, will use the same nested linear code
construction C1 and C2 as in the Wyner-Ziv case in Sec. 3.4.2, except that the dimensions of H 1
and H 2 are now m 1 x n and m 2 x n respectively, where - = h(p) and 2 = h(d). Again we
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Figure 6-2: The binary symmetric case where the channel transition probability is p = 0.1. The
dashed line is g(d) = h(d) - h(p). The solid lines are CIE(d), the upper concave envelope of g(d),
and CE (d).
restrict our attention to bit error rates d, < d _< , as time sharing with no coding can achieve all
other operating points on the capacity curve.
The information embedding encoder. Revisiting a common theme, we use the structure for the
Wyner-Ziv decoder for the information embedding encoder. We first observe that there are 2 m2-m1
signals of the form Hac T for some cT E C1 . We let the rate of the information signal m be
R m2 - = h(d) - h(p) = CIE(d). (6.35)
n
Thus any message m can be written in the form HacT for some c E C1. The encoder finds the
composite signal w G C, that is closest in Hamming distance to the host y, such that Haw = m for
the desired message m = m. We write the host as y = w D eq, where eq is Bernoulli(d). This is true
by the following. The set comprising all w, which is constrained to have Haw = m, is simply the
codewords of C2 shifted by a constant vector k. Because y is a symmetric source, we can consider
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the simple case w E C2 without loss of generality. The code C2 can decode any vector y as the sum
of the nearest codeword to y and a Bernoulli(d) error vector eq. Thus the embedding error eq is
Bernoulli(d), and the distortion constraint is met. Using the equation
H2wT T = , (6.36)
Hw Bin (m)
where Bin(m) is the length n binary expansion of m, the encoder calculates the composite signal
w = y e f 2 (H 2wT e H 2yT) f 2(H 2e T ) = y eq, (6.37)
and transmits it.
The information embedding decoder. The decoder receives the signal x = w e n, where n is
Bernoulli(p). By construction, C1 can correct any Bernoulli(p) errors, and w E C1. Therefore, the
optimal (closest Hamming distance) estimate, w, of w from x equals w with near certainty. The
encoder calculates Havi which thus equals the information signal m with near certainty.
6.5 Combined information embedding and Wyner-Ziv rate distor-
tion coding
Information embedding robustly communicates information at some prescribed rate to a receiver.
One potential use for this communicated information is to improve the fidelity of the received
signal. At the encoder, one performs Wyner-Ziv encoding on the host at a given distortion and
embeds the coded bits into the host. As long as the rate of the encoding is below the information
embedding capacity, the encoded bitstream can be embedded into the host and decoded reliably.
Of course, the Wyner-Ziv encoding must take into account the additional distortion induced by the
embedding.
This method of hybrid coding spans the continuum from a purely analog signal representation
to a purely digital signal representation. Points along the continuum have varying degrees of
embedding, with the purely analog signal having no embedding and the purely digital signal having
the maximum amount of embedding, effectively destroying the host. In most cases an analog signal
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offers ease of decoding at the receiver, requiring for example only simple AM or FM tuner. A
digital signal on the other hand offers in some cases better fidelity, but also increased security,
either through the use of a private codebook or some form of encryption. It is conceivable that in
a broadcast scenario a broadcaster may wish to strike a balance between ease of decoding, at the
expense of poor fidelity, for some users, and secure, high fidelity decoding for other users who have
the digital codebook. This method of hybrid coding also offers a method to smoothly transition over
time from an all analog transmission infrastructure to an all digital one. Obviously, this problem
is non-trivial only when the host is not known at the decoder. We look at both the quadratic
Gaussian case and the binary symmetric case.
We first note that at the encoder in addition to observing the source x, we observe the composite
signal w, which is correlated to the channel output y. Thus w is a form of partial feedback of
the side information to the encoder. Also, at the decoder we decode the information signal m,
which is a function of the source x. Thus, we have a partial feed-forward path of the host to the
decoder. In this chapter the coding results for information embedding and source coding with side
information are not tailored for partial feedback or feed-forward signals. For the Gaussian case this
is not important, as we need only use information embedding with the host at the encoder, and
Wyner-Ziv encoding to achieve minimum distortion at the decoder. This fact is true because for
the Gaussian case, even full feedback of the side information does not improve the rate-distortion
function, and full feed-forward of the host does not improve the information embedding capacity.
For the binary symmetric case feedback and feed-forward paths actually improve the rate distortion
function and capacity. Therefore, using information embedding assuming the host is known at the
encoder only and Wyner-Ziv encoding is potentially suboptimal. Evaluating this suboptimal hybrid
coding scheme is useful, however, to assess achievable performance.
6.5.1 Quadratic Gaussian Case
Embedded Signal Representation
Consider an iid Gaussian host x - A(0O, a') and a channel comprised of additive white Gaussian
noise vc - A(0, a\ ). We evaluate the performance of any coding system by the distortion at the
receiver. Clearly an all analog representation, i.e., sending the host uncoded through the channel,
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will yield a distortion at the receiver, denoted by d,, given by
S22
dr = U2 _ e (6.38)xly - C + a'2 '
For a fair comparison, we consider an all digital representation with its power input to the channel
constrained to be a2. By the source-channel separation theorem, the minimum dr is attained
by channel coding to capacity, and separately rate-distortion coding the source to that rate for
transmission. Thus the value for the minimum d, is obtained from the following equations:
-log 1(+ 2 C = R(dr)= -log , (6.39)
whose solution is also given by (6.38). Thus all-analog and all-digital give the same distortion
at the receiver. The source-channel separation theorem tells us that no other coding method can
achieve a better distortion. To achieve the flexibility described at the outset of Sec. 6.5, however,
we may choose to used a combined embedding/Wyner-Ziv encoding approach. In this section we
establish that the combined approach for any embedding distortion will achieve the performance
of the all-analog and all-digital coding methods. This property is special to the Gaussian case, and
is in not true in general as we shall see from the binary symmetric example in Sec. 6.5.2.
If we embed under a distortion constraint d, using a capacity achieving code, the embedding
adds zero-mean iid Gaussian noise v, of variance d4, independent of x. In order to keep the overall
power constrained to x,2 the host x must be multiplied by
- 2 - deK = x (6.40)
prior to embedding. Thus at the receiver the observed signal is
x = Kx + ve + v~. (6.41)
The linear least squared error estimate of x from y, has an error variance of
K2 4
K2• = 2 x (6.42)
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Assuming de is fixed, the maximum achievable embedding rate is CIE(de). Given this supplied
data rate, we wish to code for minimum distortion at the decoder. The minimum Wyner-Ziv
encoding rate that achieves the distortion d, for the Gaussian case is
2
Rly (d,) = • log , (6.43)
The minimum achievable dr is determined by the following equation:
RC[y (d,) = CIE(de). (6.44)
Solving for d, as a function of d, we have
2 2
d ~; X 4 ' (6.45)
which is the same reconstruction distortion as that achieved by the all-analog and all-digital encod-
ings. Thus, the reconstruction error is the same for all levels of embedding 0 < de 5c ar . Note that
we are effectively embedding one code (the information signal) on top of another code (the host
signal). Since the combined analog-digital system achieves the distortion of an all-digital system,
the embedded coding system effectively achieves the rate of the all-digital system, i.e., the capacity
of the channel. This is consistent with the result in [15] that shows a layered coding method using
information embedding on top of a conventional channel code achieves capacity for the Gaussian
channel.
Multi-layer embedding
Hybrid coding can be generalized to multiple layers of embedding. Let there be n embeddings, each
corresponding to an independent noise vector vi - V(0, a I), i = 1, ... , n. We define n composite
signals wi, i = 1, ..., n as follows:
wo = x (6.46)
wi = Kiwi-1 + vi, i = 1,..., n, (6.47)
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where the Ki are constant gains that normalize the powers of the wis to equal or :
Ki = • .•  (6.48)
At each layer i, information is embedded into the previous composite signal wi_ 1, and the infor-
mation is used to Wyner-Ziv encode the same signal wi- 1. The nth composite signal wn is input
to the channel comprised of AWGN vector vc. For every layer the embedding is done assuming
a channel variance ave. Decoding the signal is performed as follows. There are n codebooks Ci,
i = 0, ... , n - 1, of which the last r are available to a particular decoder. The nth embedding code
is decoded from the channel output y, and the bits are used to form an estimate wn of w, by
Wyner-Ziv decoding. By the results from Sec. 6.5.1, the variance of the estimate is given by (6.38).
We proceed to form an estimate ,_n-1 from the observation iv, the estimate from the previous
layer. Again, the variance of this estimate is given by (6.38). This process is continued until win-r
is formed by decoding with codebook C-r,. If there are r = n codebooks available to the decoder,
the source is reconstructed to a fidelity given by (6.38). the same as that achieved by the all-digital
or all-analog representation. Thus with all of the codebooks at the decoder, we incur no distortion
penalty by performing multi-layer embedding.
Consider a coding strategy which lets av; = de, i = 1, ..., n, equals a constant, implying that
the Ki = K, i = 1, ..., n, equals a constant given by (6.40). If at a particular decoder, we have only
the last r codebooks, we can decode down to the (n - r)th layer, obtaining wvr,. Equivalently, the
highest fidelity signal that we observe is
xn-r = wn-r + qn-r, (6.49)
where the q,_, is iid Gaussian noise of variance avc. Expanding Wn-r according to the iteration in
(6.47), we have
n-r--1
Yn-r = Kn-ry + Iivnr-i + n-r (6.50)
i=O0
The minimum mean-square estimation error of x from yn-, is
MSE = a,( - (6.51)
S174 V
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Thus if a given decoder has only the last r codebooks, it decodes the source to the fidelity given
by (6.51). Note that the distortion decays exponentially with the number of codebooks available
to the receiver, and the time constant of the decay increases linearly with log K2; the value K 2
decreases linearly with increasing de, the single-layer embedding distortion. Letting the difference
(n - r) -4 o0 (which requires that n -- oc), the distortion at the decoder approaches ao. At the
other extreme point, r = n, when the decoder has access to all codebooks, the distortion is given
by (6.38).
The multi-layer embedding strategy allows for us to prescribe one of many levels of fidelity to
a given decoder, based on the number of codebooks to which it has access. For the Gaussian case,
if all of the codebooks are available to the decoder, we pay no penalty in terms of distortion at the
decoder compared to purely analog or purely digital encoding. Thus, this method is a novel and
potentially useful successive refinement strategy using a solitary signal representation.
6.5.2 Binary symmetric case
In the binary symmetric case we develop the same combined "analog-digital" coding technique. Al-
though the binary symmetric source is inherently digital, we refer to it as "analog" in the context
of our discussion of combined coding. The "analog channel" is binary symmetric with crossover
probability p. An "all-analog" system (sending the source uncoded) yields a reconstruction distor-
tion d, = p. For an all-digital system, the capacity is C = 1 - H(p). The ordinary rate-distortion
function for a binary symmetric source is R(d,) = 1 - H(d,). Setting R(d,) = C the distortion of
an all-digital system is clearly d, = p. As in the Gaussian case, the all-digital system and all-analog
system have identical performance. Interestingly, we prove that unlike the Gaussian case, the com-
bined coding scheme for the binary symmetric case yields a greater distortion than all-digital or
all-analog coding. Letting de denote the embedding distortion, we explore the continuum from
de = 0 (all-analog coding) and de =-1 (all-digital coding). Note that de = 1 is effectively all-digital,
even though it implies we are embedding; the capacity of the embedding system is 1 - H(p), which
is the same as capacity of an all-digital system, and the Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion function is
1 - H(dr) .
As stated in the introduction of Sec. 6.5, we observe the signals w at the encoder and m
at the decoder, which are correlated to the x and y respectively, i.e., there are partial feedback
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Figure 6-3: Combined analog-digital coding for the binary symmetric case. Plotted is the
reconstruction distortion (normalized by p) as a function of embedding distortion for p =
0.05, 0.1,0.2,0.4.
and feed-forward paths. Ignoring these signals could potentially hurt the performance of hybrid
coding scheme. For simplicity, we first develop a provably suboptimal coding scheme that uses
information embedding, assuming no information about the host at the decoder, and Wyner-Ziv
source coding (assuming no information about the side information at the encoder). We then
discuss the performance of an optimal system.
Constrained to have an embedding distortion of de, we have a capacity of CIE(de). As shown
in the Appendix C, any capacity achieving embedding code constrained to distortion de will act
on the source as a BSC with crossover probability de. Thus the combined effect of the embedding
and the channel will be a BSC with crossover probability de * p. For Wyner-Ziv encoding, the
side-information is the source (host) plus a Bernoulli(de, * p) process. Denoting the reconstruction
distortion byfunction R, (d) is thus the lower convex envelope
of the point (RWz, dr) = (0, de * p) and h(d, * de * p) - h(d,). The reconstruction distortion of theXl
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combined analog-digital coding scheme is obtained by setting Rw z (d,) = CIE(de), and solving forXly ) = CIE(d,), and solving for
d, in terms of de. Plotted in Fig. 6-3 is the reconstruction distortion (normalized by p) as a function
of embedding distortion for various channel crossover probabilities. Note that for all p plotted, the
reconstruction distortion for 0 < de < 1/2 is strictly higher than that for de = 0 or de = 1/2. We
see that this will always be true for any p E (0, 1/2) by the following analysis.
For the binary symmetric case, the source coder performance benefits from knowing y at the
encoder, and the information embedding performance benefits from knowing x at the decoder.
Although the feedback and feed-forward paths are only partial in the combined coding case, we
consider the optimal performance of a system whose source coding component has full feedback
of y and whose information embedding component has full feedforward x. This system obviously
upper bounds the performance of any combined information embedding/source coding system.
From (6.34), the information embedding capacity is CIE(de) = h(p* de) - h(p), 0 < d < 1/2. The
embedding encoder and the channel act as a composite channel that is additive Bernoulli(de * p).
From (3.48) the rate-distortion function is thus Rxly(dr) = h(de * p) - h(d,), 0 < d < p. Equating
CE(de) and Rxly(d,), we get d, = p. The optimal performance of this unrealizable coding system
is only as good as the all-analog and all-digital approaches. What we have derived, then, is a
trivial lower bound on the performance of a hybrid coding scheme. There is a benefit to this
analysis, however. As seen in Fig. 6-3, for 0 < de < 1/2, CIE(de) is strictly greater than CIE(de).
Furthermore, for 0 < dr < p, Rzl(dr) is strictly decreasing and is strictly greater than Rxly(dr).
What follows is that for the suboptimal combined coding method, dr is strictly greater than p
(because dr = p for the idealized case), as confirmed empirically in Fig. 6-3.
We have developed combined coding using information embedding and Wyner-Ziv encoding,
which has potential applications including the secure transmission of information. In both the
Gaussian case and binary symmetric case that we considered the source is iid and the channel is
memoryless, which by the separation theorem insists that no coding scheme can outperform the all-
digital method. In the Gaussian case combined coding achieves the same performance as all-digital
coding, while in the binary symmetric case, combined coding does strictly worse. Future work may
consider scenarios in which the assumptions of the separation theorem do not hold. The combined
coding proposed here could potentially outperform both all-analog and all-digital methods that do
separate source and channel coding.
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6.6 Conclusion
The main conclusion of this chapter is that a good information embedding system can be con-
structed from a good systematic source coding system by using the source coding encoder (re-
spectively, decoder) for the information embedding decoder (respectively, encoder). This intuition
yields a method for proving the capacity of information embedding systems both with and without
the host at the decoder. For the Gaussian case, the capacity had been previously derived. We
derived the capacity for the binary symmetric case. For both cases we used codes that achieve
the rate-distortion bound, and switched the encoder for a decoder and vice versa, to find codes
that achieve information embedding capacity. Finally, we have seen that Wyner-Ziv encoding and
information embedding can be combined to create a novel method for signal representation.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Directions
The focus of this thesis was to develop low-latency, low-complexity signal processing solutions for a
special case of distributed source coding, known as systematic source coding, or source coding with
side information at the decoder. We worked within a framework comprised of three basic encoding
elements, 1) transformation, 2) quantization and lossless bitstream coding, that has for many years
proven very successful for conventional source coding.
7.1 Contributions
As a first step to designing such systems, in Chap. 2, for a fixed encoder, we derived the optimal
decoder structures based on the MAP, MMSE, and ML estimation criteria. We followed with two
main examples for particular sources and channels: 1) a Gaussian source and channel with linear
side information, for which we derived the MAP, MMSE, and ML estimators, and 2) a speech
source and AWGN channel with spectral envelope side information, for which we derived the ML
estimator. We then introduced the basic concepts of systematic digital encoding, from which the
nature of the duality with information embedding is clear. The systematic source coding encoder
behaves as the information embedding decoder and vice versa.
Chap. 3 reviewed the fundamental discoveries of the research community on the information
theoretical aspects of source coding with side information at the decoder. The rate-distortion limit
for this form of source coding is given by the Wyner-Ziv rate distortion bound, whose particular
form has been determined for the iid Gaussian case and the doubly binary symmetric case. We
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extended the Gaussian result to the case of stationary, jointly Gaussian source and channel output
processes. We presented the nested linear lattice codes of Zamir and Shamai that achieve the rate-
distortion limit for the Gaussian case in the limit of high channel SNR. We generalized this result
to all channel SNRs.
Chap. 4 developed the core source coding element, the systematic quantizer. For cases with
and without feedback, we developed iterative algorithms, analogous to the Lloyd-Max algorithm for
conventional quantizers, for the design of locally optimal systematic scalar quantizers in terms of
MSE. Focusing our attention on the scalar quantizer case, we show that a low-complexity quantizer,
called the NLSQ, has near-optimal performance. We showed that combining NLSQ encoding and
a Slepian-Wolf coding, achieves within .255 bits/sample of the rate-distortion bound, for iid pairs
(x, y). The results were extended to show similar performance when applied appropriately to
stationary, jointly Gaussian processes x[n] and y[n]. Finally we showed an exponential coding gain
of NLSQs over an ad hoc method called low-bits coding.
The transformation stage of our source coding framework can take many forms. In Chap. 5,
the transformations that we analyzed were linear block transforms, overlapped transforms, and
subband decomposition. We focused our attention on the Gaussian case: mean-squared distortion
and stationary, jointly Gaussian source and channel output processes. For our proposed method of
systematic source coding, the quantization stage after transformation uses optimal NLSQs on the
subband coefficients. Using the formula for the distortion-rate function of the NLSQ from Chap 4,
we derived the optimal strategy to assign bits to the NLSQs for each transform coefficient. We
then derived optimality criteria for each of the types of transformation.
In Chap. 6 we developed, at an information-theoretic level, the duality between source coding
with side information at the encoder with information embedding. The main result was that a good
Wyner-Ziv encoder (respectively, decoder) is a good information embedding decoder (respectively,
encoder). In particular, we showed that, for the Gaussian and binary symmetric cases, codes
that achieve the Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion limit can be mapped to codes that achieve information
embedding capacity. We concluded by developing a novel form of signal coding which combines
information embedding and Wyner-Ziv encoding.
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7.2 Future directions
Many of the results in this thesis are very general. For some of the results, however, especially those
relating to transform coding, we have relied on the tractable properties of Gaussian sources and
channels. Thus, an obvious open problem is how to extend the results of this thesis to non-Gaussian
cases.
In [4] we have implemented the ideas in this thesis to design a practical systematic subband
audio coder, well-suited for the in-band, on-channel digital audio broadcast problem. Future work
could consider the systematic coding of other sources such as images and video.
As stated at the outset of Chap. 1, systematic source coding is only a small subset of the rich
field of distribute source coding. Perhaps some of the ideas developed for this special case can be
extended to distributed source coding in general.
It is clear that a good solution for systematic source coding lends itself easily to a good solution
for information embedding. The door is now open to identify a good solution for one problem and
map it to a solution for the other.
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Appendix A
Capacity of distortion constrained
information embedding
In this appendix, we prove a single letter expression for the capacity of an information embedding
system for a host y drawn iid from py,(y) and discrete memoryless channel Pxlx(x z). The information
signal m is assumed independent from the host. For a length n vector v we use the notation Vk to
denote a vector comprised of the jth to the kth components of v. If the subscript is omitted, j is
implicitly 1. We prove that
CIE(d) = maxI(u; x) - I(u; y), (A.1)
where the maximum is taken over all distributions Puly (u, wly). It is shown in [30] that because
CIE(d) is convex in the distribution Pwluy then the distribution is deterministic, simplifying Eq. A.1
such that the maximum is taken over all distributions poly(uly) and functions f : U x X -- Z,
where w = f(u,y).
A.1 Converse
The converse proof shows that for any rate R > CIE(d) the maximal probability of error for a
length n code, denoted Pn), is bounded away from zero. In order to prove the converse we must
first show that CIE(d) is a non-decreasing concave function of d. Clearly CIE(d) is a non-decreasing
function, as increasing d increases the domain over which the maximization is performed.
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We next provide a proof of concavity which is virtually identical to the proof for convexity of
R, l(d). Consider two distortions d, and d2 and the corresponding arguments, ul, fi and u2, f2
respectively, which maximize Eq. A.1 for the given distortion. Let q be a random variable inde-
pendent of y, x, ul, and U2, that takes on the value 1 with probability A and the value 2 with
probability 1 - A. Define z = (q, uq) and let f(z, y) = fq(uq, y), implying a distortion
d= E[D(y, w)]
AE[D(y, fi(ul,y))+•(1 - A)E[D(y, f 2(u2,y))
= Ad + (1- A)d2,
I(z;x)- I(z;y) = H(x) - H(xlz) - H(y) + H(xlz)
= H(x) - H(xl uq, q) - H(y) + H(yluq, q)
- H(x) - AH(xlul) - (1- A)H(xIz 2 ) - H(y)
-AH(ylul) + (1 - A)H(ylu 2)
= A(I(ul; x) - I(ul; y)) + (1 - A)(I(u 2 ; X) - I(u 2 ; Y)).
(A.2)
(A.3)
(A.4)
(A.5)
(A.6)
(A.7)
(A.8)
CIE(d) max (I(u;x)-I(u;y))
u,f:E[D(y,f(u,y))]<d
> I(z; x) - I(z; y)
= A(I(u;x) - I(ul;y)) + (1- A)(I(u 2 ; x) - I(u 2; y))
= ACIE(d,) + (1 - A)CIE(d 2),
(A.9)
(A.10)
(A.11)
(A.12)
proving the concavity of CIE(d).
Proof of the converse. Consider an information embedding code, with an encoding func-
tion f, : X" x {1, ..., 2 R} -+ Wn and a decoding function gn : yn -+ {1,..., 2nR}. Let fni
X" x {1, ..., 2nR} -- W denote the ith symbol produced by the encoding function. The distortion
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Thus
constraint is
n n
1E[E D(yi, fai(y) , m))] < d.
i=1
We have the following chain of inequalities:
nR = H(m)
= I(m; x) + H(mlx n )
I= (m; xn) - I(m; yn ) + H(mlxn)
n
• Z(I(zi, xi)- I(zi;yi)) + H(mlx")
i=1
n
• ZCIE(E[D(yi, fi(yi, zi))]) + H(mlxn)
i=1
= Sn- T (E[D(yi, f;i(Y, z)l)])+ H(mlx")n
i=1
< nCIE(E[ 5D(yi, f'i(yi, zi))]) + H(mlx n)
i=1
" CIE(d) + H(mlx),
" CIE(d) + p(n)nR + 1,
where
(A.14) follows
(A.16) follows
(A.17) follows
(A.18) follows
(A.20) follows
(A.21) follows
(A.22) follows
Rearranging
from our assumption that m is distributed uniformly in {1, ... , 2nR,
from the fact that I(m; yn) = 0 by independence,
from [30] Lemma 4, where zi is defined as zi = (m, xi-, ),
from the definition of CIE (d),
from Jensen's inequality and the concavity of CIE(d),
from the definition d = E[ 1 Enl D(yi, wi)], and
from the Fano inequality,
terms we have
(n) > 1 - CIE(d) 1
e R nR'
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(A.13)
(A.14)
(A.15)
(A.16)
(A.17)
(A.18)
(A.19)
(A.20)
(A.21)
(A.22)
(A.23)
which shows for R > C, the probability or error is bounded away from 0.
A.2 Achievability
Using random codes and typical set encoding/decoding, we show that there exists a code operating
at rate R arbitrarily close to CIE(d) that achieves an arbitrarily small probability of error. We use
the notation A" (n) to denote the set of jointly typical sequences of length n.
Consider a fixed p,ly(uly) and function f(u,y), such that E[D(y, f(u,y))] _ d. The marginal
for u is thus pu(u) = Zp(y)p(uly). We use a random coding argument exploiting the following
construction:
* Generation of codebook. Let R 1 = I(u; x) + E. Generate a random codebook C with 2nR I iid
codewords u, , I7- 1 pu(ui), and index them by s E S = {1, ... , 2 nR 1}.
Let R 2 = I(u; x) - I(u;y) - . Consider 2 nR2 bins of codewords indexed by S 2 = {1, ... , 2nR 2 .
For each index s E S 1 draw a random variable uniform in {1, ..., 2nR 2}. This is the bin to
which we assign the codeword indexed by s. This procedure effectively creates 2nR2 codebooks,
each corresponding to an index s2 E S2. We denote each codebook by Ci, i E S2. There are
approximately 2 n(R i - R 2 ) codewords in each codebook.
* Encoding. The message signal m = m specifies a codebook Cm that we will use. Since there
are R2 = I(u; x) - I(u;y) - E codebooks the rate of the code is R 2 . For a given a host
sequence y", the encoder looks for a codeword un in Ci that satisfies (u',y n ) E A ( ) . If
no such codeword exists the encoder selects a codeword at random from Ci to transmit. If
more than one such codeword exists we select one of these codewords at random. Given the
selected codeword, the composite signal w" that serves as input to the channel is calculated
by wi = f(u, yi).
* Decoding. The decoder looks for a u" that satisfies (u", Xn) E A, (n) . If there is a unique un
then the reconstructed information sequence mrf = i where i E S2 is the index of the codebook
that contains u" . If there is no u" that satisfies joint typicality, or there is more than one,
then the decoder assigns the index ri = 2.
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* Probability of error. Without loss of generality, in calculating the probability of error, we can
assume the message m = 1 is being communicated. Therefore all codewords will come from
the codebook C1. We consider 4 possible error events and show that each one contributes
negligibly to the probability of error:
1. The pair (w", xn ) is not an element of A*,n ). Since wn and x' are the input and output
respectively of a DMC, this event has negligible probability by the weak law of large
numbers.
2. The host yn is typical, but there exists no u" E C1 such that (u",y") E A*!n). Note
that because the message is m = 1, we are essentially rate-distortion coding the host
yn with the codebook C1. Therefore the achievability theorem for the conventional rate-
distortion tells us that the probability of this event has negligible probability if the
number of codewords, 2 n(R 1- R 2) in C1 exceeds I(u; y), which is true by construction.
3. The pair (yn, un) is jointly typical, but (u n,x') is not jointly typical. By item (1)
(w",x") E A*6n ) . Clearly, u -+ w -÷ x form a Markov chain, and by definition of
w", u' is drawn z -IL=1 puilwi(ui wi). By the Markov Lemma, Lemma 14.8.1 in [23],
(un, wx, x) E A* ( ), which means that the probability of this event is negligible for large
enough n.
4. There exists another cn E C, cn " un , such that (c , xn ) E A* n). The probability that
a particular random codeword in C is jointly typical with Xn is 2-n(I(u;x ) - 3c). Using a
union bound argument, the probability that any random codeword is jointly typical with
un is upper bounded by the quantity
2 RnR12-n(I(u;x)-3E) (A.24)
Since R1 > I(u; x), the probability of this event is arbitrarily small.
5. The empirical distribution is not arbitrarily close to puxy(U, x, y). This event is not true
by the following. If un is decoded correctly, then (u , yn ) E A* n) . Therefore we have the
Markov chain (y, u) -+ w -+ x. By item (1) (w", x" ) E A*! ) . Since wi = f(ut,yi), by the
Markov Lemma, we have (un , yn, z n , x ) E A* ( ), which implies that the empirical joint
distribution for (u, y, x) matches the theoretical distribution p,,xy(u, x, y). The desired
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distortion d is thus achieved.
Given that all of the error events have negligible probability, we have shown that there exists
a code that can achieve R 2, which equals CIE(d) if we maximize over all distributions, and meets
the distortion constraint.
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Appendix B
Capacity of information embedding
with the host known at the encoder
and decoder
B.1 Converse
The proof of the converse uses a technique very similar to that used in Appendix A, exploiting the
concavity of CYE(d), a fact which is proven in the following Lemma.
Lemma. The information embedding capacity given in Eq.6.3 is a non-decreasing, concave
function of the distortion constraint d.
Proof. With increasing d, the domain over which the mutual information is maximized in-
creases, which implies CYE(d) is non-decreasing.
We prove convexity by considering two capacity-distortion pairs (Cl, dl) and (C2, d2), which
are points on the information embedding capacity function. These points are achieved with the
distributions pl(w, x, y) = p(y)p(xlw)pi(wjy) and p2(w, X, y) = p(y)p(xlw)p 2(wly) respectively. We
define
pA(w, x, y)= Api(w, x, y) + (1 - A)p2(w, , y). (B.1)
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Because distortion is a linear function of the transition probabilities, the distortion for p, is
dA = Adl + (1 - A)d 2. (B.2)
It is easily verified that the mutual information I(w; xly = y) is a concave function of the distribu-
tion p(wlx). Therefore,
Ip (w; x y = y) > AI,, (w; xly = y) + (1- A)IP2 (w; x y = y), (B.3)
where we subscript the mutual informations with their respective distributions. Thus we have the
following chain of inequalities:
CE (d\) Ž Ip,(w;xly) (B.4)
= IPA (w; x y = y)p(y) (B.5)
y
= AIp (w; xly =y)p(y)+ (1-A)IpW;xly=y)p(y) (B.6)
y y
> ACyE(d 1 ) + (1 - A)CE (d2 ), (B.7)
which proves the concavity of CIE(d).
The converse. Recall the input to the channel is the composite signal w", which is an encoded
function of the host y" and the message m. The distortion between y" and w" is constrained by
_E[ZEl D(yi, wi)] < d. The converse is proven by the following chain of inequalities:
nR = H(m) (B.8)
H(m y') (B.9)
= I(m; x"|y") + H(mjxny n) (B.10)
n
< I(m; xiyn, xi- ' ) + H(mlyn"x) (B.11)
i=1
n
< E(H(xilyn, xi-l) - H(xi m, y n , xi- 1)) + H(m y"xn) (B.12)
i=1
n
< (H(xi yj) - H(xilm, y", xi-1)) + H(mly n x " )  (B.13)
i=1
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_
< E(H(xilyi) - H(xilm, y", yi) + H(m ynx,)
i=1
n
< I1(xi; m, y"lyi) + H(m ynx n)
< I(xi; wi yi) + H(m y n xn)
i=1
n
< 1 CIE(E[D(y I w,)]) + H(m ynxn)
- n±C E(E[ D(yi, wi)])
< nCY1E(E[-ZD(yi,wi)1)
(B.14)
(B.15)
(B.16)
(B.17)
(B.18)
(B.19)
(B.20)
(B.21)
+ H(m ynxn )
+ H(mIy nx n)
< C:E(d) + H(mlynxn),
K CE(d) + P~")nR + 1
where
(B.8) follows from our assumption that m is distributed uniformly in {1, ..., 2R},
(B.9) follows from the independence of m and yn,
(B.11) follows from the chain rule for mutual information,
(B.13) follows from the fact that conditioning reduces mutual information,
(B.16) follows from the data processing inequality, using the fact that (m, y") -+ w; -+ xi is a Markov
chain.
(B.17) follows from the definition of CIE(d),
(B.19) follows from Jensen's inequality and the concavity of CIE(d),
(B.20) follows from the definition d = E[ l D(yi, wi)], and
(B.21) follows from the Fano inequality.
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B.2 Achievability
The proof of achievability follows from the proceeding lemma which relates C IE to a weighted sum
of conditional embedding capacities. A conditional embedding capacity, CIE(dy) is the capacity
of a channel when the host y is some fixed value y known at the encoder and decoder. By the
conventional channel capacity theorem:
CIE(d,) = sup I(x; wly = y), (B.22)
p(wfy)EPwI,
where
Pwly = {p(wlz) : E[D(y, wly = y)] • dy} (B.23)
is the constraint set for the embedding.
Lemma B. The information embedding capacity with host known at the encoder and decoder
satisfies
CIE(d) = sup ZC IE(dy)py(y). (B.24)
{dy:E[dy]=d} yEX
Proof. First choose a fixed set of dys for each y such that E[dy] = d and a test channel
p(wly) E w,ly. It is easily confirmed that
E[D(y, w)] < E[dy] = d, (B.25)
which implies p(wly) E Pwy. For any test channel,
I(w; xly = y)py(y) = I(w; xly) • CIE, (B.26)
so that choosing p(wly) to satisfy the maximization in Eq. B.22 yields
CIE (dy)p (y) CE (d) (B.27)
for any set of dy satisfying E[dy] = d.
Next we prove the opposite inequality, thereby proving the lemma. We choose a test channel
p(wly) E P,7y, which will result in a set of conditional distortions d, = E[D(y, w)Iy = y] that
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satisfy E[dy] < d. For any such test channel,
I(w;xly) = I(w;x y)py(y) (B.28)
y
< ZCI'E(dY)PY(y) (B.29)
y
_ sup CE (dy) py(y) (B.30)
{dy:E[dy]<d} y
Choosing p(wtx) to achieve the maximum in Eq. 6.3 yields
CIE(d) • sup CYE (dy)py(y), (B.31)
{dy:E[dy]=d} yEX
which together with Eq. B.27 proves the lemma.
Consider the set of d* that achieves the maximum on the right hand side of Eq. B.24. By the
conventional channel coding theorem, we can achieve the rate Ci'E(dy) with embedding distortion
dy and negligible probability of error if X = x for all samples of data. Consider the following coding
scheme. We embed data in y", a length n block of host samples. We have a different codebook for
each y which achieves the rate CIYE(dy) at embedding distortion d*. For each y, we collect all of the
samples yi for each i such that yi = y and code using the codebook corresponding to x. The total
rate is thus
CI'E(d*)py(y) = sup CjE(dy)py(Y) (B.32)
yEX {dy:Edy=d} yEX
which by the lemma equals capacity.
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Appendix C
Capacity of information embedding
for binary symmetric host/ channel
with Hamming distortion constraint
C.1 Host know only at encoder
In this appendix, we derive CIE(d), for the binary symmetric case subject to a Hamming distortion
constraint described in Sec. 6.4. We determine that it is the upper concave envelope of the function
g(d) where g(d) is defined as in Eq. 6.33:
r0, O<d<p
g(d) h(d) - h(p), p d (C.1)
We encourage the reader to review [90] to see the strong similarities between this proof and the one
proving the Wyner-Ziv rate-distortion function for the binary symmetric case. The upper concave
envelope of g(d) is given by
g*(d) = sup [0g(01) + (1 - 0)g(02)]. (C.2)
where the supremum is taken with respect to all 0 E [0, 1] and Q1, ý2 E [0, ] such that d =
031 + (1 - 0)/2. By the concavity of h(.), it is clear that g*(d) is concave over p < d < -. Thus the
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maximization in Eq. C.2 can be simplified by letting /2 = 0:
g*(d) = sup[9(h(O) - h(p))],
0,P3
1
O < d < -
2
(C.3)
where the supremum is taken with respect to all 0 E [0, 1] and3 E [0, 1] such that d = /3.
We establish that CIE(d) = g*(d) by separately proving CIE(d) • g*(d) and CIE(d) > g*(d).
C.1.1 Proof that CIE(d) > g*(d)
The proof of the lower bound for CIE(d) is attained by considering a special case. Recall u is
an auxiliary random variable from which we attain w = f(u, y). Let u be the output of a binary
symmetric channel with crossover probability / into which y serves as input. Also let w = f(u, y) =
u, which makes the distortion equal /. We evaluate
I(x, u) - I(y, u) = I(x, w) - I(y, u) = (1 - h(p)) - (1 - h(3)) = h(3) - h(p), (C.4)
and conclude from Eq. 6.1 that
C I E > h(3) - h(p). (C.5)
The values 0 E [0, 1] and /3 E [0, 1] satisfy
(C.6)d = O3
for some given d E [0, -]. By the concavity of CIE(d)
(C.7)CIE(d) = CIE((03) Ž CIE(3) > 0(h(3) - h(p)),
which is true for all 0 and /3 satisfying Eq. C.6. Thus, CIE(d) > g*(d).
C.1.2 Proof that CIE(d) < g*(d)
We show that CIE(d) < g*(d) by showing that
I(u; x) - I(u; y) < g*(d)
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(C.8)
~ n~_
for any puwly(u, wly) such that E[D(y, w)] = d.
Define the set
and its complement
A = {u: f(0, u)= f(1, u)}
AC =U - A= {u: f(O,u) f (1, u)}.
We observe that
I(u; x) - I(u; y) = H(x) - H(xlu) - H(y) + H(y u) (C.11)
(C.12)= H(ylu) - H(xlu),
where Eq. C.12 is true because H(y) = H(x) = 1. Without loss of generality we can thus restrict
our attention to functions f such that if f(0, u) 0 f(1, u) then f(0, u) = 0 and f(1, u) = 1. This
is true because any other choice of f will not change I(u; x) - I(u; y) and can only increase the d.
Thus,
AC = {u: f(0, u) f (1, u)}= {u: f(0,u) = 0, f(1, u) = 1}. (C.13)
By the given information,
= P(u E A)E[D(y,z)Iu E A]
< d,
where Eq. C.15 is true because E[D(y,z)iu E Ac] = 0. The equation
(C.14)
(C.15)
(C.16)
E[D(y, z)Iu E A] P(u= u)E[D(y, z)|lu u]
uEA P(u E A)
uCA
and Eq. C.15 yield
d' = 0 EAdu < d,
uEA
(C.9)
(C.10)
E[D(y, z)] = P(u E A)E[D(y,z)Iu E A] + P(u E Ac)E[D(y,z) u E A c ]
(C.17)
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(C.18)
C___ _ ___ _I
where 0 = P(U E A), A, = P(u = u)/P(U E A), and
We observe that
I(u; x) - I(U; y) = H(ylu) - H(xlu)
• Z(H(ylu= u) - H(xlu= u))P(u= u)
uEA
S Au,(H(ylu = u) - H(xlu = u)),
uEA
where the inequality in Eq. C.21 is true because for u E A c , H(ylu = u) -H(xlu = u) = -H(x u =
u) < 0.
Assume u E A. Defining 7(u) = f(0, u) = f(1, u), we simplify Eq.C.19:
d, = E[D(y,z)u = u] = P(X # y(u)ju = u). (C.23)
Clearly, H(ylu = u) = h(d,). Given u = u the channel input is uniquely specified by z = y(u), and
thus H(xlu = u) = h(p). We rewrite Eq. C.22 as
I(u;x) - I(u; y) < ZAu(h(du) - h(p))
uEA
= oZ A,G(du),
uEA
where G(v) = h(v) - h(p), which is clearly concave for 0 < v < . Because G is concave, and
EuEA AX = 1,
I(u; x) - I(u; y) _ OG(13 Ad,) = 0(h(3) - h(p))
uEA
uEA
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du = E[D(y, z)u = u]. (C.19)
(C.20)
(C.21)
(C.22)
(C.24)
(C.25)
where
(C.26)
(C.27)
Thus we have shown that for any distribution Puzly(u, z y) there exists a 0 E [0, 1] and 3 E [0, ½]
such that Eq. C.26 holds and from Eq. C.18, 0 3 = d'. From the definition of g* (Eq. C.2), we have
I(u; x) - I(u; y) • g*(d). (C.28)
implying Eq. C.8, because d' < d and g*(d) is nondecreasing in d. The proof is complete.
C.2 Host known at encoder and decoder
Proof of the information embedding capacity for the binary symmetric case with the host known
at the encoder and decoder is much simpler than the above proof. Consider the general expression
for capacity given in Eq. B.22. Using the fact that subtracting a known constant from w and x
does not affect their mutual information, we have the equivalent expression
CiE(d) = sup I(x - y; ely),p(Aely) (C.29)
where e = w - y is the additive distortion due to encoding, which is constrained to have P(e =
1) < d. Note that x - y = e + v, where v is a Bernoulli(p) source representing the additive noise
of the BSC. Under the constraint that P(e = 1) _ d, we have the following chain of inequalities:
I(x - y; ely)
The inequalities are met with equality
H(p* d)- H(p), O< d < 1
H(e + vly) - H(e + vle, y)
H(e + v) - Ep(e)H(e + vie = e,y)
H(e + v) - ,p(e)H(p)
H(p d) - H(p).
(C.30)
(C.31)
(C.32)
(C.33)
if e is Bernoulli(d), independent of y and v. Thus CE (d)
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